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AbstractThe topic of this report is signal representation in the context of hierarchical image pro-cessing. An overview of hierarchical processing systems is included as well as a presen-tation of various approaches to signal representation, feature representation and featureextraction. It is claimed that image hierarchies based on feature extraction, so calledfeature hierarchies, demand a signal representation other than the standard spatial orlinear representation used today. A new representation, the operator representation isdeveloped. It is based on an interpretation of features in terms of signal transformations.This representation has no references to any spatial ordering of the signal element and alsogives an explicit representation of signal features. Using the operator representation, ageneralization of the standard phase concept in image processing is introduced. Based onthe operator representation, two algorithms for extraction of feature values are presented.Both have the capability of generating phase invariant feature descriptors. It is claimedthat the operator representation in conjunction with some appropriate feature extractionalgorithm is well suited as a general framework for de�ning multi level feature hierarchies.The report contains an appendical chapter containing the mathematical details necessaryto comprehend the presentation.
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Chapter 1IntroductionThe main topic of this work are signal representation and signal processing. Usually thesetwo topics are treated separately even though they are strongly related. Successful signalprocessing can not be achieved without an appropriate signal representation and, viceversa, the representation chosen is depending on the intentions of the signal processing.Thus, the two topics ought to be merged into one which is the study of how to representsignals in order to perform e�cient signal processing.As an example, consider a Hi-Fi ampli�er transmitting the signal from the pick-up of arecord player to a pair of loud-speakers. The transmitted signal is an audio signal, whichin a natural way may be represented as a function of time. Another useful representationis to consider its frequency spectrum, obtained by a Fourier transform of the �rst function.Given the two representations, di�erent types of properties may be de�ned for the signaland it is important to note that some properties are more obvious in one representationthan in the other. When representing the audio signal as a function of time, propertiessuch as transients, dynamics or peak value are easy to de�ne. The spectral representationon the other hand allows properties like band-width, DC-component or centre frequencyto be described in a natural manner. This example illustrates that the representationmust be chosen with care when de�ning the properties which are of interest for a speci�csignal. For instance, the band-width is not that obvious when representing the audiosignal as a function of time and instantaneous amplitude is a very obscure concept whenconsidering the spectrum of the signal.1.1 Hierarchical processing systemsThe representation and the processing of a signal depend on what tasks the system issupposed to solve. This work is focused on �nding a signal representation and processingmethods which are suitable for images. In this �eld, a widely accepted approach is basedon a hierarchical arrangement of the processing and there are many good reasons fordoing so. As an example, there is strong evidence for the hypothesis that the brains ofmost higher animals structure the information processing hierarchically, both for visionand other sensory inputs, see e.g. [Hubel, 1988]. The strongest motivation, however, isthat all attempts to �nd an operation which after only one level of processing resultsin a complete and useful description of a general image have failed. The reason is thatsimple and generally applicable seems to be two mutually exclusive properties of an imageoperation. One-level operations which result in simple descriptions can only be expected to5



work successfully on restricted classes of images which are well-de�ned and well-behaved,e.g. binary images of printed circuit boards.Before we develop this topic further, we must establish a more precise meaning of ahierarchy. Let x0 denote an image, the original image, and let T denote a transformationwhich maps images to images. We will call the argument of T the input image and theresulting image the output image of T. In this context, T should not be thought of as amathematical function in a strict sense but rather as a procedure which maps an image ofarbitrary size to a new image where the size of the latter may or may not depend on theformer. Furthermore, it may not be the case that T maps the pixel values of the inputimage to pixel values of the output image according to a �xed set of functions. Instead,it may be the case that T is a set of rules or procedures whose detailed operations arecontrolled by some parameters that have di�erent values determined by the context of theimages. All instances of T which are considered for a speci�c application should, however,exhibit some sort of homogeneity to make the following de�nition meaningful. Given x0and T we de�ne a sequence of images, fxk; k = 1; 2; : : :g, according toxk = T xk�1; k = 1; 2; : : : (1:1)For any practical purpose this sequence must be �nite, but the exact number of images isin most cases of no interest. The image sequence is called an image hierarchy, or simply ahierarchy, and each image in the hierarchy is called a level. In the following it will proveuseful to label a speci�c level xk as either a low or high level depending on whether kis small or large. A processing system which operate on the levels of such a hierarchy iscalled a hierarchical processing system. It should be noted that, here, hierarchy is not usedin its dictionary meaning. Nor is there a standard de�nition of an image hierarchy, whichmeans that the one used here may seem quite arbitrary. Furthermore, some authors preferto use terms like pyramid or multilevel system to describe a system of the above type. Themotivation for our de�nition is that hierarchical processing systems, de�ned as above, haveenough in common to be encompassed within one and the same presentation. The basicdi�erence between such systems is the transformation T which implies that hierarchicalprocessing systems may be classi�ed according to the structure of T. In particular, twomain classes are identi�ed and discussed in the following sections.The above de�nition of a hierarchy is nothing but a conceptual framework which leavesa number of important questions open. For example, it does not say anything regardingthe nature of T or what type of operation should be used on each level or even how manylevels there may be. The last question may, however, be given a qualitative answer. Theobvious reason for employing a hierarchy is that the complexity of the original imageis to large to enable generation of a useful image description directly from the originalimage, e.g. due to large e�orts in time or processing capacity. Without giving a precisede�nition of complexity, we conclude that the larger the complexity of an image is themore levels are needed in the hierarchy. Also the operation on each level may be given acharacterization. The basic operation is usually extraction of various features from eachlevel. In fact, a large portion of this work is dedicated to formulating a precise de�nitionof features as well as describing algorithms for extraction of such features. Figure 1.1illustrates how an image hierarchy is constructed, using the above de�nition. Regardingthe transformation T there are no clear answer. The following sections, however, willpresent di�erent strategies which address also this issue.6
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Figure 1.1: An illustration of how an image hierarchy is de�ned. The transformation Tis applied to each level xk and from each such level features are extracted.
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Figure 1.2: A multiresolution hierarchy. AS = averaging and subsampling. FE = featureextraction. 7



1.1.1 Multiresolution hierarchiesA multiresolution hierarchy is recognized by its employment of a T that consists of spa-tial averaging and subsampling. In this context, the averaging procedure may be quitegeneral. For example, if the average is computed as a weighted mean, no restrictions onthe value of the weights is implied. Also the subsampling procedure may be arbitrarilyde�ned, even though most types of multiresolution hierarchies use a regular grid and asubsampling factor of two. A basic property of multiresolution hierarchies is that both theresolution and the amount of data (pixels) needed to represent a speci�c level decreaseswhen ascending through the hierarchy, i.e. when going from lower to higher levels. Thereduced resolution is a result of the uncertainty principle of neighbourhood operations, see[Gabor, 1946] and [Wilson & Granlund, 1984], and the former is due to the subsampling.Figure 1.2 illustrates a multiresolution hierarchy.[Tanimoto & Pavlidis, 1975] where some of the �rst to use a multiresolution hierarchyin image processing. They used an averaging and subsampling process of the simplestpossible type, i.e. an unweighted mean of neighbourhoods that are two by two pixels insize. To motivate their approach the following facts should be noted. First, extraction ofvarious features from the original image is often an expensive procedure in terms of timeand/or processing capacity. Secondly, most images exhibit such features only in a fractionof the entire image area. Thus, if the feature extraction process can be directed to onlyareas which are likely to contain interesting features, a signi�cant reduction in processinge�orts is obtained. Thirdly, it is computationally cheaper to process a high level imagecompared to the original image due to the reduced amount of data needed to represent theformer. Tanimoto and Pavlidis suggested that the areas of interest should be de�ned by atop-down procedure. It starts at the highest level and extracts a description of interestingareas using some appropriate scheme. Each area comes with an implicit hypothesis whichsays 'there is something interesting here', but due to the reduced resolution, no details canbe obtained at this level. Because of the small number of data, however, the descriptioncan be extracted relatively fast. Given this description of interesting areas, the hypothesisis tested for each area at the next lower level resulting in either a con�rmation or a reject.This level has a higher resolution and may therefore be capable of providing a coarsedescription of what type of features to expect in the original image. Furthermore, theprocessing of this level is restricted to only the areas described by the highest level. Byrepeating this procedure at each level, con�rming or rejecting areas of interest as well asre�ning the information regarding what features to expect in each area, we will �nallyreach the lowest level which is the original image. At this point, the area of interestshould have been reduced to only a fraction of the entire image. Furthermore, we shouldalso have obtained a description of what type or types of feature each area contains. Thefeature extraction process may now be directed according to these descriptions, both interms of where to process an type of processing. If this top-down procedure is carefullydesign, the result will then be a reduction in processing e�orts compared to an exhaustiveprocessing of the original image.The above example is merely an illustration of how an multiresolution hierarchymay be employed in image processing. Developments in both processing capacity aswell as theoretical image processing have promoted implementations of far more so-phisticated methods both in terms of averaging and subsampling. The Laplacian pyra-mid is an example where averaging procedure corresponds to a band-pass �ltering, see8



[Burt & Adelson, 1983]. In this case the hierarchical approach is employed not to reducethe processing times but rather to enable an e�cient coding for the transmission or stor-age of an image. Another strategy for for constructing multiple levels by averaging andsubsampling where the averaging procedure (usually) corresponds to band-pass �lteringis the wavelet transform, introduced to image processing by [Daubechies, 1990] and [Mal-lat, 1989] and implemented by e.g. [Fleet, 1991] and [Haglund, 1992]. One of the morecommon averaging procedures for multiresolution hierarchies employs Gaussian weights,which has the interesting property of enabling a continuous sequence of level rather thandiscrete. This is the scale space, introduced in image processing by [Witkin, 1983] andfurther developed by e.g. [Koenderink, 1984] and [Lindeberg, 1991]. This short list ofexamples is not complete in any respect, but serves an illustration that multiresolutionhierarchies may be employed to solve a variety of problems in image processing.It may seem unorthodox to group the above strategies into one and the same category.The di�erences between each of them, e.g. the implementation of T or underlying modelsof the image, should be recognized. As we will see, however, the employment of averagingand subsampling gives a strong characterization of the image features that are extractedfrom each level. In most implementations these procedures are linear and, furthermore,the composition of linear transformations is again linear. By rewriting Equation (1.1) asxk = Tk x0; Tk = TTk�1; (1:2)we see that each level, xk, in a multiresolution hierarchy is related to the original imageby a linear transformation Tk, again representing averaging and subsampling. The con-sequence of this relation is twofold. First, the various levels of a multiresolution hierarchyare in general simple functions of the original image, meaning that we may not expectthe abstraction or complexity of the levels to increase when going from low to high levels.Instead, the averaging and subsampling process will rather decrease the complexity whenascending through the hierarchy. Secondly, the original image possess an intrinsic coor-dinate system which de�nes spatial relations between any pair of image points and thesubsampling process ensures that these relations are inherited by all levels of the hierar-chy. The spatial relations implies that the pixel values at each level may be considered assamples of a continuous function of two spatial variables. Despite the appealing implica-tions of this interpretation of image data, we will see in the following that this may be asevere restriction.We end this presentation of multiresolution hierarchies by pointing out a propertywhich is useful in terms of feature extraction. It is often that case that a feature, possiblyrepresenting some type of object in the image, may have di�erent sizes. If an operationis designed to detect and extract this feature we would then have to implement severalinstances of this operation, one for each appropriate size of the object. The subsamplingwhich occurs in a multiresolution hierarchy, however, implies that the size of objectsdecreases when ascending through the levels. Hence, we may use one �xed instance ofthe operation, but apply it on all levels of the hierarchy and hereby detect the object in arange of sizes. Furthermore, the size of the object is implicitly given by the level at whichit was detected.
9



1.1.2 Feature hierarchiesAn image processing system is never an isolated system which passively 'observes' theimage. Instead, the purpose of such a system is to extract a useful description of theimage. Exactly what is meant by a useful description, however, will of course be formu-lated in di�erent ways for di�erent systems. In the simplest case it may be an answer,yes or no, to questions like 'is this a defect printed circuit board' or 'are there any objectsof type X is this image'. In the latter case, X may be anything from a square shapedobject to a cancer cell. The description provided by the system is often more detailed,e.g. where in the image interesting features are found, of what type they are, etc. In mostcases, these descriptions are to be interpreted by a human who makes further decisions onwhat to do with the results. In recent years, however, several systems have been designedthat use the descriptions provided by an image processing subsystem to control the gen-eration of responses that are physical interactions with the environment. Still, however,these systems are extremely task oriented, i.e. they are designed to solve a speci�c andwell-de�ned task. As an example, a system described by [Ayache & Faugeras, 1986] usean image processing system to guide a robot arm in order to reposition overlapping ob-jects. An even more complex task solved by a response generating systems is representedby the automatic vehicle control system described in [Dickmanns & Graefe, 1988a] and[Dickmanns & Graefe, 1988b].A characteristic property of the above systems is that the more complicated the taskis, the higher will the complexity or abstraction of the descriptions be in order to proveuseful. Complexity and abstraction are of course quite vague concepts but, relying onan intuitive understanding of their meaning, we will de�ne an abstraction hierarchy asa sequence of images where each image contains descriptions of the original image withincreasing abstraction as we ascend through the hierarchy. In this context, we will seethe levels of an abstraction hierarchy as merely sets of descriptions which may or maynot have spatial relations, the former corresponding to the intuitive concept of an image.We infer from the de�nition that the construction of an abstraction hierarchy is based onimage models, i.e. descriptions of static and dynamic events to expect in an image, anda capability of the processing system to interpret the image descriptions at each level interms of these models. Furthermore, the models are arranged in a hierarchical fashion, i.e.we have low level models like 'an image neighbourhood of appropriate size will most likelycontain a linear structure' and high level models like the �rst law of Newton. The de�-nition of an abstraction hierarchy says nothing regarding how the image descriptions aregenerated. In the following, however, we will consider a class of abstraction hierarchies,feature hierarchies, were the descriptions at each level are generated by a transforma-tion of the descriptions at the next lower level. This type of hierarchy was originallysuggested by [Granlund, 1978], see also [Granlund, 1990]. As was previously mentioned,the transformations that generate the image descriptions need not be exactly the samethroughout the hierarchy, but should rather exhibit some conceptual homogeneity. Anexample of how this strategy may be employed for image segmentation is illustrated by[Hanson & Riseman, 1978].Let us assume that we are interested in �nding squares of a speci�c size in an image.Experience has proved that is it virtually impossible to determine in one step that anarea of an image contains a square. Instead, let us decompose the square into smallerparts which individually are simpler to detect. A square consists of four straight lines10



of equal length. However, not just any four such lines will do. They must be pairwiseparallel and the end of each line has to make a straight angle corner with the end ofanother line. Hence, one way of �nding a square is to start by �rst �nding all areas inthe image which contains lines. These areas are then candidates for being parts of thesquare. Given the information of lines in the image it is possible to search for those pointswhere two lines meet in a straight angle corner. Now, all information which are necessaryto detect the square in one last step is available. We simply have to search for thoseplaces in the image where there are four corner points of appropriate type and relativeposition which additionally are connected by lines. The example serves as an illustrationof a hierarchical feature relationship, i.e. how simple features such as line segments canbe used to compose more complex features or, vice versa, how complex features can bedecomposed into simpler ones. As a reection of this relation it is therefore natural toextract features hierarchically, i.e. image descriptions at one level are used as input for thefeature extraction process at the next higher level. In the light of the previous de�nitionof a feature hierarchy, this implies that transformation which generates one level from thenext lower, T, is more or less identical to the feature extraction process, see Figure 1.3.

FE
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x1
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Features extractedfrom x0
Features extractedfrom x1
Features extractedfrom x2

Figure 1.3: A feature hierarchy. FE = feature extraction.As was previously mentioned, each level of a feature hierarchy does not have to corre-spond to our intuitive concept of an image, i.e. does not have to exhibit spatial relations.As an example, [Biederman, 1985] constructs descriptions of 3D objects in terms geo-metrical primitives. Each such description is of course related to spatial features of anobject, but the set of descriptions does not have to exhibit spatial relations. In fact, this11



property is characteristic for feature hierarchies. The world around us may of course beseen as inhabited by various types of 3D objects, each such object being composed bypoints that are spatially well-de�ned and, hence, interesting to describe. Such a 'geomet-rical' description, however, may not be the only one we are interested in. It will only tellus where to �nd certain things in the image, but says nothing about how the objects arerelated or what will happen in the near future. This is where the image models are used,since they describe how an image 'behaves' at various levels of abstraction. For example,if an image contains two object, A and B, where A is above B, a geometrical descriptionwould only tell us that the z-coordinate of object A is larger than the z-coordinate ofobject B. A simple model of real world images would for example include that objectwithout support will fall downward with constant acceleration. A non-geometrical de-scription of the image may then be something like: there are two object in the image, oneof which will start to move towards the other, estimated impact in 0.25 sec. An even moresophisticated description may include the appropriateness of the predicted event and mea-sures to take in order to avoid it. This type of descriptions are not suitable to encompasswithin a geometrical description of the image and, hence, we should not demand that theimage descriptions always are spatially related. In fact, by attaching spatial propertiesto each and every feature we may even obscure the relevant information. As an example,to decide whether or not to push the brake pedal when driving a car, we do not needto know the exact position of all objects in our surrounding. We simply need to know ifthere is an object on the road ahead of us that is inappropriate to run over. If a detaileddescription of the environment was given to us, such a decision would be impossible tomake in reasonable time.When discussing multiresolution hierarchies, we concluded that two of their moreprominent properties are that each level of such a hierarchy possesses spatial relations inits description of the original image and that each level is related to the original imageby a more or less simple transformation. From the previous discussion, we see that theopposite situation rules for feature hierarchies. Spatial relations are only expected toexist at the lower levels of this type of hierarchy. Furthermore, each level is related tothe original image by a succession of feature extraction processes, each of which in anynormal case is quite complex compared to averaging and subsampling. Hence, we shouldnot expect that there exist simple relations between the higher levels of a feature hierarchyand the original image. Instead, simple relations are found only between one level andthe next following, de�ned by the feature extraction process, T.A hierarchical image processing structure does not have to be strictly of a multires-olution or a feature type. An example of a combination between the two strategies isthe multiresolution Fourier transform, as described in [Wilson, Calway & Pearson, 1992]and [Calway, 1989]. In this approach, the feature extraction is based on Fourier analysis.The resulting hierarchy has a �xed number of levels, the lowest level being the originalimage and the highest level its Fourier transform. Each intermediate level consists of aset of Fourier transforms, each transform taken from a smaller or larger region of theoriginal image. As we ascend through the hierarchy, the transformed regions becomelarger and larger and the number of transforms within each set becomes correspondinglysmaller. The resulting hierarchical data structure is then to be further processed in orderto obtain descriptions of image features such as type of feature and its relative size.
12



1.1.3 Image hierarchies in generalWe will now leave the general strategies for employing hierarchical processing systemsand instead discuss their general properties. A basic operation in these systems is featureextraction. As was mentioned, the hierarchical framework does not give any guidelinesregarding the nature of this process. However, due to the spatial relations which arede�ned for all levels of a multiresolution hierarchy and at least also at the lowest levels ofa feature hierarchy, convolution is a natural choice for this process and implies that theresult again is an image equipped with a spatial coordinate system. Each point in thisoutput image is de�ned as the inner product between a spatial neighbourhood of the inputimage, a level in the hierarchy, and a �lter kernel, see Figure 1.4. The neighbourhood iscentered around a point x in the input image which de�nes the corresponding coordinatex for the point in the output image. The output image thus inherits the spatial relationsof the input image. Due to the uncertainty principle, however, the spatial resolution willbe reduced in the output image compared to the input image. In the general case, theinner product is taken between each neighbourhood and several �lter kernels. It may alsobe necessary to apply non-linear operations on the results, as demonstrated by e.g. thealgorithm for estimation of local orientation described in Section 1.5.1. Not surprisingly,feature extraction based on convolution is the standard tool both for multiresolution andfeature hierarchies.According to the previous de�nition of a feature hierarchy, spatial relations may not beat hand for all its levels. Convolution, in its usual form, may therefore not be appropriatefor the higher levels of a feature hierarchy. As we will see, it is possible to de�ne ageneralized version of the convolution process which, under certain conditions, can beused for signals without spatial relations in order to generate feature descriptions.

Input image

Output image
Image neighbourhood Filter kernelInner product computer

Figure 1.4: The standard convolution operation.13



In the following, a processing unit will refer to the conceptual entity which from thelevels of an image hierarchy extracts feature descriptions. According to the previous dis-cussion, a processing unit often implements the computation of an inner product betweena neighbourhood at some level of the hierarchy and one or several �lter kernels, in somecases followed by non-linear operations. Furthermore, we will assign one processing unitto each and every descriptor extracted from the hierarchy. This point of view enablesthe units to employ individual �lter kernels, not only at the various levels but also fortwo units at the same level. The input of each unit is a subset of a speci�c level. Ifthe processing units are to implement a convolution operation, the subsets correspondto neighbourhoods of equal size and the �lter kernels are equal for all units. In general,however, the subsets are merely signals that, for some reason, are appropriate to combineinto a feature descriptor.Let us consider the feature extraction process for a multiresolution hierarchy. As waspreviously mentioned, each of its levels may be interpreted as a function of two variables.It is important to note, that this interpretation will have a strong inuence on what typesof features we de�ne as interesting to extract, e.g. zero-crossings, partial derivatives ofvarious order, local orientation or frequency, etc. Exactly what features we choose areoften a result of underlying image models. Each feature will implicitly de�ne what typeof �lter or �lters that should be employed by the processing units and how the �lteringresults are to be combined. For this type of image hierarchy, the feature descriptions areoften a '�nal' result of the image processing and are then to be interpreted by a human orused as input to some other process. As a consequence, the representation of the extractedfeatures are seldom of main importance for this type of hierarchy.The opposite situation rules for feature hierarchies. In this case, the processing unitsare not only extracting features but they are also responsible for the generation of thehierarchy itself. The output of the units at one level is the input of the units at thenext higher level and this situation addresses an important question: how features arerepresented by the feature descriptors. As the input signals to each processing unit in thiscase are feature descriptions, there must be a natural relation between how the signals ateach level are represented, how features are de�ned and how descriptions of features areassembled into new signals at the next higher level, see [Granlund, 1988a]. As mentioned,spatial relations may not be at hand at the higher levels of a feature hierarchy, which thusmakes an interpretation of the signals in terms of a two-dimensional function impossible.In order to employ a feature hierarchy with more than just a few levels, we must thereforede�ne some other type of representation for the signals at each level in order to de�nefeatures and procedures for feature extraction.We may summarize the discussion so far as follows. To obtain a useful description ofimages, we may use a multiresolution hierarchy. The result of such an approach would,however, only allow extraction of a restricted class of image features which are de�ned interms of spatial relations. In general we are interested in more abstract descriptions ofan image which leads us to the feature hierarchy. In a multiresolution hierarchy we canalways represent each level as a function of two variables. For the feature hierarchy, onthe other hand, we may not employ this representation for all its levels but there doesnot seems to be an obvious alternative. Hence, we can not expect to bene�t fully fromthe conceptual advantages of a feature hierarchy unless a suitable signal representationwhich can be used at all its levels is de�ned. This is the problem address in the followingchapters. 14



1.2 Some conceptsWe have used a number of concepts for which there are no standard de�nitions and morewill be introduced in what follows. Therefore, it will prove useful to establish some sort offormal de�nition of their meaning, even though these should be regarded as local for thiswork. In this context we will use the concept of signals quite freely, sometimes meaninga one-dimensional function of a single variable and sometimes a group of scalars whichmay vary with time, the latter corresponding to an image neighbourhood.Feature valuesA feature value is an entity which enables us to say whether two instances of a feature arethe same or not. As an example, consider the colour of an object. We may use a physicalde�nition of colour, i.e. the energy spectrum of light reected by the object, or a moreperceptual de�nition, i.e. the energy content in the three frequency bands 'red', 'green'and 'blue'. In the �rst case the feature value is a function and in the second case threenumbers. A feature value may also be a geometrical entity such as the orientation of aline or the curvature of a curve.Feature descriptorsA feature descriptor is a scalar or vector or any mathematical structure with algebraicproperties which is used to represent a feature value. The feature descriptor will in generalnot be the same as the feature value. Taking the the orientation of a line as an example,this feature value is a purely geometrical entity which, however, may be represented bye.g. the smallest non-negative angle the line makes to a �xed reference line. This numberis then a feature descriptor of the orientation. In the following, we will see that thisdescriptor is inappropriate for a number of reasons.Feature representationA feature representation is a rule which from a feature value assigns a feature descriptor,i.e. it is a function from a set of feature values to a set of feature descriptors. Againconsidering the example of the orientation of a line, a real number is de�ned for any lineby measuring the smallest non-negative angle between the line and a �xed reference line.This angle is a feature descriptor of the orientation and the procedure which describeshow to assign a value for this descriptor given an arbitrary line is a feature representa-tion. One and the same feature value may have several feature representations which aredi�erent in various respects, e.g. continuity, uniqueness, averageability, etc. A desirablecharacteristic of a feature representation is usually that the resulting feature descriptionsreects interesting properties of the feature values in a natural way.
15



Signal functionIn image processing, a signal may often be represented as a function of one or severalvariables, either temporal or spatial. As an example, a digital image generated by a videocamera is in a natural way represented by a function of two variables where the functionrepresents the luminance of the visible points of a scene. In this case we may also seea continuous sequence of images from the camera as a function of three variables, twospatial and one temporal, thereby representing also the variation of the luminance.Signal vectorOften, signals consists of a set of scalars. An image neighbourhood is an example of sucha signal. In this case, we can see each scalar as an element of a vector of a vectors space ofthe type Rn, see Figure 1.5. Such a vector is called a signal vector and the correspondingvectors space the signal vector space. This approach enables the use of quite powerfultools from linear algebra, e.g. linear mappings on vector spaces. Signal vectors are insome cases de�ned from signals which have spatial relation, e.g. image neighbourhoods,which may suggest that the elements of the signal vector should be ordered in accordanceto these relations. The ordering of the elements is, however, of no relevance.Feature extractionA procedure which assigns a numerical value to a feature descriptor from a signal is afeature extractor performing feature extraction.
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1CCCCCCCAFigure 1.5: Two ways of assembling a signal vector from the values of a discrete signalfunction. Both vectors will have the same properties as elements of a vector space.16



Feature vectorsAs will be demonstrated in the following, signal features may be represented using vectors.These vectors are here called feature vectors and should not be confused with signalvectors. Normally, a signal vector is the input of a processing unit in an image hierarchyand a feature vector may be the output. In a feature hierarchy, however, the output ofone level will be the input of the following, implying that the elements of a signal vectormay be formed by grouping of feature vectors.Spatial vectorsThe elements of a signal are sometimes spatially related. The coordinate system, implicitlyde�ned by the spatial relations, can be used to construct a vector space. The elementsof this vector space are vectors, here are called spatial vectors, each corresponding to apoint in the coordinate system.As an example, assume that the signal corresponds to a two-dimensional functionwhich is constant in one speci�c direction. A spatial vector can then be used to describethe direction of constancy. The signal can also be described as a signal vector, and it isimportant to distinguish between spatial vectors and signal vectors. Not only are theyelements of two di�erent vector spaces but are also di�erent in terms of how they changewhen the signal varies. Consider again the above example and let direction of constancychange, e.g. by rotating the spatial direction vector. The signal vector will also changebut in general not according to a rotation. This means that even though there is sometype of correspondence between the transformation of spatial and signal vectors whichare describing the same signal, the transformations are in general not the same.Signal representationA signal representation is the way we choose to view the signal. For instance we cansometimes regard one and the same signal as either a function of one or several variablesor as a vector in a vector space. The representation chosen allows the de�nition of featuresin various ways. As was mentioned in the �rst section, one feature may be more obvious inone representation than in another. Hence, we may approach a signal processing problemin at least two ways. We may know what features which are of interest and choose arepresentation in which the features are naturally described, i.e. the representation isde�ned by the features. Vice versa, the representation may be given a priori by thestructure of the signal and the features will then be de�ned by the signal representation.It should be noted that signal and feature representations are related. A signal repre-sentation contains either explicit or implicit descriptions of signal features. If, for example,we represent a signal as a two-dimensional function, there are no explicit descriptions ofany features. But we are implicitly led to de�ning features in terms of this function, e.g.zero-crossings or partial derivatives.
17



1.3 Signal representationsAs was previously mentioned, one and the same signal may be represented in severaldi�erent ways. In general, the representation chosen is a reection of assumptions andintentions regarding the signal. In the following, two quite common signal representationsare presented, including a brief review of their basic properties and restrictions in thecontext of hierarchical signal processing. It is assumed that the signal is discrete, i.e. maybe represented by a �nite dimensional signal vector. In the following we will use the termspatial in a broad sense, including also temporal variables.1.3.1 Spatial representationThe spatial representation implies that the components or elements of the signal have ana priori de�ned spatial relationship relative to each other. Take a sampled audio signalas an example. The elements of this signal vector are sampled values of the audio signalat speci�c time instances. As the time instances are ordered, an ordering of the signalelements are de�ned in a natural way. Another example is an image neighbourhood of aspatially sampled image. Each pixel is assigned a spatial coordinate according to wherein the neighbourhood it was sampled which asserts a two-dimensional ordering.The spatial relations implies that the signal can be represented as a function, a signalfunction, of one or several variables, usually temporal or spatial. Given this representation,there are at least two ways of de�ning features for the signal. The �rst is to considerdi�erent types of properties of the signal function, e.g. partial derivatives of various orders,zero-crossings, etc. The other is to �rst transform the function to a new one, e.g. usingthe Fourier transform or some of its relatives, and consider properties of the transformedfunction, e.g. accumulations of energy in di�erent parts of the resulting Fourier spectrum.Features like frequency, DC-component or local orientation of an image neighbourhoodare de�ned in a simple way using this latter approach.This type of representation in the most natural for multiresolution hierarchies, as alllevels are equipped with a two-dimensional coordinate system implying a two-dimensionalordering of the signal elements. As was previously mentioned, however, only spatialfeatures can be de�ned in a natural way using this type of signal representation.1.3.2 Linear representationIf representing the signal as a vector, the signal vector can be written as a linear com-bination of some basis vectors of the vector space V . Thus, if v is the signal vector, wewritev = pPk=1 ckek; (1:3)where ek are the basis vectors and ck are the coordinates of the signal vector relative tothis basis. This type of representation called a linear representation of the signal. In somecases, only signal vectors in a linear subspace of V need to be represented, which impliesthat the basis may not have to span the entire of V . If the dimension of V is n, thismeans that p � n. Given a linear representation of a signal, the coordinates ck can beused as features in a natural way. 18



The choice of basis vectors is of course the main issue for this type of representationand at least two strategies for how to choose deserve to be mentioned. The �rst focuses onthe basis vectors and seeks the smallest number of basis vectors capable of representingthe signal vector linearly. The representation may in this case not be perfect but allowsfor a prede�ned smallest error. The optimal basis set will then minimize p under thisconstraint and the result is thus that a minimal number of coordinates ck are needed todescribe the signal vector. The signal may then be represented in a very compact waywhich is desirable for instance when coding the signal for transmission or storage. Thesecond approach focuses on the coordinates and seeks a basis set for which the coordinatesare interpretable in some speci�c way, for example as an indication of class membershipof the signal vector. Template matching or correlation is an example of this strategy. Inthis case, each basis vector corresponds to a template and if a coordinate of the signalvector is relatively large, it is taken as an indication of similarity between the signal andthe template.Though seemingly general and natural, it is claimed that the linear representation has aa number of serious restrictions. First of all, recalling the �rst strategy of de�ning the basisset, it is in general desirable that the number of coordinates needed to generate a linearrepresentation is small. The practical consequence is that only a few numbers have to betransmitted or stored but the theoretical implications are also interesting. As humans,we consider a signal which can be represented by a few numbers to be fairly simple. Itimplies that the signal has a small degree of freedom, and in this case it corresponds to thesignal vector being con�ned in a low-dimensional subspace of V . However, for the linearrepresentation the opposite is not in general true. A signal with a low degree of freedom,does not necessary have to be con�ned in a subspace of V with low dimensionality. As anexample, consider a cyclic image sequence showing a man waving his arms and shakinghis head. Let this sequence be constructed such that each pixel is a continuous functionof time. Now, represent the entire image as a signal vector in a signal space of the samedimensionality as the number of pixels in the image. As the image sequence is cyclic, thesignal vector will move along a smooth closed one-dimensional curve in the signal space.This signal is simple in the sense that any point on the curve may be characterized byonly one parameter. However, using a linear representation for this signal, we would mostcertainly need a large number of basis vectors since the curve can not be assumed to beembedded in a linear subspace of low dimensionality. This implies that the simplicity ofthe signal, reected in the number of parameters needed to characterize its position in thesignal space, not necessarily has to correspond to a simple linear representation. In theworst case, a linear representation may have to include the same number of basis vectorsas the dimensionality of V , although the signal is completely characterized by only oneparameter.The linear representation may also be inappropriate for an other reason which is some-what more subtle. Even though the signal may be linearly represented by a reasonablesmall basis, the coordinates of the signal will in general not correspond to our intuitiveconcept of a feature, which was the motivation of the second strategy. Almost all featureextracting algorithms use various non-linear combinations of the coordinates to obtain afeature representation, which implies that the interesting features may not be encoded inthe coordinates in a simple way.
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1.4 Feature representationsFeature representation is very much related to information representation in general.[Granlund, 1989b] contains a thorough presentation of di�erent types of information rep-resentations for image analysis. In this section, however, we will treat representation offeatures, which may be seen as speci�c entities of information.It was mentioned previously that a useful signal representation must embed an implicitor explicit feature representation. In the case of a spatial representation, the features areoften de�ned as various properties of a signal function. For a linear representation, thecoordinates of the signal vector can be de�ned as features. In general, it is desirable thatthe representation used reects important aspects of a feature. In this section, two suchaspects will be discussed. The �rst is de�ned as follows.Compatibility and complementarity.Without formulating the concept of continuity in a strict sense, we assert that a continuousfunction maps points which are close in the domain of de�nition to points which also areclose in the range domain. A small change in the argument of a continuous functionthus corresponds to a small variation of the function value. Assuming that the functionunder consideration is a feature representation and also that the two domains, e.g. the setof feature values and the set of feature descriptors, are equipped with suitable metrics,we call the feature descriptors compatible with the feature values if the representation iscontinuous. The opposite situation is termed complementarity. Though not possible toformulate strictly mathematical, the bottom line of complementarity means that if twofeature values, x1 and x2, are 'far' apart or simply dissimilar, then so are y1 and y2 aswell, the latter being the feature descriptors of x1 and x2. Note, that far apart may meandi�erent things in the two domains. [Granlund, 1990] states that a feature representationshould be implement compatibility and complementarity. This implies that feature valueswhich conceptually are close are mapped by the representation to descriptors which alsoare close. Furthermore, feature values which are complementary or maximally dissimilarare mapped to descriptors which also, in their domain, are maximally dissimilar. �It is of course not clear what complementary means for a general situation. In the followingexamples, the complement of feature values are often based on an intuitive interpretationof the speci�c feature, whereas the complement of a feature descriptor may be de�ned inalgebraic terms, e.g. by change of sign.The reason for implementing compatibility and complementarity may not be that ob-vious. Apart from the intuitive appeal of these two properties, however, a number oftheoretical and practical advantages will be gained. First of all, they imply that thetopology of the feature domain is preserved in the descriptor domain. This, in turn, en-sures that feature descriptors can be used directly for comparison of feature values. Iftwo feature descriptors are almost equal, then so are their corresponding feature values.If the descriptors are dissimilar, then so are the feature values. A practical consequenceof this situation is illustrated by taking the average of several feature descriptors. Pro-vided that they are appropriately related, e.g. describing the same feature but in adjacentregions of an image, the averaged descriptor can be given an intelligent interpretation.The compatibility ensures that if the descriptors are more or less representing the samefeature value, then also the average will represent approximately that value. This can not20



be guaranteed unless the compatibility of the representation is valid. Furthermore, if thefeature descriptors are describing feature values which are inconsistent, the complemen-tarity may be used to indicate this situation in the averaged descriptor. Depending onhow the complementarity has been implemented in the representation, the indication maybe of di�erent kinds. Two examples of how to implement the property of complementaritywill be presented later on.As an example, consider a two-dimensional line and how its orientation is represented.It was previously mentioned that the orientation can be represented by the smallest non-negative angle the line makes to e.g. the positive x-axes. The orientation is thus describedby a real number in the range from 0� to 180�. Let us assume that the orientation oftwo adjacent part of a horizontal line is extracted but due to noise or imperfection inthe extraction process, the two descriptors are 1� and 179�. The average is 90�, which isthe description of a vertical line. Thus, the average of the two feature descriptions willnot represent a line of approximately horizontal orientation, but rather the complementorientation. This representation implements neither compatibility nor complementarityand is therefore not appropriate for averaging.The second aspect to be discussed in this section is de�ned as follows.Equivariance and invarianceFor the purpose of the following discussion, let X be a set of feature values for a speci�cfeature and let f be a representation for that feature, i.e. f : X ! Y , where Y is the setof feature descriptors. A feature value may in general change in any possible way, but ifthe variation can be described as a transformation A : X ! X, the representation canbe described in terms of how A is reected in a transformation of the feature descriptors.The representation f is called equivariant with respect to a transformation A if there isa transformation A0, not equal to the identity transformation, such thatf(Ax) = A0f(x); x 2 X: (1:4)Given a representation f , the set of all transformations which f is equivariant with respectto is called the equivariance class of f , or Eq(f). This implies that changes of a featurevalue, x, caused by any transformation in Eq(f) are reected in variations of the descriptorf(x). Furthermore, f is called invariant with respect to a transformation B iff(Bx) = f(x); x 2 X: (1:5)Given a representation f , the set of all transformationsB which f is invariant with respectto is called the invariance class of f , or In(f). Hence, changes of a feature value, x, causedby a transformation in In(f) will not change the feature descriptor f(x). �The concepts equivariance and invariance in the context of computer vision were �rst de-scribed by [Wilson & Knutsson, 1988] and is further developed in [Wilson & Spann, 1988].We conclude from the previous de�nition that the prominent properties of a representationf are de�ned by Eq(f) and In(f).We will now present two feature representations. The presentation will include com-ments on how compatibility, complementarity, equivariance and invariance are imple-mented. 21



1.4.1 Vector representationIn the vector representation, �rst described by [Granlund, 1978], the features values aremapped to vectors, i.e. feature vectors, of some �xed dimensionality. The representationalso has an explicit measure of certainty of the represented feature value. The mappingis de�ned in such a way that the direction of a vector corresponds to the feature valueand the length corresponds to a certainty of the represented feature value. A short vectorindicates low certainty and vice versa. For this representation to be meaningful, theprinciple of compatibility is always assumed. Furthermore, complementarity is ensuredby mapping incompatible or maximally dissimilar feature values to vectors having oppositedirections, i.e. to x and -x respectively. For the case of two-dimensional feature vectors,it will sometimes prove convenient to treat the feature vectors as complex numbers.The most prominent example of how the vector representation may be used is forrepresentation of local orientation in images, [Granlund, 1978] and [Knutsson, 1982]. Foreach neighbourhood in the image, some procedure determines the dominant orientationand a certainty of this value. The certainty is usually based on a measure of local one-dimensionality of the neighbourhood. An example of such a procedure will be describedlater on. The result of this procedure is a complex number z, corresponding to a two-dimensional vector. Hence, the estimated orientation is described by arg(z) and thecertainty is described by jzj. The standard representation for orientation is presentedin Figure 1.6, which also shows how di�erent orientations are mapped to arg(z). Notethat arg(z) is twice the angle of the represented orientation. If this was not the case, themapping would implement the principle of compatibility. A rotation of a linear structureby 180� will preserve the orientation, which means that the feature vector must rotatewith 360�. Furthermore, two orientations which are orthogonal are mapped to oppositedirections. This is in accordance with the principle of complementarity. For the purposeof the following discussion the vector representation of local orientation is called orient.
arg(z)

Figure 1.6: The standard representation of local orientation for orient.22



The representation of local orientation may serve as an example of equi- and invari-ance. First of all, it should be noted that the procedure which extracts feature descriptorsfrom local neighbourhoods will assume nothing but local one-dimensionality of the neigh-bourhood, i.e. it may contain a line or an edge or anything with a well-de�ned orientation.If the orientation of the neighbourhood changes, e.g. by rotating the neighbourhood, thenof course the feature descriptor for that neighbourhood changes since the feature vectorwill rotate with twice the speed of the neighbourhood. This implies that rotations of theneighbourhood are elements in Eq(orient). Theoretically, orient is invariant to all othertransformations, e.g. translation and scaling of the signal function. In practice, however,at least spatial frequency and energy contents of the signal are properties which, whenchanged, will change the descriptor. The feature extraction procedure normally generatesa feature vector whose length in addition to the certainty varies also with the signal energywhich implies that also transformations of this property will be in Eq(orient).The vector representation is especially appropriate for averaging. As was mentioned,the compatibility asserts that if a set of feature vectors are describing approximately thesame feature value, their average will correspond to an average of the feature values.When adding a set of vectors, it is evident that the sum will be of maximal length onlyif the vectors have the same direction and, vice versa, the more di�erent directions thevectors have, the shorter will the sum be. For the vector representation, this implies thatif the descriptors correspond to dissimilar feature values then the length of their averagewill be relatively small. As an extreme case, the average of the maximally dissimilarvectors x and -x is 0. If the average is small, however, this is not by itself evidence for thestatement that the feature descriptor set is incompatible. It may also be an indication ofsmall feature vectors in the set.The vector representation has also been used successfully for the representation oflocal frequency, [N�app�a & Granlund, 1985] and [Haglund, 1992], and circular symmetries[Big�un, 1988]. It should be noted, however, that the vector representation is not appro-priate for any type of feature. As a feature vector x has only one opposing vector -x, thisimplies that only features for which there is only one maximally dissimilar value will �tthis scheme.1.4.2 Tensor representationIf we need to represent orientation of linear structures in higher dimensions than two,the vector representation will prove inappropriate for at least two reasons. Let us assumethat we want to represent the orientation of a line L passing through the origin in a three-dimensional Euclidean space, using a feature vector x. First of all, in three dimensionsthere are in�nitely many lines which are maximally dissimilar to L, i.e. all lines lyingin any plane perpendicular to L. Hence, there is no unique choice for what orientationshould be represented by -x. Secondly, it is desirable to have a representation which iscapable of describing the orientation of both lines and planes in a local three dimensionalneighbourhood and also distinguish between the two cases. The vector representation cannot do this in any obvious way.A linear map from a vector space U to itself corresponds to a tensor, T. If the maphas eigenvectors ek 2 U , constituting an orthogonal basis for U , and each ek has a realeigenvalue �k, then the corresponding tensor is real and symmetric. Vice versa, any realand symmetric tensor corresponds to a linear map with the mentioned properties. It23



should be noted that the eigenvectors of the linear map are not unique and that it is moreappropriate to describe the map in terms of eigenspaces, where each eigenspace is a linearsubspace of U containing eigenvectors with one and the same eigenvalue. The eigenspacestogether with their corresponding eigenvalues is called the eigensystem of the tensor. Inthe following, T is always assumed to be real, symmetric and also positive semide�nite.The tensor T can be writtenT = nPk=1 �keke?k; (1:6)where e?k is the transpose of the eigenvector ek, each �k � 0 and n is the dimensionalityof U .The tensor representation maps feature values to a real, symmetric and positivesemide�nite feature tensor in such a way that the eigensystem of the tensor reects charac-teristic properties of the feature. This representation was developed by [Knutsson, 1989]for the representation of local three-dimensional orientation. It may be used to describethe orientation of a line or a plane in a three-dimensional neighbourhood as well as in-dicate which case it is. Also the isotropic case, i.e. there is no linear structure in theneighbourhood, is included. For the three-dimensional case, the feature tensor can bewrittenT = �1e1e?1 + �2e2e?2 + �3e3e?3; (1:7)where �1 � �2 � �2 � 0. It is the relative magnitude of the eigenvalues which indicatesif the neighbourhood contains a line, a plane or if it is isotropic. Three extreme cases arepresented below.� �1 � �2 � �3 > 0. This implies that the neighbourhood is isotropic.� �1 � �2 > 0 and �3 � 0. This indicates a line in the neighbourhood and theorientation of the line is described by the orientation of the eigenspace correspondingto �3. The eigenvector e3 is a base for this eigenspace.� �1 > 0 and �2 � �3 � 0. This indicates a plane in the neighbourhood and thenormal orientation of the plane is described by the orientation of the eigenspacecorresponding to �1 The eigenvector e1 is a base for this eigenspace.This methodology has been extended to non-linear curves and surfaces in three and fourdimensions by [B�arman, 1991].The tensor representation is continuous which follows directly from how the orienta-tions of lines and planes are mapped to the eigensystem of T. Not only will continuouschanges of orientation correspond to continuous changes of T but also a change from e.g.the line to the plane case will be continuously represented. Hence, the tensor representa-tion is compatible with respect to the feature values. For the vector representation, twocomplementary feature values are mapped to the vectors x and -x, respectively. For thetensor representation, however, all tensors should be positive semide�nite, which excludeschange of sign. Instead, complementarity is implemented in the eigenspaces and relative24



magnitude of the di�erent eigenvalues. As an example, if two neighbourhoods containlines of perpendicular orientation, the two feature tensors will typically beT1 = e1e?1 and T2 = e2e?2; (1:8)where e1 is orthogonal to e2. Note, that the average of positive semide�nite tensors isagain positive semide�nite. The average will not cancel out, as in the case of the vectorrepresentation, but amounts toTaver = 12(T1 +T2) = 12e1e?1 + 12e2e?2: (1:9)The feature tensor Taver represent the plane case, where the plane has a normal orienta-tion perpendicular to e1 and e2.Though useful for representing orientation of linear structures in arbitrary dimensions,something the vector representation can not do, the tensor representation assumes thatthe features can be interpreted in terms of orientations in a Euclidean space. In general,however, features may not be of this type.1.5 Feature extractionThere are many methods for feature extraction and only a few of the most common willbe presented here. In fact, the main part of the text is devoted to a speci�c extractionmethod which will be generalized so as to �t the signal and feature representation to bepresented in following chapters.The extraction method used is of course depending on the signal and feature repre-sentation chosen for a speci�c signal. If a spatial representation of the signal is used, thefeatures values of the corresponding signal function are often extracted by convolutionoperations, in some cases followed by non-linear combinations of the convolution results.For example, if partial derivatives are interesting features, convolution kernels which ap-proximate di�erential operators can be de�ned. The convolution result will be an imagein which each point contains the estimated partial derivative with respect to some spatialcoordinate. In some cases, it may be the magnitude of the gradient of the signal functionwhich is the interesting feature, implying that the resulting image is de�ned by non-linearoperations on the estimated partial derivatives in e.g. the x- and y-direction. The sameapproach can be used for extraction of e.g. local orientation in an image. This operationwill be thoroughly reviewed later on.A linear representation of the signal, on the other hand, implies that the featuresin most cases are the coordinates of the signal vector with respect to a basis of thesignal space, or a linear subspace thereof. Feature extraction, in this case, implies thecomputation of an inner product between the signal vector and each vector in the the dualbase. Sometimes, the coordinates are further processed by e.g. a classi�er. This approachapplies to template matching, where the largest coordinate will be the indication of classmembership. More complex classi�cation methods, e.g. Minimum Distance or MaximumLikelihood, may be used instead. Note, that also convolution implies an inner product,though locally in each neighbourhood, see [Granlund, 1989a].25



1.5.1 The ORIENT-algorithm[Granlund, 1978] de�ned an algorithm which generates a vector description of local orien-tation in images. It it based on measuring the energy for a �xed number of orientations inthe Fourier domain using anisotropic �lters. The feature vector is determined by �ndingthe orientation with maximal energy by comparison. This algorithm was later developedby [Knutsson, 1982], who used �lters with special angular functions in the Fourier domainin order to construct the feature vector directly from the �lter outputs. The latter algo-rithm is here referred to as the ORIENT-algorithm. As a thorough understanding of itsinherent properties will be important for the generalization to be de�ned in the followingchapters, a detailed presentation of the ORIENT-algorithm is included here. The algo-rithm is local, i.e. it operates on a neighbourhood of some speci�c size in an image andis conceptually executed for all such neighbourhoods in the image. The result is again animage where each point contains a complex number, corresponding to a two-dimensionalvector, which describes the local orientation of the corresponding neighbourhood. Thecomplex number is computed by taking the inner product between each neighbourhoodand a number of �lter kernels followed by non-linear operations on the results. In practicethe inner products are implemented as a convolution between the input image and the�lter kernels.We will assume that the neighbourhood under consideration contains a linear structurewith a well-de�ned dominant orientation. In order to simplify the following presentation,and without loss of generality, we make the further assumption that a one-dimensionalcosine function can be use for a spatial representation of the neighbourhood. If the localcoordinates of a neighbourhood are x and y, this implies that the signal function can bewrittenf(x; y) = cos(! x?n̂� ') x =  xy! ; (1:10)where n̂ is a normalized vector. Thus, the signal function varies like a cosine-function inthe n̂-direction, with spatial frequency ! and phase '. Let m̂ denote a normalized vectororthogonal to n̂, which implies that f is constant in the m̂-direction. Note, that x, n̂ andm̂ all are spatial vectors and also that neither n̂ nor m̂ are unique since �n̂ and �m̂ willdo as well. Despite the lack of uniqueness, however, we say that n̂ is representing thelocal orientation of the neighbourhood. The Fourier transform of f isF (u; v) = 12 �(!?m̂) [ �(!?n̂ + !2� ) + �(!?n̂� !2� ) ] e�2�!̂?n̂' ! =  uv! ; (1:11)where !̂ is the normalized version of !. Thus, the Fourier transform consists of two delta-functions, positioned on a line through the origin and at distance !2� from the origin. Thevector n̂ is directed along the line. See Figure 1.7.It is important to note that when the orientation of the neighbourhood changes, i.e. byrotating the spatial vector n̂, the Fourier transform will change in the same way. The line,on which the delta functions are positioned, will rotate with the same speed and directionas n̂. Note also, that for the same reason as the angle of a line was inappropriate forthe representation of the orientation, so is the vector n̂ inappropriate for representingthe local orientation of a neighbourhood. In both these cases, the representations do notimplement compatibility. Instead, we will now construct a two-dimensional feature vectorfor representing two-dimensional orientation that implements compatibility.26
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Figure 1.7: The Fourier transform of the function f .The ORIENT-algorithm can be de�ned in several ways and two versions will be pre-sented here. Both of them use four base functions which are correlated with the signalfunction. The base functions are best described in the Fourier domain as so called nil-symmetric functions. A nil-symmetric function G : Rn ! R is de�ned by the followingrelationif G(!) 6= 0 then G(�!) = 0; ! 2 Rn: (1:12)A function whose Fourier transform is nil-symmetric is called a quadrature function. Inpractice, the nil-symmetric functions are often of the typeG(!) = 0 if !?n̂ � 0; (1:13)for some normalized vector n̂. This implies that the quadrature function G can assumeany value in the half of Rn where !?n̂ is positive, while G is zero in the other half. Forthe following algorithm we will use nil-symmetric functions of the following typeGk(!) = 8<: (!̂?n̂)2 !?n̂k > 00 !?n̂k � 0 (1:14)for some normalized vectors n̂k. This implies that Gk(!) is equal to cos2 of the anglebetween ! and n̂. As proved in [Knutsson, 1982], in fact any angular function of the typecos2n is feasible in this type of algorithm. The four base functions are de�ned by choosingn̂k according to the following expression, see also Figure 1.8.n̂k =  cos[k � 1]�4sin[k � 1]�4 ! ; k = 1; 2; 3; 4 (1:15)The correlation between the signal function f and each base function gk, denoted uk,is de�ned asuk = 1Z�1 1Z�1 �f(x; y) gk(x; y) dxdy: (1:16)27
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Figure 1.8: The four normal directions used for the quadrature �lters in the ORIENT-algorithm.
Due to the unitary property of the Fourier transform, the correlation can also be de�nedin the Fourier domain according touk = 1Z�1 1Z�1 �F (u; v)Gk(u; v) dudv: (1:17)The correlation operation can also be considered as a scalar product de�ned on the Hilbertspace L2(R2), containing square integrable functions on R2. We therefore writeuk = h f j gk i: (1:18)Given the expressions for F and Gk, according to Equations (1.11) and (1.14), and thede�nition of uk given by Equation (1.17), we can writeuk = 12(n̂?n̂k)2 e�i'; (1:19)where the sign of the exponent is opposite that of n̂?n̂k. From Equation (1.19), it is evi-dent that uk is complex and also that the argument of uk is a linear function of the phase'. However, jukj is invariant with respect to changes in ', which may be expressed asjukj is phase-independent. We seek a representation which is invariant to all transforma-tions except for changes of the orientation. In particular it should be invariant to phasevariations, implying invariance to translation of the signal function. Hence, we should useonly the magnitudes jukj when constructing the feature vector. For simplicity, the factor12 is omitted and the magnitudes are writtenjukj = jhf j gkij = (n̂?n̂k)2: (1:20)As was mentioned, two versions of the ORIENT-algorithm will be presented here. The�rst one, version I, de�nes a two-dimensional vector z1 as a linear expression of the mag-nitudes jukj according toz1 = 0@ ju1j � ju3jju2j � ju4j 1A : (1:21)28



Let � be the positive angle between the x-axes and n̂, thenjukj = cos2( [k � 1]�4 � � ) (1:22)which results inz1 = 0@ cos2 � � cos2(�2 � �)cos2(�4 � �)� cos2(3�4 � �) 1A = 0@ cos2 � � sin2 �cos2(� � �4 )� sin2(� � �4 ) 1A = (1:23)0@ cos 2�cos(2� � �2 ) 1A = 0@ cos 2�sin 2� 1A :The direction angle of z1 is thus 2� when the direction angle of n̂ is �. Hence, if theneighbourhood rotates, the feature vector z1 will rotate with twice the speed. This typeof vector representation is sometimes referred to as the double angle representation forobvious reasons. The representation is therefore compatible with respect to the orienta-tion of the neighbourhood. Furthermore, two neighbourhoods with orientation angles �and �+ �2 , i.e. which have orthogonal orientations, are represented by the feature vectorsz1 and �z1. It is noteworthy, that the norm of z1 is invariant to the orientation, i.e. itslength will not vary if the orientation of a neighbourhood changes.The second variant of the ORIENT-algorithm, version II, uses the square of jukj. Thefeature vector is thus de�ned according toz2 = 0@ ju1j2 � ju3j2ju2j2 � ju4j2 1A : (1:24)Simple trigonometry will give the following resultz2 = 0@ cos4 � � cos4(�2 � �)cos4(�4 � �)� cos4(3�4 � �) 1A = 0@ cos4 � � sin4 �cos4(� � �4 )� sin4(� � �4 ) 1A =0@ [cos2 � + sin2 �][cos2 � � sin2 �][cos2(� � �4 ) + sin2(� � �4 )][cos2(� � �4 )� sin2(� � �4 )] 1A = (1:25)0@ cos2 � � sin2 �cos2(� � �4 )� sin2(� � �4 ) 1A = 0@ cos 2�cos(2� � �2 ) 1A = 0@ cos 2�sin 2� 1A :Hence, z2 = z1 and z2 will have all the properties previously mentioned for z1 regardingthe representation of orientation. The reason, however, for presenting an alternativealgorithm is that both in practice and in theory, the two representations are somewhatdi�erent. De�ne the energy of the signal function asEf = h f j f i = 1Z�1 1Z�1 jf(x; y)j2 dxdy (1:26)29



and the energy of the descriptors asEz1 = jz1j2 Ez2 = jz2j2: (1:27)From the de�nition of z1 and z2 it is evident thatEz1 / Ef and Ez2 / E2f : (1:28)This implies that the representations z1 and z2 are both equivariant to the signal energy,by linear or quadratic transformations respectively.The two representations are di�erent also from a theoretical point of view. The repre-sentation z2 can be formulated in a way which will prove fruitful for the following chapters.First of all, we describe z2 as a complex number such that the real part is the �rst com-ponent of the vector and the imaginary part is the second component. This impliesz2 = ju1j2 � ju3j2 + i(ju2j2 � ju4j2) (1:29)The correlations uk were previously de�ned as a scalar product between the signal func-tion f and the base functions gk. Thus,z2 = jh f j g1 ij2 � jh f j g3 ij2 + i(jh f j g2 ij2 � jh f j g4 ij2); (1:30)which also can be writtenz2 = h f j 0B@ j g1 ih g1 j+ ij g2 ih g2 j � j g3 ih g3 j � ij g4 ih g4 j 1CA j f i (1:31)or z2 = h f jX j f i (1:32)whereX = j g1 ih g1 j+ ij g2 ih g2 j � j g3 ih g3 j � ij g4 ih g4 j: (1:33)Hence, the complex valued feature descriptor z2 may be interpreted as the value of thequadratic form X applied to f .It should be noted that in practice, the representations z1 and z2 exhibit anotherequivariance. The signal function f and the �lter function gk are here de�ned on theentire of R2. However, for practical implementations these functions must be restrictedto an area corresponding to the neighbourhoods on which the algorithm operates. Theconsequence of this restriction will be that the representations are equivariant also to!. Another practical issue emerges from the fact that the signal function is de�ned fordiscrete variables x and y. This implies that the functions f and gk can be regarded as�nite dimensional vectors in a vector space and, as was previously pointed out, this doesnot depend on any speci�c ordering of the vector elements with respect to the discretecoordinates x and y. The quadratic formX will then be represented by a square matrix.30



1.6 The purpose of this workWe began this introductory chapter with a presentation of image hierarchies, in particularmultiresolution and feature hierarchies. It was pointed out that in the case of a multires-olution hierarchy, all levels are equipped with a coordinate system which de�ned spatialrelations for the elements of all signals. For the case of a feature hierarchy, however, onlythe lower levels can be expected to have well-de�ned spatial relations. The spatial relationenables us to de�ne features to extract from the various levels. It was claimed that alsonon-spatial features often are equally interesting to extract, a motivation for introducingthe feature hierarchy. But in order to do so, some type of signal representation which isnot based on spatial relations must be established. In addition to this, a more precisede�nition of signal features is needed along with a processing strategy which will �t boththe hierarchical framework and the signal representation.Two signal representations have been presented. The spatial representation is the onewe normally use for signal processing, both for time-variable signals, e.g. audio- or radiosignals, or images which have two spatial variables. The spatial representation implies asignal function and the extracted features are often de�ned as various properties of thisfunction, e.g. partial derivatives. There is, however, no general method for de�ning whatfeatures which are of interest for such a function and therefore further assumptions areneeded regarding the interpretation of the signal function in order to de�ne the features.The linear representation, on the other hand, is a non-spatial representation. It was,however, claimed to be inappropriate as a general representation of non-spatial signalsfor two reasons. The �rst is its general inability to reect a simple behavior of a signalin a simple representation, i.e. we can not be sure that a simple signal is represented ina simple way. Simple signal means in this context that it has a small degree of freedom.The second reason is related to the interpretation of the coordinates of the signal vector asfeatures which are of interest to extract. In practice, the coordinates themselves are notthat important which implies that the features must be de�ned in some other way. Theconclusion is that neither the spatial nor the linear signal representation is appropriateas a candidate for a general signal representation of non-spatial signals.Two feature representations has been presented, the vector representation and thetensor representation. Both of them implemented the principles of compatibility andcomplementarity, the last property in di�erent ways. Neither of them, however, has anyexplicit relation to a signal representation. It is claimed that a useful signal representationmust embed also a feature representation which in a natural way will de�ne features ofinterest to extract from the signal. This implies that there should be a tight relationbetween the signal and feature representation used. The last section of this chapter wasdevoted to a particular feature extraction procedure called the ORIENT-algorithm. It isbased on the spatial signal representation and the vector representation of features. Hence,the ORIENT-algorithm makes a connection between a particular signal representationand a particular feature representation. To employ this algorithm in a feature hierarchy,however, it can not be de�ned in terms of the spatial representation of signals.It is the purpose of this work to present a non-spatial signal representation which isintended to �t a hierarchical processing scheme. It is based on the signal vector spacebut does not utilize the linear representation of the signal vector in any explicit way.The new signal representation embeds also a feature representation which implies thatfeatures can be de�ned in a natural way without further assumption or interpretation of31



the signal. It is proved that a generalization of the ORIENT-algorithm can be used for thefeature extraction process. Both versions of the ORIENT-algorithm previously presentedhave been generalized. From the new signal representation, it will be immediately clearunder what transformations the feature representation is equivariant and invariant. Inparticular, it is proved that the feature representation is invariant to a generalization of thephase concept, previously mentioned for the local cosine-function of a neighbourhood. Theextraction procedures are based on correlation which implies that a generalized versionof the convolution operation may be used to implement it.
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Chapter 2An operator representationThe goal which has been set out by the previous chapter is to �nd a signal representationwith the following characteristics.� The representation should not rely on any a priori de�ned spatial relationship orordering between the elements of the signal.� The signal representation must embed a feature representation.According to the previous chapter, these two demands rule out both the spatial and thelinear representation. Without any ordering or linear structure, a new type of frameworkmust be established so as to allow representation of general signals. In order to de�ne thisnew representation, we must �rst make a more formal de�nition of features for a generalobject. It will be shown that under certain conditions, the features may be de�ned insuch a way that there is a very strong relation between changes of the object and itsfeatures. A general representation which reects this situation will be de�ned, embeddingan explicit feature representation. This representation is then applied to signal vectorsand by restricting the representation to a speci�c type, it will be shown that simplemathematical formulations are at hand. By investigating the mathematical properties ofthis restricted representation, it will prove possible to de�ne a generalized phase for thesignal.2.1 What is a feature?In the previous chapter, the concept of a feature was used frequently and without anyproper de�nition of what it means. The reason is that most readers have an intuitiveassociation to e.g. 'things which are of interest to measure in an image in order to makea useful description of it'. And, of course, this is what we in general mean by a feature,at least in the context of image processing. This pseudo-de�nition, however, only movesthe problem to describing 'what is interesting to measure'. Therefore, a more construc-tive de�nition is needed. In this section we will develop a de�nition of features for anabstract object, which does not necessary has to be related to images. It is based on ourinterpretation of a speci�c object in terms of how it may change in time. In the followingsections, we will see what happens when the resulting representation is applied to signalvectors. 33



When considering an object, be it abstract like a computer program or tangible as atea mug, we tend to assign features to it. In the case of a computer program, featuressuch as type of program, number of statements, data structure or programming style usedare natural to de�ne. A tea mug has features like size, colour, temperature, amount oftea in it, etc. A feature may be de�ned as any aspect of an object that can change suchthat the object is regarded as the same under the change. Furthermore, a feature must bemeasurable, i.e. for each instance of an object it must be possible to assign values to all itsfeatures. As was indicated in the previous chapter, however, the features values may notbe measurable by real numbers in a natural way. It also seems reasonable to expect onefeature to be independent of the others in the sense that it is possible to change the valueof a feature while the values of the others remain the same. As an example, a computerprogram may be written in two di�erent languages and still perform the same task, usethe same data structure, etc. Conceptually, the two programs are one and the same objecttough in di�erent shapes. The value of this feature is a name, e.g. Pascal or Fortran, andmay be changed without changing the other features of the program. Unfortunately, thisis probably not true for computer programs in general, but that is not the point here. Wewill use this de�nition of a feature, related to transformations of an object, as the pointof departure in the quest of a general signal representation. Needless to say, this is not auniversal de�nition and features may of course be de�ned in any other appropriate way.The previous discussion implies that features are related to changes of an object.Therefore, we shall make an explicit correspondence between features and transforma-tions of the object, where each transformation changes some aspect of the object. Thiscorrespondence works both ways. To each feature there is a set of transformations whichchange the object so as to change the value of that feature and each variation of the objectis caused by a transformation which changes feature values. Let s denote the object underconsideration, it may be tea mug, a computer program or a signal vector and let S denotethe set of all instances of the object. We will now assume that the object is such that itis possible to assign to it a set T , such that each T 2 T is a function T : S ! S and themapping is onto. Furthermore, for each pair s�; s� 2 S there is a T�� 2 T such thats� = T�� [s�]; (2:1)So far, there is no requirement of T�� being unique as a transformation from s� to s�.However, as we have made a connection between features and transformations, this cor-respondence is not meaningful unless there is a unique transformation which transformsthe object and at the same time changes the values of the features accordingly.It should be noted already at this point that this approach for de�ning features rulesout a number of simple objects. As an example, consider an in�nite line through the originin R3. The set S then consists of lines in all possible orientations. We may therefore chooseT = SO(3), the set of three-dimensional rotations. However, for two arbitrary lines, s�and s�, there are in�nitely many T�� 2 T which validate Equation (2.1). Therefore, wecan not make a correspondence between features of the object, de�ned as above, andtransformations of the object.Our next goal is to de�ne a representation of the object s. The representation ismade in terms of the transformations which change the feature values. In order to do so,some structure must be introduced to T , the set of transformations and we will begin byconsidering a simple object which only has one feature of the described type.34



2.1.1 An object with one featureTo simplify this presentation we will for the moment consider an object s which only hasone feature. According to the previous discussion, this feature corresponds to a set, T ,whose elements are transformations T� that act on the object so as to change the valueof the feature. We have only made a few assumptions regarding the nature of the set Tbut in order to de�ne an appropriate representation of s, we will step by step introducemore and more structure to this set by restricting the general properties of its elements.First of all, we assume that each transformation T� 2 T is a continuous map from S ontoS. For this restriction to be meaningful, the concept of continuity must be establishedbut to achieve this for a general object, however, would be far beyond the scope of thispresentation. The reader must therefore rely on an intuitive interpretation of this conceptin terms of how points which are close in one domain are mapped by some function topoints in another domain, the latter points also being close. It should be noted that therequirement that each T� maps onto S implies that for any s 2 S and any T� 2 T thereexists an s� 2 S, such thats = T�[ s� ] (2:2)Secondly, we will only be interested in objects and features for which T is a one-parametergroup. This assertion has two major consequences. First of all, the following four state-ments are valid.1. For any pair of transformations T�;T� 2 T there exists a unique transformationT 2 T , which depends only on T� and T�, such thatT�[T�[ s ] ] = T [ s ]for all s 2 S. We call T the concatenation of T� and T� and write T = T�T�.2. The concatenation operation is associative, i.e. for all T�;T�;T 2 T it is the casethat(T�T�)T = T�(T�T)3. There exists a unique element T0 2 T , such thatT0[ s ] = s,for all s 2 S. T0 is called the identity transformation.4. For each T� 2 T there exists a unique element T�1� 2 T such thatT� T�1� = T�1� T� = T0.The transformation T�1� is called the inverse of T�.Thus, T is a group under the concatenation operation. The second consequence of the as-sertion that T is a one-parameter group is that there exists a homomorphismT(x) : R ! Twhich de�nes T , i.e. maps R onto T . Hence, for each T 2 T there is an x 2 R, which may35



not be unique, such that T = T(x). Furthermore, under the mapping of T(x), additionof real numbers correspond to concatenation of transformations. Thus, for T1;T2 2 T ,there exist x1; x2 2 R such that T1 = T(x1) and T2 = T(x2) and the concatenation of T2and T1 can be writtenT1 T2 = T(x1)T(x2) = T(x1 + x2): (2:3)It is immediately clear thatT0 = T(0) and T�1(x) = T(�x): (2:4)Furthermore, since R is an Abelian group, so is T as well. As the homomorphism T(x)de�nes T , there is no need to make a distinction between T, an element of T , and thehomomorphism T(x). In the following therefore, T will denote either of them.We are now ready to de�ne a representation of the general object s, given the restrictionwhich has been introduced. Choose an arbitrary but �xed instance s0 2 S and de�ne thefunctions(x) = T(x)[ s0 ]; (2:5)which is a continuous function from R to S. First of all, it is evident that s(x) maps Ronto S, i.e. for each s 2 S there is an x 2 R, such that s = s(x). Secondly, this functionintroduces a group structure to S, where the group operation is de�ned according tos1 � s2 = s(x1) � s(x2) = T(x1)[s0] �T(x2)[s0] = T(x1 + x2)[s0]: (2:6)From this follows immediately that s0 is the identity element of the group and s(�x) isthe inverse of s(x). Hence, s(x) is a homomorphism from R onto S and thus, S is anAbelian group. Note that as a group, S will be depending on the choice of s0. For anarbitrary s 2 S, we can now writes = s(x) = T(x)[s0]; (2:7)for some x 2 R. Equation (2.7) de�nes a representation of the object s in terms of elementsfrom the transformation group T . This is actually the main result of this chapter. In thefollowing, we will only make further generalizations and restrictions of this representation.It is important to note that the representation, according to Equation (2.7), does notdepend on any assumption of what s is or what it may represent. As long as the restrictionimposed on the set T is valid, s may be any type of object.We summarize the results derived so far. First of all, we assume that the object sonly has one feature which can be de�ned in terms of transformations of the object. Thisfeature corresponds then directly to a set of transformations T , which is assumed to be aone-parameter group. This implies that the elements of T are continuous transformationswhich maps one instance of the object to another instance such that the value of thefeature changes. Given a homomorphism T which de�nes T , a representation of anarbitrary instance s of the object is de�ned by Equation (2.7), where s0 is an arbitrarybut �xed element of S. 36



2.1.2 An object with multiple featuresIn the previous section, the set T was de�ned to be a one-parameter group of transfor-mations. In order to describe an object having multiple features, we therefore choose toconsider only objects for which the set T is a proper p-parameter group of transformationsand later we will identify each parameter with a feature of the object. It should be notedalready at this point that this is a severe restriction since not all sets of transformations,T , form groups of this type. This assertion, however, will allow us to derive a numberof simpli�cations as will be proved later on. The immediate implication of T being ap-parameter group is, apart from introducing a group structure on T , that there existsa homomorphism T : Rp ! T which maps vectors x 2 Rp onto T and thereby de�nesT . For practical reasons, we will sometimes see the argument T as p real numbers andsometimes as a vector represented as a p� 1 matrix. As T de�nes T , we can writeT = fT(x) : x 2 Rpg: (2:8)This means that for each T 2 T there is an x 2 Rp, which may not be unique, such thatT = T(x). Furthermore, the mapping T is such that vector addition in Rp correspondsto concatenation of transformations from T . Hence, if T1;T2 2 T there exist x1;x2 2 Rpsuch that T1 = T(x1) and T2 = T(x2) and furthermore T1T2 = T3 for some T3 2 Tand T3 = T(x1 + x2). As in the one-parameter case, the group structure of T impliesthat T0 = T(0) and T�1(x) = T(�x), where T0 is the identity element of the group andT�1(x) is the inverse of T(x). Furthermore, Rp is an Abelian group under vector additionwhich means that so is also T under concatenation, i.e. T1T2 = T2T1 for any T1;T2 2 T .A representation for the object can now be derived in much the same way as for theone-parameter case in the the previous section. Choose an arbitrary but �xed instances0 2 S and de�ne the functions(x) = T(x)[ s0 ]: (2:9)which is a continuous function from Rp to S. First of all, it is evident that s(x) maps Rponto S, i.e. for each s 2 S there is an x 2 Rp such that s = s(x). Secondly, this functionintroduce a group structure to S, where the group operation is de�ned according tos1 � s2 = s(x1) � s(x2) = T(x1)[ s0 ] �T(x2)[ s0 ] = T(x1 + x2)[ s0 ]: (2:10)From this follows immediately that s0 is the identity elements of the group and s(�x)is the inverse of s(x). Hence, s(x) is a homomorphism from Rp to S and thus, S is anAbelian group. Note that as a group, S will depend on the choice of s0. For an arbitrarys 2 S, we can now writes = s(x) = T(x)[s0]; (2:11)for some x 2 Rp. Equation (2.11) de�nes a representation of the object in terms of thetransformation group T and it is the natural generalization of the representation de�nedin Equation (2.7) under the restrictions which are imposed on T .It is important to note that for a given object, for which the set T meets the men-37



tioned conditions, the representation above is not unique even for a �xed s0. Given ahomomorphism T which de�nes T , then also the homomorphism T̂, de�ned asT̂(x) = T(Ax); (2:12)where A is a non-singular p � p matrix, will de�ne T . In the general case therefore,there are in�nitely many homomorphism T which may be used in Equation (2.11). Thismeans that apart from choosing s0 also the homomorphism T must be selected for therepresentation to be well-de�ned.Once s0 and the homomorphismT are �xed, we may identify each parameter of T witha feature of the object. As the values of the parameters can be changed independently,the features are indeed independent which was a requirement in our de�nition of features.This way, each feature is identi�ed with a one-dimensional subspace of Rp. By changinghomomorphism from T to T̂, according to Equation (2.12), these subspaces will changeaccordingly. For a general object the choice of subspaces is arbitrary, but for speci�cobjects there may be a natural choice of features and thereby also subspaces of Rp. Fur-thermore, each feature will correspond to a one-parameter subgroup of T , which is provedby the following. Choose an s0 2 S and homomorphism T, such that Equation (2.11) isvalid for all s 2 S. Consider a speci�c feature of the object which then corresponds tosome parameter of T, say the k-th parameter. De�ne the functionTk(y) = T(0; : : : ; 0; y; 0; : : : ; 0); (2:13)where the k-th parameter of T is y and the others zero. Tk is then a homomorphismwhich maps real numbers to T and, hence, de�nes a one-parameter subgroup of T . Fur-thermore,T(x1; : : : ; xk�1; xk; xk+1 : : : ; xp)Tk(y) = T(x1; : : : ; xk�1; xk + y; xk+1 : : : ; xp) (2:14)which means that the subgroup de�ned by Tk only change the value of the k-th feature.
2.1.3 Feature valuesSo far, the features are de�ned in such a way that to each feature there corresponds aone-parameter subgroup of T which change the value of that speci�c feature independentof the others. However, it has not yet been established what we mean by a feature value.In this section we will discuss two ways of de�ning the feature values of an object instance.The set T has been restricted to be a proper p-parameter group of transformationsand it may therefore be natural to de�ne the feature values of a speci�c instance s asx, the real valued parameters of the homomorphism which maps s0 to s, according toEquation (2.11). This particular type of feature values will be called feature coordinates.In order to use feature coordinates, however, the choice of s0 and the homomorphism Tmust be clearly speci�ed. For the sake of this discussion, the object instance s0, as used inEquation (2.11), is called the reference of the representation. Consider two representationsof the same object, given by the references s0 and s1 and the homomorphisms T and T̂38



respectively, where T and T̂ are related according to Equation (2.12). Hence, we canwrites = s(x) = T(x)[ s0 ] and s = s0(y) = T̂(y)[ s1 ]: (2:15)This implies that the feature coordinate of s is either x or y depending on the choice ofrepresentation. According to Equation (2.12), however, Equation (2.15) may be rewrittenas s = s0(y) = T(Ay)[ s1 ]: (2:16)For some x1 2 Rp it must be the case that s1 = T(x1)[s0], which impliess = s0(y) = T(A y)[T(x1)[ s0 ] ] = T(A y + x1)[ s0 ]: (2:17)A comparison between Equations (2.15) and (2.17) suggests that x and y are related bythe expressionx = Ay + x1; (2:18)which is an a�ne transformation in the vector space of feature coordinates.Feature coordinates, however, must be used with care. The homomorphisms whichare used in the representation may not map one-to-one. Therefore, there may not be aunique x which represents the feature value of s even though the reference s0 and thehomomorphism T are well-de�ned. This problem may be circumvented by restricting thedomain of de�nition of the homomorphism to a subset D � Rp such that the mappingis one-to-one. When doing so, however, D can not inherit the group operation from Rpand a new operation must be de�ned. As an example, consider the one-parameter caseas de�ned by Equation (2.7) and assume that the homomorphism T is periodic withperiod 2�, i.e. T(x + 2�) = T(x) x 2 R. Hence, if s = T(x) then all the real numbersy = x+2�n; n 2 Z will do as feature coordinates of s. However, if we restrict the domainof de�nition of T to the half-open interval D = [0; 2�[, T will map one-to-one. But D isnot a group, seen as a subset of the additive group R. Therefore, a new group operationmust be established for D and the natural choice is of course addition modulo 2�. Withthis new group structure on D, the restriction of T on D is again a homomorphism andan x 2 D which satis�es Equation (2.7) for s is unique.There is a second and slightly more abstract way of de�ning feature values. Once thereference s0 has been chosen, the transformation which transforms s0 to s is unique. Wemay therefore choose to de�ne the feature value of s as T 2 T , where s = T[s0]. Asan example, consider a line which passes through the origin in R2. Then, any instances 2 S is a line through the origin with arbitrary orientation and this object has only onefeature, i.e. its orientation. Choose the horizontal line though the origin as s0. For eachs� 2 S there is a transformation T� 2 T , in this case a rotation, which transforms s0 tos�. According to the �rst de�nition, using feature coordinates, an angle in the intervalD = [0; �[ can be used as feature value. In this case, the group operation of D is additionmodulo �. According to the second de�nition of feature values, we use the transformationT� as the feature value of s�. The latter approach makes us invariant to the choice ofhomomorphism T, whereas the feature coordinates will depend on the choice of T.39



2.2 Development of an operator representationIn the previous section, a representation of an abstract object was developed in terms ofthe transformations which change the value of its features. In this section this represen-tation will be applied to a speci�c object, a signal vector.First of all, however, the nature of a signal vector must be established. In this context,a signal vector v is an element of a vector space V = Rn, called the signal space. Assimple examples of signal vectors, consider sampled audio signals or image neighbourhoodsconsisting of n points. According to some prede�ned rule, each element of the vector isassigned a unique sample element which results in a well-de�ned signal vector for any setof n samples. As will be demonstrated later on, however, the rule of assignment is not ofimportance. It is sometimes convenient to see the signal vector as a continuous functionof time or, as in the case of a sampled audio signal, as a function of a discrete variablewhich approximates a continuous function. This implies that v is moving around in Valong a smooth path. It is important to note that in general not all elements of V areconsidered as signal vectors. As an example, take an image neighbourhood of some size,say 15 � 15 pixels. If this neighbourhood is su�ciently small we may postulate that itcontains structures with a dominant orientation with a high degree of probability. Hence,the neighbourhood may be approximated with e.g. a one-dimensional cosine functionwhich has an orientation, spatial frequency, phase and amplitude. In this case V = R225,but the signal vector can, at least approximately, be considered to lie in a four-dimensionalnon-linear subset of V . This implies that most points in V are not elements of this subsetand represent either noise or structures which are not one-dimensional when seen in theneighbourhood. The set of signal vectors, denoted V0, is hence a subset of V and may inmost cases considered to be of a much lower dimensionality or degree of freedom than V .In what follows, we will develop a representation only for v 2 V0.We will now assume that the signal under consideration, described by the set V0, issuch that the requirements needed for the previously de�ned representation are valid. Inshort these requirements are� It is possible to �nd a set T , whose elements, T, are continuous functions of thetype T : V ! V which map onto V .� T forms a proper p-parameter group of transformations� For each pair v�;v� 2 V , there is a unique T�� 2 T such that v� = T��[v�].As the object under consideration is an element of a vector space, the set T may bede�ned in various ways. As an example, we may express the signal vector using a linearrepresentation and consider transformations that change a speci�c coordinate a �xedamount. For a number of reasons, some of which are presented below, we will in this workconsider only transformations which are described by the following condition on T :� T is a compact group of orthogonal operatorsIt should be noted that not every type of signal, described by the set V0, may be assigned aset T , having the mentioned properties. One motivation for introducing these restrictionsis that neither the mathematical formalism nor the algorithms for feature extraction, bothto be presented, are valid in other unless the above restrictions are met.40



The assertion of T being a compact group of orthogonal operators will prove a powerfulmathematical tool. What follows is a short list of motives and consequences of thisassertion.1. The notion of operators refers to linear maps from V to itself. Given a basis for V ,each operator Q 2 T is then represented by a square matrix, also denoted Q.2. If considering the signal vector as a function of time, it will move around in V alonga smooth path. In general, the signal will then vary its length as well as direction.Therefore, we may decompose the transformations of v into two classes: one whichchanges the length of v and one which changes its direction. The �rst type oftransformations is represented by multiplication by positive scalars and commutewith the other type of transformations which may be represented by orthogonaloperators. Usually, the length of v corresponds to some type of energy measure of thesignal and this is a property as interesting as any other. In the following, however, wewill only consider properties of the signal that are encoded in its directional variationwhich is one motivation for considering orthogonal operators. Later, algorithms forextraction of feature values will be presented which include the length of v in thefeature representation.3. The previous discussion implies that T is a subgroup of SO(n), the set of orthogonaloperators on Rn. As T furthermore is a proper p-parameter operator group, thereexists a homomorphism Q : Rp ! O(n) which de�nes T . Any homomorphism ofthis type can be writtenQ(x1; x2; : : : ; xp) = ex1H1+x2H2+:::+xpHp; (2:19)where fHkg is a set of real anti-Hermitian matrices which generate Q. This repre-sentation of orthogonal operators is of main importance for this work. It should benoted however, that the homomorphism Q is not unique. De�neĤk = pPl=1 aklHl (2:20)where A is an arbitrary p � p non-singular matrix. Then, fĤkg is a set of anti-Hermitian matrices which when inserted in Equation (2.19) results in a homomor-phism which also de�nes T .4. The main reason for demanding compactness of T is that the algorithms for featureextraction, to be presented, are not appropriate unless this condition is valid. Thiscondition, however, is not necessary for the signal representation. The immediateconsequence of T being compact is that it is possible to �nd at least one homomor-phism, Q, which de�nes T and is periodic in all its arguments. Furthermore, this Qcan be expressed according to Equation (2.19) for some set fHkg of anti-Hermitianmatrices and it can be proved that these matrices must have certain propertiesregarding their eigenvalues. More on this subject later.41



Choose an arbitrary v0 2 V0 and homomorphism Q which de�nes T . We may thenrepresent an arbitrary v 2 V0 according tov = v(x1; x2; : : : ; xp) = Q(x1; x2; : : : ; xp) v0 = ex1H1+x2H2+:::+xpHp v0 (2:21)for some set fHkg of real anti-Hermitian matrices. The representation of v according toEquation (2.21), is one of the main contributions of this work. First of all, it does notmake any assumption regarding some type of prede�ned ordering or relation among theelements of the signal vector. We may rearrange the elements of the vector v arbitrar-ily, corresponding to permutations of the basis for V . The only consequence of such anoperation is that the elements of the matrices Hk are rearranged accordingly. Secondly,in the previous section features were de�ned as corresponding to a one-parameter trans-formation group and it is therefore quite natural to make a correspondence between eachterm in the exponent of Equation (2.21) and a feature. If we choose to de�ne featurevalues using feature coordinates, the value of the k-th feature is then simply xk. Hence,if the representation according to Equation (2.21) can be proved to be valid for a signal,it will be immediately clear from the representation what features there are and what aretheir values. It should be noted, however, that the features will depend on the choice ofreference v0 and homomorphismQ. It is also noteworthy that the representation, accord-ing to Equation (2.21), is a type of linear representation. Compared to the linear signalrepresentation which was presented in the previous chapter, however, its it now the oper-ators which are linearly represented rather than the signal vector itself. It is important torecognize this shift of emphasize from the signal vector to the transformations which arechanging it. In the following we will make further developments on the properties of thissignal representation and in the next chapter we also show that it is possible to devicealgorithms which extract the feature values.2.3 Properties of the operator representationIn this section we will make further developments of the signal representation, accordingto Equation (2.21). First of all, any anti-Hermitian matrix H may be decomposed asH = EDE?; (2:22)where E is a unitary matrix holding the eigenvectors ofH in its columns and D is a diago-nal matrix holding the corresponding eigenvalues. Furthermore, allHk of Equation (2.21)must commute in order for T to be a p-parameter group. This implies that all Hk havea common set of eigenvectors, represented by the unitary matrix E. We may thereforewriteHk = EDkE?; (2:23)where Dk holds the eigenvalues of Hk. As T is a proper p-parameter group it follows thatfHkg and thereby also fDkg are linearly independent sets of matrices. From propertiesof the matrix exponential function follows that Equation (2.21) now may be rewritten asv = E ex1D1+x2D2+:::+xpDp E? v0 (2:24)42



Secondly, as T is compact we can choose a homomorphism Q which is periodic in allits arguments. It will prove practical to consider a particular Q, namely that which hasa period of 2� in all arguments. The motivation is that the anti-Hermitian matrices,fHkg, which generates this particular homomorphism are normalized, meaning that theireigenvalues are of the type� = in; n 2 Z: (2:25)This implies that the diagonal matrices Dk contain integers times the imaginary unit.The compactness of T also implies that we can restrict the domain of de�nition of Q to ahypercube D � Rp, whose sides are 2� long. The group operation of Rp, vector addition,must then be modi�ed to vector addition modulo 2� in each component. Hence, thefeature coordinates, xk, of v are always real numbers in the range 0 � xk < 2�. However,it is important to note that we can also see each coordinate as a point on the unit circle inC , the complex plane. Since Q is a continuous homomorphism, points xk which are closeto 0 or 2� are mapped by Q to similar operators Q(x1; x2; : : : ; xp). If changing the valueof one argument of Q, xk, continuously from 0 to 2� the signal vector will move from onepoint along a smooth path, �nally returning back again. In the following, therefore, wewill sometimes refer to eixk as the feature coordinate of the k-th feature, instead of xk.2.4 PhaseIn this section we will develop the concept of phase for signals which are suitable for therepresentation according to Equation (2.21). In order to simplify the presentation, wewill begin considering a very simple signal, represented according tov = v(x) = Q(x) v0 = exH v0; (2:26)for some anti-Hermitian matrixH. First of all, we choose the homomorphismQ such thatH is normalized, which implies that the eigenvalues ofH are described by Equation (2.25).Furthermore,H = EDE? (2:27)for some unitary E, holding the eigenvectors of H, and a diagonal D, holding its eigenval-ues. Since E is unitary, the eigenvectors of H form an orthogonal basis for Rn. Since theeigenvalues of H are imaginary integers, the eigenvectors of H may be divided into twoclasses: the �rst class has even and the second class odd eigenvalues. Each eigenvectoris then labeled as either even or odd in a natural way. The two classes are representedby the matrices E1 and E2 which hold the eigenvectors of each class in their columns. Ifthere are r even and s odd eigenvectors (r + s = n), then E1 is an n � r matrix and E2is an n � s matrix. In the same way, D1 is an r � r diagonal matrix holding the eveneigenvalues of H and D2 is an s � s diagonal matrix holding the odd eigenvalues. ThisimpliesH = E1D1E?1 +E2D2E?2: (2:28)43



This partitioning of the eigenvectors also induces a partitioning of V , the signal space.De�neV1 = fv 2 V : v = E1 p; p 2 C rg (2:29)V2 = fv 2 V : v = E2 q; q 2 C sgHence, V1 and V2 are linear subspaces of V and V = V1� V2. We will call the elements ofV1 and V2 even and odd respectively. Furthermore, it must be that case that v1 ? v2 ifv1 is even and v2 odd. From this follows that any v0 2 V can be expressed asv0 = v1 + v2; (2:30)where v1 2 V1 and v2 2 V2 are unique. We will refer to v1 and v2 as the even andodd component of v0 respectively. From the de�nition of the matrix exponential functionfollows thatexH = E1 exD1 E?1 +E2 exD2 E?2: (2:31)Choose some v0 2 V0 as reference for the representation, which then may be expressedaccording to Equation (2.30). Any v 2 V0 is then represented asv = v(x) = exH v0 = [E1 exD1 E?1 +E2 exH2 E?2] [v1 + v2] =E1 exD1 E?1 v1 +E1 exD1 E?1 v2 +E2 exH2 E?2 v1 +E2 exH2 E?2 v2 = (2:32)E1 exD1 E?1 v1 +E2 exH2 E?2 v2 � v01(x) + v02(x):It must then be the case that v01(x) 2 V1; v02(x) 2 V2 and alsojv01(x)j2 = v01(x)? v01(x) = [E1 exD1 E?1 v1]? [E1 exD1 E?1 v1] = (2:33)v?1 E1 e�xD1 E?1 E1 exD1 E?1 v1 = v?1 E1 E?1 v1 = v?1 v1 = jv1j2and, as shown in a similar way, jv02(x)j2 = jv2j2. Thus, the norm of the even and oddcomponents of v(x) are constant with respect to x. It will prove useful to de�ne an angle~'(x) ascos ~'(x) = jv01(x)jjv01(x)+v02(x)j and sin ~'(x) = jv02(x)jjv01(x)+v02(x)j : (2:34)This implies 0 � ~'(x) � �2 , and the angle ~'(x) is therefore referred to as the �rst quadrantphase of v, or FQ-phase for short. From the previous discussion follows that the FQ-phaseof v(x) is constant with respect to x and also that the value of ~' is a function only ofv0 and H. Evidently, the FQ-phase indicates the amount of even and odd components ofv. If ~' = 0, then v is purely even and if ~' = �2 , then it is purely odd and for ~' = �4 , vcontains equal proportions of even and odd components, etc.44



Assume that v0 2 V1. According to the previous discussion, then v(x) 2 V1 for allx. Since H is normalized, it must also be the case that v(2�) = v0. However, since D1contains imaginary even integers, it follows immediately thatv(�) = Q(�) v0 = e�H v0 = E1 e�D1 E?1 v0 = E1 I E?1 v0 = v0: (2:35)Thus, even though the period of Q(x) = exH is 2�, Q has a period of � if restricting itsdomain of de�nition to even vectors only. For v0 2 V2, it must be the case that v(x) 2 V2and since D2 contains imaginary odd integers we have the following relationv(�) = Q(�) v0 = e�H v0 = E2 e�D2 E?2 v0 = E2 [�I ]E?2 v0 = �v0: (2:36)Hence, Q has a period of 2� for odd signals but changes the sign of v when x goes fromx = x0 to x = x0 + �. For a v0 which is expressed according to Equation (2.30), it mustthen be the case thatv(�) = Q(�)v0 = Q(�)(v1 + v2) = v1 � v2: (2:37)This relation implies a sort of half-order periodicity of Q in addition to its original peri-odicity and therefore Q is referred to as being sesquiperiodical. It should be noted thatany periodical homomorphism Q : R ! U(n) must have this property.We are now in a position to make an extension of the signal representation de�nedby Equation (2.21). As has been mentioned many times previously, the results to comemay be valid for some types of signals and not for others, the validity depending onthe transformation properties of the signal. The extension is based on the FQ-phase ofthe signal and the sesquiperiodicity of Q. The representation de�ned by Equation (2.26)suggests that the signal only has one feature whose value is changed by the operatorQ(x). Furthermore, it was proved above that the FQ-phase of the signal is constant withrespect to x. We will now allow also the FQ-phase to change which means that a secondtransformation group must be established.The transformation groups used for the signal representation are orthogonal and it istherefore natural to use orthogonal transformations also for the FQ-phase. Choose twounit vectors v̂1 2 V1 and v̂2 2 V2 and letv00 = a (v̂1 cos� + v̂2 sin�); (2:38)i.e. jv00j = a. De�ne the n� 2 matrix F and 2� 2 matrix R asF = 0B@ j jv̂1 v̂2j j 1CA ; R(') =  cos' � sin'sin' cos' ! ; (2:39)and letv0(') = FR(') F? v00: (2:40)45



Thus, v0 is no longer a �xed element of V , but rather a variable vector which is dependingon the parameter '. Simplifying Equation (2.40) will givev0(') = a [v̂1 cos('+ �) + v̂2 sin('+ �)] (2:41)From this equation it is immediately clear that when ' changes, v0(') will rotate in thetwo-dimensional subspace of V spanned by v̂1 and v̂2. Thus, ' is closely coupled to theFQ-phase ~'. When ' varies, ~' will vary with the same speed but not necessary in thesame direction. Furthermore, it is possible to writeFR(')F? = e'H' ; (2:42)whereH' = v̂2 v̂?1 � v̂1 v̂?2; (2:43)and, accordingly,v0(') = e'H' v00 (2:44)We will refer to ' as the phase of v0, though keeping i mind that the ' will dependon the speci�c choice of v̂1, v̂2 and �. To describe a signal vector which has a phase 'and feature coordinate x, the following representation will suit our purposesv(x; ') = exH v0('): (2:45)or, with Equation (2.44) inserted,v(x; ') = exH e'H' v00: (2:46)What we may hope for here, is that changes of the parameters x and ' may be describedin terms of 2-parameter transformation groups, i.e. that it is possible to writev(x; ') = exH+'H' v00: (2:47)Unfortunately this is not possible, and the reason is that ' is not independent of x. Thisis demonstrated by the following discussion. The sesquiperiodicity of Q implies thatQ(�) v0(') = 0B@ j jv̂1 �v̂2j j 1CAR(')F? v00 = F 1 00 �1 !R(') F? v00: (2:48)From the following identities cos 2� sin 2�sin 2� � cos 2� ! cos�sin� ! =  cos�sin� ! and F? v00 = a cos�sin� ! (2:49)46



it is easily proved thatR(�2�� ') F? v00 = a cos(�2�� ') � sin(�2�� ')sin(�2�� ') cos(�2�� ') ! cos�sin� ! =a 1 00 �1 ! cos' � sin'sin' cos' ! cos 2� sin 2�sin 2� � cos 2� ! cos�sin� ! = (2:50)a 1 00 �1 !R(') cos�sin� ! =  1 00 �1 !R(')F? v00:This impliesQ(�) v0(') = FR(�2�� ') F? v00 = v0(�2�� ') (2:51)and hencev(x; ') = v(x+ �;�2�� '): (2:52)In general, therefore, the parameter ' can not be assigned a value independent of x, thefeature coordinate of the signal. Thus, changes of the �rst feature and of the FQ-phasecan not be described in terms of 2-parameter groups. This result can also be obtained ina more direct way. The anti-Hermitian matrix H' has two eigenvectorse1 = 1p2(v̂1 � iv̂2) and e2 = 1p2(v̂1 + iv̂2); (2:53)with eigenvalues i and �i respectively, while all other eigenvectors have eigenvalue zero.Hence, neither e1 nor e2 can be written as a linear combination of eigenvectors of H, allhaving the same eigenvalue. Consequently, H and H' do not share a common set of neigenvectors and therefore do not commute. This, in turn, means that Equation (2.47) isinvalid.The previous discussion may suggest that the FQ-phase should be left constant. Thereare, however, signals for which the FQ-phase varies and for which the operator represen-tation is appropriate. To sort out the incongruity between the parameters x and ', thefeature coordinate and the phase, we may proceed as follows. First of all, we introducea conceptual di�erence between the two parameters. As before, x will be a feature valuecorresponding to a transformation groupQ. The phase on the other hand, must be treatedas a very special type of property of the signal vector which should not be thought of as afeature, using the de�nition of a feature established in the previous sections. In fact, thephase is de�ned in terms of the transformation group Q and we may even state that toeach feature there is a corresponding phase, the latter not being a feature. As an example,we are incapable of assigning a value for the phase independent of the feature value. Aswas previously indicated, if the phase of the signal is allowed to vary, a pseudo-periodicityof Q is introduced. Consider v(x; ') for some �xed values of x and '. Conceptually weregard all v = v(x; ') as having the same feature coordinate x if ' is allowed to vary.According to the previous discussion x = x0 and x = x0 + � (using a normalized H)47



must then be equated for all '. Using the representation according to Equation (2.45)and allowing ' to vary, the feature coordinate x should be measured modulo �, insteadof modulo 2�. It should not come as a surprise that this approach is exactly the situationwhen we try to represent local orientation in an image. In this case, phase correspondsto position of a one-dimensional structure. Rotating such a structure by an angle � willpreserve the orientation but will in general change the phase. This implies that the ori-entation should be measured modulo � instead of modulo 2� and also that the phase cannot be given a value independent of the orientation. In the following chapter, two featureextraction algorithms which take this into account are presented.All signals considered hitherto are real. One way to get around the dependence be-tween x and ' is to extend the signal vectors to the complex domain. This method is usedin e.g. electrical engineering, automatic control or physics where a real signal (or functionof some variable) is transformed into a complex signal which then is much easier to repre-sent. The actual signal (or the physical signal) is often the real part of the complex signal.We will here use the same trick in order to reach a useful representation of a signal whichis subject both to a one-parameter transformation group corresponding to a feature anda transformation group changing its phase. If keeping the convention in mind, that thereal part of the signal is the actual or physical signal, an arbitrary imaginary term maybe added to the right hand side of Equation (2.45). We therefore writev(x; ') = exH [v0(') + iv0('+ �2 )]: (2:54)The following representation of v 2 V0 will then be the result.v(x; ') = exH [FR(') F?v00 + iFR('+ �2 ) F?v00] =exH F " cos' � sin'sin' cos' !+ i � sin' � cos'cos' � sin' !#F? v00 = (2:55)exH F e�i' �ie�'ie�i' e�i' !F? v00 = aexHe�i' F 1 �ii 1 ! cos�sin� ! =aexHe�i' 0B@ j jv̂1 v̂2j j 1CA e�i�ie�i� ! = aexHe�i('+�) [v̂1 + iv̂2]Thus, a complex and �x reference v0 = ae�i�(v̂1 + iv̂2) can used instead if the variablereference v0(') and the signal v is then represented asv(x; ') = exHe�i'v0: (2:56)In this context, however, we may write e�i' = e�i'I and, since I commutes with any othermatrix, �nallyv(x; ') = exH�i'I v0: (2:57)48



Using the representation according to Equation (2.57), the parameters x and ' areindeed independent. In fact,Q̂(x; ') = exH�i'I (2:58)is a two-parameter homomorphism which maps R2 ! U(n). Furthermore, the sesquiperi-odicity of Q(x) = exH implies thatQ̂(x + �; ') v0 = ae(x+�)H�i'Ie�i� [v̂1 + iv̂2] = (2:59)aexH�i'Ie�i� [v̂1 � iv̂2] = exH�i'Ie�2i��v0As mentioned before, it is the real part of v which is interpreted as the actual signal.Choosing � = 0, implies that variations of x with multiples of � will leave v(x; ') in-variant. Hence, and in accordance with the previous discussion, the feature coordinate xshould be measured modulo � instead of 2�.Up to now, the discussion has been restricted to a signal which has one feature only. Ithas been proved that the transformation group of this feature suggests the introduction ofa phase which describes transformations of the signal between the even and odd subspacesthe signal space. We will end this section with a short discussion on the phase conceptfor a signal with multiple features. First of all, it should be emphasized once again, thatwe need to distinguish between features and phase, the latter not being a feature in thesense used here. In the beginning of this section, the signal space was partitioned intoan even and an odd subspace according to the eigenvalues of H. The easiest extension ofthe phase concept to multiple feature is at hand if we can assume that the generators ofall the feature transformation groups, Hk; k = 1; 2; : : : ; p share even and odd subspaces.This implies that the signal space V can be partitioned into V1 and V2, according toEquation (2.29), unambiguously. The FQ-phase ~' and phase parameter ' may is thiscase be introduced in a straightforward fashion resulting in a real representationv(x1; : : : ; xp; ') = ex1H1+:::+xpHp v0('); (2:60)or a complex representationv(x1; : : : ; xp; ') = ex1H1+:::+xpHp�i'I v0: (2:61)
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Chapter 3Algorithms for feature extractionThis chapter will present two algorithms for feature extraction. The algorithms are basedon the operator representation of the signal, as de�ned in the previous chapter, and aredirect generalization of the two algorithms for estimation of local orientation, presentedin Section 1.5.1, labeled version I and II. It should be noted, however, that the twogeneralized versions are not as similar to each other as the original algorithms. Boththe original algorithms were proved to result in phase invariant descriptors. Inspired bythis property, it will be shown that both the generalized versions are invariant to theFQ-phase, as de�ned in Section 2.4. As will be evident in the following chapter, this isan important and useful property.Before the algorithms are presented, we will make a short review of the orientationestimation algorithms, as de�ned in Section 1.5.1. First of all, it was assumed that the two-dimensional image neighbourhood which is processed contains a one-dimensional cosine-wave, resulting in a simple Fourier transform of the neighbourhood. Four quadrature�lters with di�erent angular functions in the Fourier domain were then de�ned. It wasproved that the magnitudes of the �lter outputs are invariant to the phase or position ofthe cosine-wave. The magnitude of the k-th �lter output varies asjukj = cos2([k � 1]�4 � �); k = 1; 2; 3; 4; (3:1)where � is the orientation angle of the neighbourhood. From these magnitudes, a vectoris de�ned asz1 =  ju1j � ju3jju2j � ju4j ! (3:2)for version I andz2 =  ju1j2 � ju3j2ju2j2 � ju4j2 ! (3:3)for version II. It was proved that both these vectors rotate with twice the speed of theorientation of the neighbourhood. Finally, it was demonstrated that if the vector z2 isrepresented as a complex number, z2, this number is given by the expressionz2 =< f j X j f >; (3:4)where f is the signal function in the neighbourhood and X is a sesquilinear form.51



The result of the feature extraction algorithms is a feature descriptor. In the case ofthe two original algorithms, the descriptor is a two-dimensional vector corresponding toa complex number. This type of descriptor is used also in the generalized algorithms. Inthese cases, however, it is no longer possible to relate the features to orientation, implyinga double-angle representation, but rather to compact orthogonal transformation groups.Therefore, the feature vector will rotate with some �xed speed relative to the featurecoordinates of the signal. Hence, for a one-feature signal which is represented accordingto v(x) = exH v0; (3:5)the feature descriptor is of the type ei�x for some feasible integer �.The following two sections present the generalized versions of the orientation estima-tion algorithms. Due to historical reasons, the presentation begins with version II. Thelast section of this chapter is a discussion on even more general algorithms for featureextraction in the context of the signal representation developed in this work.3.1 Version II of the feature extraction algorithmThe generalization of the version II algorithm is based on the compact description of theoriginal algorithm in terms of a sesquilinear form, X, acting on the function f , the latterbeing an element of the Hilbert space L2(R2). The signal representation developed in theprevious chapter regards the signal as a vector v, an element of the signal vector spaceV . Since V = Rn for some integer n, sesquilinear forms are well-de�ned and may berepresented by complex matrices. The natural generalization is thus to �nd a complexmatrix, X, which when multiplied with the signal vector from both left and right yieldsa complex scalar, z, that exhibits appropriate properties. Hence, we will make the boldassumption that there exists an X such that z, de�ned asz = v? X v; (3:6)will be an appropriate feature descriptor. In order to prove the validity of this assumption,we will begin by considering a one-feature signal, represented asv = v(x) = Q(x) v0 = exH v0: (3:7)As usual, H is assumed to be normalized. It has already been pointed out that theresulting feature descriptor should be of the type ei�x for some integer �. As will be evidentfrom what follows, however, � can not be chosen arbitrarily. The possible values for thisparameter is determined by properties of the transformation group or more speci�callyby the eigenvalues of H. What follows is �rst the general solution of how to �nd an Xresulting in appropriate feature descriptors for a one-feature signal. Thereafter comes apresentation of how to construct phase independent feature descriptors. The last part ofthis section is a short discussion on what values should be chosen for � and a treatmentof the multi feature case. 52



We seek a complex matrix X such thatv?(x) X v(x) = e�ix; (3:8)or, with Equation (3.7) inserted,v?0 e�xH X exH v0 = ei�x: (3:9)If Equation (3.9) is valid for some X and for all x 2 R, both the left and right hand sideof this equation can be di�erentiated with respect to x, resulting inv?0 e�xH [ X H�H X ] exH v0 = i�ei�x: (3:10)Inserting Equation (3.9) into Equation (3.10) givesv?0 e�xH [ X H�H X� i�X ] exH v0 = 0: (3:11)It is immediately clear that a solution of Equation (3.11) is given by any X solving thefollowing equationX H�H X = i�X: (3:12)Finding solutions of this equation is called the commutator eigenvalue problem which isthoroughly described in Section 5.6. Here, only the solution is presented:X = nPk=1 nPl=1 ckl ek e?l ; (3:13)whereckl = ( 0 if �l � �k 6= �arbitrary constant if �l � �k = � (3:14)and ek are eigenvectors of H with corresponding eigenvalues i�k. From this solution, itis evident that i� can only assume a value which is a di�erence between two eigenvaluesof H, at least for non-zero X. The normalization of H then ensures that � is an integerbut it is important to note that it is the transformation property of v, described by theeigenvalues of H, which restricts the possible values of �. If for example H has only oddeigenvalues, implying V2 = V , this means that � must be even. There are in generalseveral pairs of eigenvalues which have the same di�erence, implying that the set of allsolutions X in Equation (3.13) is an m-dimensional linear subspace of the vector spacethat consists of complex n � n matrices, m being the number of eigenvalue pairs whichhave di�erence i�. Furthermore, as each eigenvector ek of H is complex valued, so is thematrix X. 53



We have thus shown that for a signal, being represented according to Equation (3.7), �must be chosen as a di�erence between two eigenvalues of H. Furthermore, let fe1k; e2k :k = 1; 2; : : : ; mg be a set of m pairs of eigenvectors of H, such that �2k � �1k = �. Then,for arbitrary coe�cients ck,X = mPk=1 ck e1k e?2k; (3:15)is the only type of solution to Equation (3.11). Indeed, insertion of this solution inEquation (3.9) givesz = v?0 e�xH 24 mPk=1 ck e1k e?2k35 exH v0 = mPk=1 ck v?0 e�xH e1k e?2k exH v0 =mPk=1 ck v?0 e�i�1kx e1k ei�2kx e?2k v0 = mPk=1 ck ei(�2k��1k)x v?0 e1k e?2k v0 =ei�x mPk=1 ck v?0 e1k e?2k v0 = ei�x v?0 X v0 = rei(�x+); (3:16)whererei = v?0 X v0: (3:17)Hence, the magnitude of z is invariant with respect to x and only a function of v0 and thecoe�cients ck. The argument of z, however, varies linearly with x, its speed determinedby �.Hitherto, no use has been made of the phase concept derived in Section 2.4. The mainresult of that section was that if the FQ-phase of the signal is allowed to change, thesignal may be represented asv(x; ') = exH v0('); v0(') = a [v̂1 cos'+ v̂2 sin']: (3:18)Furthermore, the feature coordinate x should be measured modulo � instead of modulo2� for a normalizedH. The only di�erence between Equation (3.7) and Equation (3.18) isthat in the latter case v0 is a function of '. The solution according to Equation (3.15) istherefore valid also for phase varying signals. We will now seek solutions which result in afeature descriptor that is phase invariant. Inserting Equation (3.18) into Equation (3.16)yieldsz = a2 ei�x [v̂?1 cos'+ v̂?2 sin'] X [v̂1 cos'+ v̂2 sin'] =a2 ei�x [v̂?1 X v̂1 cos2 '+ v̂?2 X v̂2 sin2 '+ (v̂?1 X v̂2 + v̂?2 X v̂1) sin' cos'] =a22 ei�x [(v̂?1 X v̂1+ v̂?2 X v̂2)+(v̂?1 X v̂1� v̂?2 X v̂2) cos 2'+(v̂?1 X v̂2+ v̂?2 X v̂1) sin 2'](3:19)54



Phase invariance of z is equivalent to @z@' = 0 for all '. This implies8><>: v̂?1 X v̂1 � v̂?2 X v̂2 = 0v̂?1 X v̂2 + v̂?2 X v̂1 = 0 (3:20)When introducing the phase concept in the previous chapter, the eigenvectors of H wherepartitioned into two classes: even and odd. According to the general solution of commuta-tor eigenvalue problem, X is a linear combination of outer products between eigenvectorsof H. Hence, each term in this linear combination must be of one of the following fourtypese1e?1 e2e?2| {z }A e1e?2 e2e?1| {z }B ; (3:21)where e1 and e2 is an even and an odd eigenvector of H respectively. For the sake of thisdiscussion, the two leftmost types are labeled A and the two rightmost labeled B. Eacheigenvector of H has the eigenvalue i�, where � is an even integer for an even eigenvectorand an odd integer for an odd eigenvector. Since i� is the di�erence between two eigen-values, it must be the case that X is a linear combination of type A terms or type Bterms but never a mix since this would make it impossible to �nd a value for �. If X is alinear combination of type B terms, however, it must be the case thatv̂?1 X v̂1 = v̂?2 X v̂2 = 0; (3:22)since v̂1 and v̂2 are even and odd vectors respectively. If Equations (3.22) and (3.20) areinserted into Equation (3.19) the result is z = 0. Hence, for the case of X being a linearcombination of type B terms, only trivial feature descriptors are possible. If X is a linearcombination of type A terms, it must be the case thatv̂?1 X v̂2 = v̂?2 X v̂1 = 0: (3:23)In this case it is possible to write X = X1 +X2, whereX1 = m1Pk=1 ck e1k e?2k (3:24)andX2 = m2Pk=1 dk e3k e?4k; (3:25)where e1k; e2k are m1 even eigenvector pairs for which �2k � �1k = � and e3k; e4k arem2 odd eigenvector pairs for which �4k � �3k = �. According to Equation (3.20), thecoe�cients ck; dk can no longer be chosen arbitrarily. Instead they must be chosen suchthat̂v?1 X1 v̂1 = v̂?2 X2 v̂2; (3:26)55



which �nally results inz = a2 ei�x v̂?1 X1 v̂1 = a2 ei�x v̂?2 X2 v̂2: (3:27)It is noteworthy that phase invariant feature descriptors which are the results of thisalgorithm must necessarily employ an even � since this value is the di�erence betweeneither two even or two odd integers. This is in correspondence with the results derived inSection 2.4, where it was shown that x should be measured modulo � instead of modulo2�. In this case, � = 2 is the natural choice, provided that this value is a di�erencebetween the eigenvalues of at least two even and two odd eigenvectors.In Section 2.4, an alternative representation of a phase varying signal was presented.Using the convention that it is the real part of a complex signal vector which is the actualsignal, we may writev(x; ') = exH e�i'v̂0; v̂0 = v̂1 + iv̂2: (3:28)If this expression for v is used, we may exchange v0 with e�i' v̂0 in Equation (3.16),givingz = ei�x v̂?0 ei' X e�i' v̂0 = ei�x v̂?0 X v̂0: (3:29)This implies that a complex representation of a phase varying signal is advantageous whenconsidering this algorithm since the phase independence of z follows immediately from itsconstruction. In this case, X is given by Equation (3.15) and no considerations have tobe taken when choosing coe�cients ck as in the case of a real representation.Having presented this algorithm for the case of a one-feature signal, represented ac-cording to Equation (3.7), it is quite straight-forward to extend it to the case of multiplefeatures. Assume thatv = v(x1; : : : ; xp) = ex1H1+:::+xpHp v0; (3:30)where each Hk is normalized and all Hk have a common set of eigenvectors fekg. Leti�rk denote the eigenvalue of ek with respect to Hr. What we may hope for is that it ispossible to construct z such that it is a feature descriptor for the l-th feature, l beingarbitrary. An X given by Equation (3.13) will, for appropriate values of the coe�cientsckl, give@z@xl = i�z: (3:31)As before, � must be a di�erence between eigenvalues �lk of the corresponding matrix Hl.Let e1k and e2k be eigenvectors such that �l2k � �l1k = �. We will now investigate if thesolution of the commutator eigenvalue problem, according to Equation (3.15), is valid also56



for this signal. Insertion of Equations (3.15) and (3.30) into Equation (3.6) givesz = v?0 e�(x1H1+:::+xpHp) 24 mPk=1 ck e1k e?2k35 e(x1H1+:::+xpHp) v0 =mPk=1 ck v?0 e�(x1H1+:::+xpHp) e1k e?2k e(x1H1+:::+xpHp) v0 =mPk=1 ck v?0 e�(i�11kx1+:::+i�p1kxp) e1k e(i�12kx+:::+�p2kx) e?2k v0 =mPk=1 ck ei(�12k��11k)x1+:::+i(�p2k��p1k)xp v?0 e1k e?2k v0: (3:32)From Equation (3.32), it is clear that z in general will depend on all parameters xk, re-gardless of how the coe�cients ck are chosen. If, however, we can �nd a set K of integerssuch that �r2k � �r1k = 0 for all r 6= l and all k 2 K, thenz = Pk2K ck ei(�l2k��l1k)xl v?0 e1k e?2k v0: (3:33)In this case, we can chose � = �l2k � �l1k for some k 2 K and ck = 0 for �l2k � �l1k 6= �,givingz = ei�xl v?0 Xv0: (3:34)Hence, in this special case it is possible to extract the feature descriptor ei�xl, relatedto the l-th feature of the signal. Unfortunately, the conditions mentioned above are ingeneral not valid. And even if valid for some l, enabling extraction of the l-th featurevalue, they may not be valid for all the p feature values. Recalling the presentation ofthe operator representation for multiple features, it was demonstrated that the featuresare undetermined in the sense that any linear combination of the feature coordinates,described by a non-singular matrix A, resulted in a new set of features which are equallyvalid. Therefore, failure to construct feature descriptors, according to this algorithm, maybe circumvented by choosing a new set of features as a linear combination of the old.It is clear that the resulting feature descriptor is equivariant to the length of v ormore speci�cally, the magnitude of z is proportional to the square of the length of v. Thiswas also the case for the original version II algorithm where the length corresponds tothe square root of the signal energy. As a �nal comment on this algorithm, the previousdiscussion proves that the resulting feature descriptor z is an exact value, in the sensethat if the signal representation is valid and X is chosen appropriately then the argumentof z is exactly a linear function of x. 57



3.2 Version I of the feature extraction algorithmIf examining the version I algorithm of Section 1.5.1, we see that the �lter responses ofthe four quadrature �lters areuk = (n̂?n̂k)2 e�i' k = 1; 2; 3; 4; (3:35)where the sign of the exponent is opposite that of n̂?n̂k. If � is the positive angle betweenthe x-axes and n̂, thenn̂?n̂k = cos([k � 1]�4 � �): (3:36)Hence, the real and imaginary part of uk areRe[uk] = (n̂?n̂k)2 cos' = cos2([k � 1]�4 � �) cos'Im[uk] = �(n̂?n̂k)2 � sign [n̂?n̂k] sin' = (3:37)� cos2([k � 1]�4 � �) � sign hcos([k � 1]�4 � �)i sin':Both these function of � are periodic with period � and 2� respectively. Therefore, wemay expand these functions into two Fourier series with period 2�, the �rst series being�nite and the second in�nite. ThusRe[uk] = h12 + 14 e�i(k�1)�2 e2i� + 14 ei(k�1)�2 e�2i�i cos' (3.38)Im[uk] = � 24 4� 1Pr=1 sin r�2 odd(r)r(r2�4) [e�i (k�1)r�4 eir� + e i(k�1)r�4 e�ir�]35 sin';where odd(r) is a function which maps odd integers to unity and even integers to zero.Hence, Im[uk] contains non-zero terms only for odd r and the coe�cients of each termdecreases as r�3.For the rest of this section we assume that the signal under consideration is a one-feature signal with variable phase. According to Section 2.4 such a signal can be repre-sented asv(x; ') = exH v0('); where v0(') = a (v̂1 cos'+ v̂2 sin'); (3:39)and v̂1 2 V1 and v̂2 2 V2 are two unit vectors. Let er be an eigenvector of H with corre-sponding eigenvalue i�r. Thene?r v(x; ') = e?r exH v0(') = e�rix e?r v0('): (3:40)58



For an even eigenvector, e1r, and an odd eigenvector, e2r, this amounts toe?1rv(x; ') = ae�1rix e?1r v̂1 cos'; �1r even integer; (3:41)e?2rv(x; ') = ae�2rix e?2r v̂2 sin'; �2r odd integer:Assume for moment that eigenvector er has eigenvalue ir, where r is an integer. Com-paring Equation (3.38) with Equation (3.41) and equating � with x, it is evident thatRe[uk] = 1a �12 e?0v(x;')e?0v̂1 + 14e�i(k�1)�2 e?2v(x;')e?2v̂1 + 14ei(k�1)�2 e?�2v(x;')e?�2v̂1 � =1a h12 1e?0v̂1 e?0 + 14e�i(k�1)�2 1e?2v̂1 e?2 + 14ei(k�1)�2 1�e?2v̂1 �e?2iv(x; ') (3.42)Im[uk] = � 1a 24 4� 1Pr=1 sin r�2 odd(r)r(r2�4) [e�i (k�1)r�4 e?rv(x;')e?rv̂2 + e i(k�1)r�4 e?�rv(x;')e?�rv̂2 ]35 =� 1a 24 4� 1Pr=1 sin r�2 odd(r)r(r2�4) [e� i(k�1)r�4 1e?rv̂2 e?r + e i(k�1)r�4 1�e?rv̂2 �e?r]35v(x; '):Or, in a simpler formRe[uk] = 1a f?1k v(x; ') (3:43)Im[uk] = 1a f?2k v(x; ')wheref1k = 12 1e?0v̂1 e?0 + 14e�i(k�1)�2 1e?2v̂1 e?2 + 14ei(k�1)�2 1�e?2v̂1 �e?2 (3:44)f2k = 4� 1Pr=1 sin r�2 odd(r)r(r2�4) [e�i (k�1)r�4 1e?rv̂2 e?r + e i(k�1)r�4 1�e?rv̂2 �e?r]Hence, the functions Re[uk] and Im[uk] for k = 1; 2; 3; 4, can be constructed as an innerproduct between the signal vector and the vectors f1k and f2k respectively (the factor1a disregarded). First of all it should be noted that each f1k; f2k is real and are linearcombinations of even and odd eigenvectors, respectively. Hence, provided that 0;�2i areeigenvalues ofH, we can construct the vectors f1k and with their use compute the functionsRe[uk] exact. To construct the vectors f2k, however, H would have to have eigenvaluesir for any odd r, which of course can not be the case for an n � n H. Therefore, thefunction Im[uk] can only be approximated to an accuracy which depends on the numberof odd eigenvalues of H. The larger set of odd eigenvalues that H possesses, the more59



accurate approximation. However, since the coe�cients decreases as r�3, a reasonablegood approximation can be provided by using the �rst two or three terms in the series.This is possible if H has eigenvalues �i;�3i;�5i.According to the previous discussion, we may writeuk = Re[uk] + i Im[uk] = 1a (f1k + i f2k)? v(x; ') (3:45)or uk = 1a f?k v(x; ') (3:46)wherefk = f1k + i f2k: (3:47)Hence, the complex vector fk serves the same purpose as the quadrature �lter gk inSection 1.5.1. Therefore, we will use the term generalized quadrature �lter for fk. Itshould be noted, though, that the complex vectors fk are not de�ned in terms of spatialrelations, as was the case for gk, but instead in terms the transformation group whichchanges the signal v, represented by H. Provided that H has appropriate eigenvalues, asde�ned above, and that the approximation of Im[uk] is su�ciently accurate, it must bethe case thatjukj = a qcos4([k � 1]�4 � x) cos2 '+ cos4([k � 1]�4 � x) sin2 ' = (3:48)a cos2([k � 1]�4 � x);proving that jukj is independent of the phase '. A feature descriptor z may be now beconstructed in exactly the same way as for the original algorithmz = ju1j � ju3j+ i (ju2j � ju4j); (3:49)which according to the presentation in Section 1.5.1, results inz = ae2ix; (3:50)a feature descriptor of the signal feature which is invariant to the signal phase.This algorithm is not appropriate if using the complex representation v0 = e�'v̂0.The reason is that in this case the inner product f?kv0 will mix the real and imaginarypart of v0 with those of fk, resulting in a useless complex number. Nor does it seemsto be appropriate for signals having multiple features. In this case the, descriptor zcan be constructed so as to have the desired variation to a speci�c parameter xk, butz will also have some undesirable and non-trivial variation to all the other parameters.Furthermore, we note that z is equivariant to the length of v. This was also the casefor the original algorithm where the length corresponds to the square root of the signalenergy. As a �nal comment on this algorithm, the previous discussion proves that z isonly an approximation of a reliable feature descriptor. Provided that H has appropriateeigenvalues the approximation can be su�ciently accurate and, in fact, it will be exactfor even signals. 60



3.3 General approaches to feature extractionThe algorithms, presented in the last two sections, do not represent a complete descrip-tion of all possible methods for feature extraction. Instead, they are representatives oftwo classes of algorithms and may be generalized even further. From Equation (3.40), wesee that the inner product between the signal vector and an eigenvector er of H gives anexpression likee?r v = e�rix e?r v0: (3:51)where i�r is the eigenvalue of er. In the version I algorithm these inner product are usedto approximate the two functions Re[uk] and Im[uk] using Fourier series. Fourier seriesare well-de�ned for a general class of functions (provided that they are periodic) and wemay therefore use this approach in order to approximate quite arbitrary functions. As wasmentioned in Section 1.5.1, the angular functions in the Fourier domain of the quadrature�lters can be any even power of a cos-function and here we have only investigated thecos2 case. The version I algorithm may thus by extended to the cases of higher powers,but at least two phenomena which arises when using higher power of cos should be recog-nized. First, the general trend is that the higher power used, the more quadrature �lters,corresponding to the vectors fk are needed, see [Knutsson, 1982]. Secondly, more termsare needed to achieve an acceptable approximation of Re[uk] and Im[uk]. Since each termin the Fourier series corresponds to an eigenvalue of H, it is the number of eigenvalues ofH and their actual values that determines how many terms are possible.In the version II algorithm, we constructed a feature descriptor z, being a complexnumber, according toz = v? X v (3:52)In this case, the problem of �nding an appropriate X is not related to the approximationof some functions but rather to the commutator eigenvalue problem. The solution wasgiven by X = X1+X2, where X1 and X2 are given by Equations (3.24) and (3.25). Thus,z may be writtenz = m1Pk=1 ck (e?1k v)? (e?2k v) + m2Pk=1 dk (e?3k v)? (e?4k v); (3:53)for some appropriate ck; dk and e1k; e2k; e3k; e4k, where the latter are eigenvectors of H.Hence, z can be decomposed into a sum where each term is a product of two factors, eachfactor being an inner product between the signal vector v and an eigenvector of H. Tobe exact, one of the inner products are complex conjugated before multiplication. Theeigenvectors are then chosen such that the variation of the argument of each term is thesame relative to the feature coordinate x. This property of each term can, however, beaccomplished by multiplying arbitrary many factors where each factor is the inner productof the signal vector and an eigenvector of H, with or without complex conjugation. Infact, it is not even necessary that each term are of the same type. As an example, consider61



a feature descriptor z de�ned asz = a (e?1 v) (e?2 v)? (e?3 v) + b (e?4 v) (e?5 v); a; b 2 C ; (3:54)where ek is an eigenvector of H with corresponding eigenvalue i�k. Provided that�1 � �2 + �3 = �4 + �5 = � (3:55)for some feasible �, it is clearly the case thatz = rei(�x+); (3:56)where r and  depend on a and b. By choosing a and b so as to maximize r, z will be anappropriate feature descriptor. In this case however, we will not be able to prove phaseinvariance and the magnitude of the descriptor, r, will have both a third and secondorder dependence of the norm of v. These properties are general characteristics whenconstructing a z in other ways than as presented in Section 3.1.
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Chapter 4DiscussionChapter 1 presented a number of overviews and formulated a problem. First of all, hierar-chical processing systems were presented and exempli�ed with multiresolution hierarchiesand feature hierarchies. Then, two di�erent signal representations, the spatial represen-tation and the linear representation, were discussed followed by an expos�e on featurerepresentations, exempli�ed with the vector representation and the tensor representation.The ORIENT-algorithm made a connection between the spatial representation of an im-age neighbourhood and the vector representation of features, in this case local orientation.At the end of the chapter a problem was formulated. It was claimed that both the spatialand the linear signal representations are inappropriate in hierarchical processing system,feature hierarchies in particular. The problem set out was to �nd a signal representa-tion which neither is constrained by a need of spatial relations, which is the case for thespatial representation, nor as coarse and implicit with respect to features as the linearrepresentation.A new signal representation, the operator representation, was developed in Chapter 2.The representation makes an explicit correspondence between signal features and transfor-mation properties of the signal. Each feature is assumed to be related to a one-parameterorthogonal transformation group. This implies that the parameter of each group can beused as a feature measure. The tight coupling between the parameters of the transforma-tion groups and signal features renders the name feature coordinates for the parameters.In the case of compact orthogonal transformation groups it was argued that eixk is anappropriate feature descriptor for the feature coordinate xk. The last section introducedthe FQ-phase, a natural generalization of the usual phase concept in computer visionapplied to the operator representation.Using the operator representation, Chapter 3 presented two algorithms for extractingfeature descriptors of the above type. The algorithms are direct generalizations of thosepresented in Section 1.5.1 and, as an illustration of this fact, were proved to exhibit phaseinvariance in the sense that the resulting feature descriptor is invariant to variations ofthe FQ-phase. The last section discussed further generalizations which are possible usingthe operator representation.The remaining part of this work contains a discussion on the validity of the operatorrepresentation in the context of image processing. We will then discuss various aspects ofthe operator representation in the context of hierarchical image processing.
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4.1 On the validity of the operator representationThe operator representation, developed in Chapter 2, is not valid for signals in general.This fact was stated numerous times when restriction after restriction was introduced onthe signal in order to arrive at the �nal formulation of the representation. It is certainlya well-founded question to ask whether there are any interesting signals left to represent.This section will address that issue and illustrates with a simple example how the operatorrepresentation can be used. First of all, however, we will discuss some general aspects ofthe operator representation.When the operator representation was applied to signals, according to Section 2.2,the operators were restricted to orthogonal transformation groups. This implies that thenorm of the signal vector, corresponding to the square root of its energy, is constant underthe transformations. Most signals can not be assumed to have constant norm, not evenas an approximation, which may indicate that the operator representation is inadequatefor these signals. Already in Section 2.2, however, it was argued that the norm canbe considered as a feature in itself, independent of other features that are encoded indirectional variation of the signal vector. The operator representation simply disregardsvariations of the norm and represents the directional variations only. We can also see thisas if the signal vector is normalized before the operator representation is applied to it. Theoperator representation is nothing but a framework for describing how the signal and itsfeatures are related, it is not intended to give an exact description of the signal. It shouldbe noted that both the algorithms for feature extraction, presented in Chapter 3, generatedescriptors which are equivariant to the norm of the signal vector. The descriptor has anargument which equivaries with some feature coordinate of the signal and is invariant tothe norm of the signal vector. The magnitude of the descriptor, however, equivaries withthe norm and is invariant to the feature coordinates.The operator representation for signals not only disregards variations of the norm ofthe signal vector, it assumes that the directional variations can be described as compactorthogonal p-parameter groups acting on the signal. Again, we ask ourselves if signals ingeneral have this property. The answer is of course negative. As an example, consider athree-dimensional signal vector space. Imagine a tennis ball that is centered at the originand let the signal vector move along the seam of the tennis ball. Any one-parametergroup in three dimensions will move the signal vector along a circular path. The seam,however, is not shaped like a circle which implies that the movement of the signal vectorcan not be described in terms of a one-parameter orthogonal transformation group actingon it, even though the norm of the signal vector is constant. The critical point is in factthe dimensionality of the signal space. In three dimensions will orthogonal one-parametergroups always generate circular paths but already in four dimensions, non-circular pathsare possible. In general, it is always possible to construct paths which are not generatedby any one-parameter group, but the complexity of those which are will grow with thedimensionality of the space. It is therefore natural to assume that there is a quite largeclass of signals which can be incorporated in the operator representation, provided thatthe dimensionality is large enough.It is important to note that the group property of the transformations is a consequenceof the de�nition of features used in this work. If we assume that all features are inde-pendent, i.e. each feature can be changed independently of the others, and also that eachfeature can be measured using real numbers in a natural way then the transformations64



that change the value of any feature must form a group. If a speci�c signal can not beincorporated in the operator representation, this may indicate that the features whichwe are interested to describe are not independent. As an example from computer vision,consider local orientation and local phase. These local properties of an image are notindependent since a rotation by � will look the same as a phase variation in an neigh-bourhood containing a one-dimensional structure. Hence, phase and orientation can notbe treated as two separate features, using the de�nition of features established in thiswork. As has been demonstrated in Section 2.4 and Chapter 3, however, we can treatorientation as a feature and the phase as a variation between the even and odd subspacesof the signal space and in the end generate feature descriptors that are phase invariant.The operator representation assumes that the transformations correspond to compactorthogonal p-parameter groups. The compactness and speci�c parameterization is not,however, needed in order to introduce the operator representation. These properties ofthe operators are motivated by the considerable simpli�cations which they lead to both inthe �nal formulation of the representation and for the algorithms presented in Chapter 3.4.1.1 An example of the operator representationHere, the operator representation is illustrated with a simple example. The example istaken from Section 1.5.1 where we considered an image neighbourhood assumed to containa one-dimensional cosine-wave with well-de�ned orientation, frequency and phase. We willnow apply the operator representation to this signal and see how a feature representationof local orientation and spatial frequency are embedded in the signal representation, whilealso describing variations of the phase. The example is best demonstrated by consideringthe Fourier representation of the neighbourhood, as illustrated in Figure 1.7. The Fouriertransform consists of two impulses positioned on a line through the origin, the orientationof the line being perpendicular to the equivalue lines of the cosine-wave in the spatialdomain. The impulses have equal distance to the origin, the distance being proportional tothe spatial frequency of the wave. Furthermore, the impulses have a complex modulationwhich is determined by the phase of the wave. It should be noted, however, that thefunction discussed above is the Fourier transform of a cosine-wave de�ned on the entire ofR2, in this discussion called the continuous signal. The signal vector to be considered hereis a sampled and spatially truncated version of the continuous signal, which implies thatthe Fourier transform of the former is both periodic and distorted compared to the Fouriertransform of the latter. If, however, the sampling and the truncation are de�ned carefully,matching the sampling pattern and the size of the neighbourhood with the frequency ofthe cosine-wave, we expect the Fourier transform of the sampled signal to approximatethe Fourier transform of the continuous signal su�ciently well.Let us consider what variations of the signal are possible. Under the assumptionsstated above, only three degrees of freedom are possible: the orientation, the frequencyand the phase may change. Let us begin by considering only variations of the orientation,keeping the frequency and the phase constant. A continuous variation of the orientationcorresponds to a rotation of the spatial coordinate system of the neighbourhood, implyinga rotation of the Fourier coordinates as well, the latter with the same speed and directionas the former. Hence, the two impulses will move along a circular path in the Fourierdomain and we can described the variation as an orthogonal transformation group actingon either the spatial or Fourier coordinates. The operator representation, however, is not65



interested in spatial coordinates and therefore we will instead consider how the signal vec-tor transforms. In order to do so, we will use the standard inner product on the Hilbertspace L2(R2), de�ned as< f j g > = 1Z�1 1Z�1 �f(x; y) g(x; y) dxdy: (4:1)On this space, a set of operators, fQ̂1(�) : � 2 Rg, is de�ned asQ̂1(�) [f(x; y)] = f(x cos�� y sin�; x sin�+ y cos�): (4:2)Hence, each Q̂1 is an operator which rotates any function f 2 L2(R2) the angle � clock-wise around the origin. Clearly, the set of all such operators constitutes a group underoperator concatenation. Furthermore, it must be the case that< Q̂1(�)f j Q̂1(�)g > = < f j g > (4:3)for all � 2 R. This means that all Q̂1 are orthogonal operators with respect to the innerproduct de�ned by Equation (4.1). Hence, variations of the continuous signal when theorientation of the neighbourhood changes can be described as an orthogonal transfor-mation groups acting on the signal function, rather than on the coordinate system. Aspreviously mentioned, the Fourier transform of our signal can be assumed to approximatethe Fourier transform of the continuous signal su�ciently well. It should therefore bepossible to �nd operators Q1, de�ned on the signal vector space V = Rn, which haveapproximately the same e�ect on the signal vectors as the operators Q̂1 have on the con-tinuous signal. Let v0 be a signal vector corresponding to a neighbourhood of a sampledcosine-wave with a speci�c orientation, frequency and phase. If the orientation of thisneighbourhood changes an angle � this will de�ne a new signal vector, v(�). Accordingto the previous discussion, any such vector can be writtenv(�) = Q1(�) v0: (4:4)In accordance to Section 2.1.3, v0 will thus serve as a reference for the representation.As demonstrated in Section 2.2, any orthogonal one-parameter group can be generatedby an anti-Hermitian matrix by the means of the matrix exponential function. Hence,Equation (4.4) can be rewritten asv(�) = e�H1 v0 (4:5)for some anti-Hermitian matrix H1. It should be emphasized, however, that the validityof Equation (4.5) depends on the sampling and truncation process. The parameter �is a feature coordinate of the signal and measures the orientation of the neighbourhoodrelative to that of v0. Evidently, transformations of two-dimensional orientation must beperiodic which implies compactness of the transformation group. Using a normalized H1this means that � should be measured modulo 2� and also that ei� is an appropriatefeature descriptor of orientation.A comment on the normalization ofH1 is needed here. Let us assume that the phase of66



the neighbourhood is such that the spatial representation of the signal is an even function.This implies that the signal equals itself after a rotation of a half turn. For all other valuesof the phase, however, a complete turn is needed to do the job. Using a normalized H1,this means that if � goes from 0 to 2�, the spatial representation of the signal will rotatehalf a turn for even signals and a complete turn for all other signals. It should be notedthat the normalization of the generators of the transformation groups is nothing but ascaling of the feature coordinate space, resulting in a simpli�ed presentation, and doesnot have any practical consequences. If we use 2H instead of H as the generator of theoperator group, this would only imply a scaling of the feature coordinate and will notchange the general transformation properties of the signal.We will now allow the signal to change also its phase. Phase variations correspond toa complex modulation of the impulses in the Fourier domain and do not commute withorientation variations. We must therefore use the results of Section 2.4 and introduce evenand odd signals and the FQ-phase. It should be noted that here, even and odd relateto transformation properties of the signal vector and not to a spatial representation ofthe signal. In this speci�c case, however, the two descriptions (not surprisingly) coincide.Writing the signal vector asv(�; ') = e�H1v0('); (4:6)where v0(') is de�ned by Equation (2.41), � = 0, it is possible to describe variations oforientation as well as phase. With this representation, however, the feature coordinate� should be measured modulo � instead of modulo 2� provided that H1 is normalized.The argument, according to Section 2.4, is as follows. The normalization of H1 impliesthat the transformation group has a period of 2�. Due to the sesquiperiodicity of theoperator group, however, the signal will go from v0(') to v0(' + '0), for some '0, when� goes from 0 to �. Therefore, we conclude that these two instances of the signal shouldhave the same feature value x. This is accomplished by measuring the feature value �modulo � instead of modulo 2�. The above discussion indicates that orientation, seen asa feature of a signal with variable phase, should should be measured modulo �. This isin complete accordance with the double angle representation of orientation as de�ned by[Granlund, 1978].This example can be extended even further. Let us allow also the spatial frequencyof the cosine-wave to vary. This corresponds to the impulses in the Fourier domainmoving in to or out from the origin along the line, see Figure 1.7. In order to encompassthis variation in the operator representation, the frequency variation must commute withtransformations of the orientation. The easiest way to accomplish this is to restrict thepossible frequencies to an interval of appropriate size. The lower and higher ends shouldbe su�ciently far from the DC-frequency and the Nyquist frequency, respectively, toavoid aliasing. In the Fourier domain this implies that the impulses are con�ned withinan annulus centered around the origin. Furthermore, in order to establish a compacttransformation group for frequency variations, we identify the the inner and outer borderof the annulus. Using this trick we can construct operators, Q̂2(!), which act on theFourier transform of the continuous function similar to the operators Q̂1(�). The newoperators move the frequency components radially instead of around the origin, while atthe same time observing the wrap-around de�ned above. As an example, we can de�nethe operator Q̂2(!) to leave all frequency components outside the annulus una�ected and67



move the interior components radially the distance ! outwards, taking the wrap-aroundinto account. This de�nition of the operators Q̂2, however, introduces a discontinuousjump of the signal vector when the borders of the annulus is crossed. In order to smoothout this transition, we can assume the cosine-wave to have non-zero bandwidth. It is easyto see that the operators Q̂2 are orthogonal with respect to the inner product de�nedby Equation (4.1). Hence, it should be possible to approximate the actions of theseoperators on the continuous signal with operators Q2, acting on the signal vector. Again,these operators constitute an orthogonal one-parameter group which is generated by someanti-Hermitian matrix H2. Since variations of orientation and frequency commute, thefollowing expression will de�ne a complete representation of our signalv(�; !; ') = e�H1+!H2v0('): (4:7)The above example illustrates both the potential and limitations of the operator rep-resentation. One one hand, any one-dimensional structure which resembles a cosine-wavesu�ciently well can be represented regardless of its orientation, phase or frequency as longas the latter is within the speci�ed range. It is important to note that the representationdescribes the signal without any reference to a spatial coordinate system. Furthermore,it is quite obvious from the representation of the signal, according to Equation (4.7), thatthe signal has two features corresponding to the two terms in the exponent of the matrixexponential function (as mentioned in Section 2.4, the phase is not an actual feature).Using this representation of the signal, we may implement either of the two feature ex-traction algorithms described in Chapter 3 in order to compute feature descriptors of thetwo features orientation and frequency. On the other hand, the representation is of coursecompletely wrong if, for instance, the neighbourhood is not one-dimensional. In general,an image neighbourhood is not one-dimensional and even if this is the case, it is may notresemble a cosine-wave. If we are interested in representing also these cases, then morefeatures must be introduced, e.g. degree of one-dimensionality, band-width of the spatialfrequencies etc. In order to encompass these new features in the operator representation,however, they must be de�ned with care as illustrated by the example above.
4.2 The operator representation in hierarchicalprocessing systemsIn Chapter 1, di�erent approaches for de�ning hierarchical processing system were ad-dressed. It was shown that the multiresolution hierarchy provided a homogeneous pro-cessing structure as each individual level is processed in essentially the same way. Eachlevel in this type of hierarchy in generated basically by a subsampling process and, hence,inherits the spatially relations de�ned in the input image. Consequently, only spatialfeatures are likely to be successfully implemented in such a hierarchy. The feature hi-erarchy, on the other hand, is de�ned in such a way that features which are extractedand represented at each level are de�ned in terms of events at the next lower level. Spa-tial relations are then likely to become more and more implicit and eventually disappearwhen ascending through the levels. Consequently, features can not be de�ned in terms68



of spatial relations only and therefore some other framework of representation is needed.The operator representation is developed with precisely this goal: to provide a generalframework for representing signals and signal features when no spatial relations are athand.Recalling from Section 3.3, where strategies for features extraction in hierarchicalprocessing system was discussed, it was mentioned that the ordinary convolution operationcan be described as if each element of the output image is the inner product between thecorresponding neighbourhood in the input image and a �lter kernel. We will now try togeneralize this operation to the case of a feature hierarchy where no spatial relations areat hand and consequently the concept of a neighbourhood is meaningless. The operatorrepresentation states that we should regard the signal as a vector which is transformedby a set of operators. Let us consider the set of all signals at some level of a featurehierarchy. It does not seem likely that all individual signal elements should be assembledinto one giant vector which then is suitable for the operator representation. If we triedto do this, the operator representation would have to include all possible transformationsof the image itself. Instead, smaller groups of signal elements should be assembled intoa number of signal vectors where each such vector �ts the operator representation witha reasonable small number of features. In fact, this approach de�nes a grouping strategywhich may be an active process of the system: look for signal elements that �t the operatorrepresentation (or why not any other appropriate representation) and combine them intoa signal vector which is fed to some processing unit of that level. The processing unitcan then perform extraction of descriptors for the various signal features. Of course, eachsignal element of a speci�c level may be a part of several such groups. At the lowest levelof the hierarchy, this grouping process probably should result in spatial neighbourhoodssimply because we expect neighbourhoods to have this property.The signal vectors which result from the process above can be seen as a naturalgeneralization of spatial neighbourhoods. From each such vector, one or several featuredescriptors are computed and the set of all such descriptors constitutes the signal elementsof the next higher level. As demonstrated in Chapter 3, feature extraction within theframework of the operator representation can be performed by at least two algorithms.Both algorithms generate feature descriptors by computing the inner product betweenthe signal vector and the eigenvectors of the transformation group generators (version II)or a linear combination thereof (the generalized quadrature �lters of version I), followedby non-linear operations on the resulting quantities. The �rst part of this process canthen be described as a generalized convolution, using signal vectors instead of spatialneighbourhood. The eigenvectors or linear combinations of them will then serve as �lterkernels. Since we can not assume that all signal vectors at one and the same level havethe same representation, i.e. that the same operator group describe them all, these kernelsneed not be the same for all processing units at one level.According to the previous discussion, a feature hierarchy may be de�ned as follows.The processing units at each level are connected to a group of signals at the next lowerlevel. At the lowest level of the hierarchy this means is input image. Each group isde�ned such that the corresponding signal vector �ts the operator representation. Atthe lowest levels of the hierarchy, however, this will in most cases correspond to spatialneighbourhoods. Assuming that each processing unit has an explicit representation ofthe signal it receives, e.g. knows the generators Hk of each transformation group thatact on the signal, it can produce feature descriptors of the signal features. The feature69



descriptors that are generated at one one level are then grouped into new signal vectorsat the next higher level and then used as input the processing units there. These unitsproduce feature descriptors which again are grouped into signal vectors, and so on. Thisillustrates how a homogeneous processing structure can be designed employing a featurehierarchy, the operator representation and the generalized convolution operation. In orderto make this work, however, it must be proved that the grouping of feature descriptorsat each level in fact can be done in such a way that the resulting signal vectors will �tthe operator representation. As was demonstrated in Section 4.1.1, at least at the verylowest level, this is indeed the case if assuming that the signal is locally one-dimensional.4.2.1 Phase invarianceIn Section 2.4, the phase concept was introduced in the context of the operator representa-tion and in Chapter 3, two algorithms exhibiting phase invariance were presented. Phaseinvariant feature extraction can be used as a powerful mechanism for generating imagedescriptions of increasing abstraction. Using phase invariant descriptors, the signals atsome speci�c level will be invariant to a particular type of transformation of the signalsat the next lower level namely transformation of the FQ-phase. As a simple example,we have already demonstrated how to compute descriptors of local orientation which areinvariant to the spatial phase or position. If, however, the FQ-phase is well-de�ned for allsignal vectors in the hierarchy, the increasing abstraction of the descriptions at higher andhigher levels may be accounted to the invariance of these transformations when going fromone level to the next higher. As an example, curvature may be de�ned in such a way thatdescriptors, invariant to orientation, can be computed. At each level of the hierarchy, theFQ-phase will correspond to some property in the input image, however, de�ned in termsof transformation of the signal at that speci�c level. Hence, when ascending through thefeature hierarchy, each level will generate descriptions of events in the input image whichare increasingly invariant to various transformations of the image itself. As an example,some level may implement detection of a certain class of tree-dimensional objects. Thisdetection, however, may be invariant to the objects position in the image, its size or three-dimensional orientation. Using this scheme, a distributed representation of the image isgenerated by the hierarchy. At the lowest levels, spatially localized and simple featureare extracted. These features contain no information regarding the interpretation of theimage in terms of objects, but describe the parts of which the objects are composed aswell as their position in the image. At the higher levels, global and more complex featuresare extracted, perhaps in terms of objects or relations between objects. As opposed to thelow level features, however, the high level features contains no information of the positionor size of an object.It should be noted that there is an interesting correspondence between the de�nitionof the FQ-phase and the features descriptors which are used in the extraction algorithmsof Section 1.5.1 and Chapter 3. Recalling from Chapter 3, we notice that for one-featuresignal v(x) the corresponding feature descriptor is z(x) = ei�x for some feasible integer �.Let us consider a set of n signal vectors, vk(xk); k = 1; 2; : : : ; n, with corresponding featuredescriptors zk(xk) = ei�kxk . Instead of treating the descriptors as complex numbers, zk,we will henceforth represent them as two-dimensional vectors, zk. When the feature valueof a signal vk changes then the corresponding descriptor zk will rotate which is illustrated70



by the following equation:zk = 0@ cos �kxk � sin �kxksin�kxk cos �kxk 1A z0k; (4:8)where z0k is the feature descriptor of vk0, the reference of signal vk. Let the n descriptorsde�ne a second order vector, y, of dimensionality 2n according toy = 0BBBB@ z1z2...zn 1CCCCA : (4:9)When the n feature values change, then also y will change and according to Equation (4.8)this variation is described by
y = 0BBBBBBBBBBB@

cos �1x1 � sin�1x1 0 0 : : : 0 0sin�1x1 cos�1x1 0 0 : : : 0 00 0 cos�2x2 � sin�2x2 0 00 0 sin�2x2 cos�2x2 0 0... ... . . .0 0 0 0 cos�nxn � sin�nxn0 0 0 0 sin�nxn cos�nxn
1CCCCCCCCCCCA| {z }Q(x1;x2;:::;xn)
y0; (4:10)

where y0 is the value of y when all xk = 0. Evidently this is an operator representationof y in terms of the n-parameter operator group Q which acts on the reference y0. Let usnow assume that the n signal vectors are related which in this context may be described as:the corresponding feature descriptors varies similarly. As an example, the signal vectorsmay correspond to neighbourhoods in an image. If the neighbourhoods are adjacent weexpect the descriptors to be similar or at least that they varies similarly. Thus, we canset �1 = �2 = : : : = �n = � and x1 = x2 = : : : = xn = x and rewrite Equation (4.10) asy(x) = Q(x) y0: (4:11)De�ne the 2n� 2 matrix F asF = 0BB@ j jy(0)jy(0)j y(�2 )jy(�2 )jj j 1CCA : (4:12)
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It is easy to prove thaty(x) = F  cos �x � sin�xsin�x cos �x ! F? y0 (4:13)from which follows that the variation of y when the common feature value x varies canbe described as a rotation in a two-dimensional subspace of R2n.We will leave this second order signal vector for a moment and instead consider theFQ-phase, de�ned in Section 2.4. There, we introduced V1 and V2, the even and oddsubspaces of the signal space V and decomposed the signal vector into an even and anodd component. When the feature values of the signal changes, then the signal vector willmove around in the signal space implying that also its even and odd component will movearound in the even and odd subspaces respectively. When the FQ-phase changes, however,the signal vector will rotate in the two-dimensional subspace spanned by the even and oddcomponent. Hence, each feature value will de�ne a two-dimensional subspace of V suchthat phase variations corresponds to rotation in this subspace. Let us return to the secondorder signal vector y. We saw that if the descriptors of which it is composed all changein the same way, then y will rotate in a two-dimensional subspace. We can not, however,assume that this subspace always is the same. Each descriptor corresponds to some eventin the original image and the second order signal vector will thus represent an event ofhigher order complexity. As an example, the signal vectors may correspond to adjacentimage neighbourhoods and the descriptors to the local orientation of each neighbourhood.The image area covered by the signal vectors may contains a straight line, a curve segment,a cross, etc. In each of these cases will the corresponding set of descriptors be di�erent.We can, however, still assume that they will change in the same way corresponding tosome type of transformation of the image area. Hence, we may distinguish between globaland local transformations of an image area such that local transformations correspondsto the descriptors moving similarly and global transformations corresponds to dissimilarchanges of the descriptors. In view of the previous discussion, local transformationswill then correspond to a two-dimensional rotation of y and global transformations willcorrespond to changing the subspace of rotation in which the local transformations arereected. Furthermore, if global transformations can be represented as a feature of ysuch that local transformations corresponds to variation of the FQ-phase an interestingperspective arises. In this case we can design algorithms for extraction of feature values,e.g. according to Chapter 3, which result in descriptions of global transformations that inaddition are invariant to local transformations.In Section 4.2 we discussed a generalized convolution operation and suggested thatan active process in a system may be to �nd sets of descriptors at a speci�c level of ahierarchy that �t the operator representation and group them into a second order signalvector at the next higher level. According to the previous discussion this scheme may beimplemented by searching for those descriptors which in general changes similarly. Thecorresponding second order signal vector will then change its phase when the descrip-tors varies similarly. When the descriptors does not change similarly, however, this isinterpreted as a variation of a feature value related to the second order signal vector.Furthermore, the processing units at the next level will described the dissimilar variationsof the descriptors, corresponding to global transformations of an image area, while beinginvariant to similar changes which corresponds to local transformations.72



4.2.2 LearningFrom the previous discussion it is evident that any type of hierarchy which incorporatesthe operator representation must have some capability of learning. If we consider a featurehierarchy of the above type, both the grouping of features descriptors into signal vectors aswell as �nding the explicit representation of each such signal will become more and morelaborious when ascending through the hierarchy if these processes are to be performed bya human designer and implemented in the system before it is put into work. It does notseem likely that we are capable to de�ne a priori what signals should be grouped togetherat level 42 in order to �t the operator representation, given some class of input images.And even if we could, do we really know what operator groups that change the signal andwhat are their generators? De�nitely not! A hierarchy of this type would most certainlyhave to learn what descriptors should be grouped to a signal vector at each level as wellas a representation of the operator group for each such vector.The learning procedure may be described as follows. Let the input to the systembe a sequence of continuously varying images which are representative to the speci�cproblem. As an example, we could use a video camera and let it move around in thereal world. This image sequence is input to the feature hierarchy at the lowest level.The processing units of this level must now learn what elements of the input imageshould be grouped to form signal vectors. We expect this grouping process to result insignal vectors which correspond to spatial neighbourhood, maybe of di�erent size andshape. For each such signal vector, the processing units must also �nd the operatorgroups that describe the variation of that signal. These transformations does not haveto be the same for all signal vectors at a speci�c level. When the transformation groupshave been established, the processing units are able to compute feature descriptors, usedas input to the second level. The second level repeats the same learning procedure,followed by the third and so on. It should be noted, that in order to compute thefeature descriptors according to one of the algorithms presented in Chapter 3 it is theeigensystem of the generators of each operator group which are required rather than thegenerators themselves. Hence, the learning procedure of each processing unit should �ndthis eigensystem and not an explicit description of each anti-Hermitian generator. Notealso that for multiple feature signals, the generators have a common set of eigenvectors.Since the interpretation of the descriptors at each level is not de�ned a priori but insteadde�ned in terms of transformations of the next lower level, we expect the hierarchy toprovide descriptors which are natural with respect to their level of abstraction. This,however, may imply that the descriptors are more or less uninterpretable to a humanobserver.Learning is today a complete research �eld in its own. Especially during the last twodecades, systems which exhibit adaptive behavior or employ learning have been studiedfrom various points of views, e.g. arti�cial neural networks, adaptive control, mathematicaloptimization problems, models from solid state physic and biological neurons. Regardlessof what learning strategy we use, however, it is not reasonable to expect that a system canlearn whatever we demand of it regardless of what is input to it. The least we can do inorder to simplify the learning process it to establish a model for the input signals, therebyreducing the complexity of the problem. This model may be a signal representation, suchas the operator representation or any other representation which suits the purpose, as wellas other types of assumptions regarding the nature of the signal. Today, however, most73



e�orts in the research �eld of learning, especially arti�cial neural networks, are spent ondesigning algorithms or net structures which assume little or nothing regarding the inputsignals. If such assumptions are used at all, they often imply that the signal space can bepartitioned into well-separated class domains and that the signal vector can be modeledas clusters with some statistical properties. Given that this model is valid, the classes canbe found by some appropriate learning method and the output of this processing structureis simply class descriptors of each input signal. Signals in general, however, can not bedescribed in this way. Let us again consider the example of an image neighbourhoodthat contains a well-de�ned one-dimensional structure. If we assume this signal to changecontinuously with time corresponding to variations of e.g. the orientation, frequency orphase of the neighbourhood, then also the signal vector will move continuously in thesignal space. Hence, the signal vector is con�ned within a non-linear subspace of thesignal space. In general, however, we can not expect the signal to move into certainparts of this subspace more often than others. Description of this signal can thereforenot be based on clustering models and result in a discrete class membership descriptionof the signal. Rather, we need a continuous description which based on transformationproperties of the signal and results in continuous descriptors.4.2.3 The analysis-response pyramidAll this may sound perfectly all right, but one problem remains. What to do with all thefeature that are extracted at the various level of the hierarchy? [Granlund, 1988b] has sug-gested a double hierarchy which �ts as an answer to that question. The double hierarchyconsists of one half performing analysis and feature extraction of the input signal, e.g. animage, and one half that generates responses which at the lowest level leaves the system asphysical interactions with the environment. These halves are not separate boxes but ratherintegrated into each other. When ascending through the levels of the analysis half, theevents which are detected become more and more abstract, i.e. this corresponds to an ab-straction hierarchy. When descending through the levels of the second half, on the otherhand, descriptions of responses are generated, the descriptions being more and more re-�ned and concrete. As an example, a descriptor at the higher levels of the analysis halfmay indicate: there is an object in the environment. Due to the abstraction which isimplemented by each level of this half, we expect the descriptor of this event to be in-variant to various transformations of the object, e.g. position, orientation, size, colour,etc. Hence, no detailed information regarding these invariant properties are at hand atthe higher levels of the analysis half of the hierarchy. The object descriptor may theninvoke a high level response descriptor which means: 'grasp the object'. The responsedescriptor carries no information regarding where the object is, how it is oriented, etc.The respond signal is now propagated downwards in the response half of the hierarchy.At each level of the hierarchy, there are lateral connections from the analysis half to theresponse half. By the means of these connections, the response descriptions are combinedwith feature descriptors resulting in new response descriptions which become more andmore concrete, eventually carrying information both regarding where and how to graspthe object. Hence, when descending through the response half, the signals will become lessand less abstract in terms their physical realization. When the responses leave the system,e.g. by controlling the motor voltages of some mechanical grasping device, these signalsalone can no longer be said to have an intention other than to move the grasping device.74



A feature hierarchy which employs the operator representation is an obvious candidatefor the analysis half of this double hierarchy. The features which are extracted at eachlevel is then not only used as input to the next following level, but also connected to theresponse half in order to specify response commands. In this application it is not evennecessary for the features of the analysis half to be interpretable to a human observingthe system and its environment. As long as the features make sense at their speci�c leveland for the corresponding level at the respond half we do not have to understand theiractual meaning in terms of events in the environment. Here, we may use phase invariantfeature extraction in order to achieve increasing abstraction at the analysis half of thehierarchy. This implies that a speci�c type of transformation of the signal vectors willnot be represented by their feature descriptors. For the analysis-response hierarchy, wemay also de�ne an inverse of this process to be used in the response half. Here, theprocessing units receive response descriptions from one level, combine them with featuredescriptors from the corresponding level of the analysis half and produce a more re�nedresponse descriptor which is fed to the next lower level. We may describe this process asif the output of these units have one or more degrees of freedom relative to the input,the opposite situation compared to a processing unit in the analysis half. Hence, theprocessing units in the analysis half discard one transformation from the signal whereasthe units in the response half add a transformation to the signal.4.2.4 Complex signalsAll signals which have been treated in this work are real. As a consequence, we haveemployed orthogonal operators when de�ning the operator representation. In some situ-ations, however, it may be advantageous to de�ne a complex signal for which a represen-tation is needed. As an example, the result of the feature extraction algorithms de�nedin Chapter 3 is either a two-dimensional real vector or a complex number. If we choosethe latter representation, then the signals which are composed of such descriptors arecomplex. In the case of complex signals, we may either use orthogonal operators as usualor extend also the operators to the complex domain. Instead of orthogonal operators,the natural choice is then to employ unitary operators, of which the former is a propersubset. The only theoretical di�erence is that in the case of unitary operators, we can nolonger pair complex conjugate eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the generators. The twoalgorithms for feature extraction in Chapter 3 would still be applicable in this case pro-vided that the eigenvalues of the generators meet certain conditions which are describedby each algorithm.4.3 Summary and conclusionsWe have de�ned signal features in terms of operator groups which act on the signal so asto change the values of the features. Based on this de�nition, a signal representation interms of the operators has been established. This operator representation is independentof any spatial relationship which may be de�ned for the signal elements and is thereforeapplicable also for general signal without such relations. The representation embeds anexplicit feature representation, which means that it is immediately clear from the repre-sentation what features the signal have and no further assumptions or models are needed75



to describe the features of interest. It was shown that if a number of restrictions are made,simple mathematical formulations are at hand. The �rst quadrant phase was introducedas a natural generalization of the usual phase concept in image processing. Based onthe operator representation, two algorithms for feature extraction were presented, bothproducing phase invariant descriptors. The two algorithms are direct generalizations ofthe so called ORIENT-algorithm for estimation of local orientation. An example of howthe operator representation may be employed for low level description of image neigh-bourhoods in terms of orientation, phase and frequency has been presented. It is claimedthat the operator representation will be a useful tool when de�ning feature hierarchiesand that the phase invariant feature extraction may be used to facilitate an increasingabstraction for the descriptors at higher and higher levels of the hierarchy. Finally, weconcluded that the employment of the operator representation implies that the systemsmust learn the explicit representation for a general image processing system.It should be noted that the operator representation it not intended to be an exactdescription of a signal. From its construction, the emphasis has been moved from thesignal itself to the operators that act on the signal in order to change it and the operatorrepresentation aims at giving as detailed description of the operators as possible. In doingso we will at the same time obtain a description of the signal features and also a hinton how to extract them. Furthermore, there are a number of restrictions which havebeen imposed on the operators in order for them to be manageable. This implies thatnot every type of signal will �t this representation. We have, however, showed that theremaining class of signals is large enough to be generally applicable. It should also benoted that this representation is a theoretical framework rather than a cookbook recipefor signal processing. The operator representation seems adequate only for signals withlow degree of freedom, e.g. an image neighbourhood. In order to make this representationwork throughout a feature hierarchy we must �rst establish a hierarchical model of theentire input signal, where the operator representation is used only on small groups ofsignal elements at each level. Such a description, however, belongs to the future.
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Chapter 5Mathematical DetailsThis last chapter should be considered as an appendix to the entire work. It containsmathematical tools and details necessary to comprehend the results which have beenpresented. Mathematical wizards may therefore stop here and just digest the previouschapters while the rest of us will be able to get some enlightenment and hopefully learnsomething new.We will begin by introducing in Section 5.1 notations and conventions used in thiswork. Section 5.2 makes a brief visit into the realm of group theory. In Section 5.3follows a presentation of matrix algebra, beginning by de�ning di�erent types of matricesand continuing with a treatment of the eigenvalue problem. This problem is treatedin particular for anti-Hermitian matrices, a case which gives as simple results as theHermitian case but often is neglected in many text-books on linear algebra. The sectionends with a demonstration on how to to decompose a real anti-Hermitian matrix intoreal entities as well as some commutation relations. At this stage we are well-preparedfor the introduction of the matrix exponential function in Section 5.4 which is of mainimportance for this work. In Section 5.5 unitary and orthogonal matrix groups are de�nedusing the matrix exponential function. This section ends with a treatment of compactunitary and orthogonal matrix groups. Section 5.6 presents the commutator eigenvalueproblem, enabling us to solve an important equation in Section 3.1.It should be noted that some of the de�nitions and theorems of this chapter can beformulated in several ways. Since, however, generality and mathematical elegance is nota main issue of this work, the reader will �nd that some results are of restricted use. Asan example, many of the results regarding unitary and orthogonal matrix groups may beobtained using Lie theory.5.1 Notations and conventionsThe following is a presentation of notations and conventions which are used in this work.Most of them are standard while others may seem unorthodox, the latter being motivatedby their practicality.We will adopt the somewhat na��ve de�nition of vectors and matrices as correspondingto rectangular arrays of real or complex scalars. Unless stated otherwise, vectors arealways corresponding to a column of scalars or a n�1 matrix. Both vectors and matricesmay of course be de�ned in a more abstract and general way, e.g. using tensor algebra, butthe only abstraction needed here is that both vectors and matrices share the property of77



being members of di�erent vector spaces. Unless stated otherwise, the elements of vectorsand matrices are complex.� Sets are written in upper-case italics, e.g. A and B. Exceptions are the sets so(n)and su(n) to be de�ned in Section 5.3.1. The set of integers, rational numbers, realnumbers and complex numbers are denoted Z, Q , R and C respectively.� Scalars are written in lower-case italics, e.g. x and y. Complex conjugation of ascalar x is denoted x?.� Vectors are written in lower-case bold face, e.g. u and v.� Matrices are written in upper-case bold face, e.g. A and S. Lower-case italics withtwo indices are used to denote a speci�c element of a matrix. The �rst index refersto the row and the second to the column. The element in the i-th row and the j-thcolumn of the matrix X is thus denoted xij.� For diagonal matrices it is convenient to use only one index to refer to a speci�cdiagonal element. As an example, for a diagonal matrix D, di is the same as dii.� Unit matrices are denoted I. Zero matrices and zero vectors are denoted 0. The sizeof these matrices are normally given by their context.� The complex conjugate of an m� n matrix X is an m� n matrix denoted X whichis de�ned by yij = x?ij whenever Y = X. This de�nition is extended to vectors inthe natural way.� The conjugate transpose of an m � n matrix X is a matrix of size n � m denotedX? which is de�ned by yij = x?ji whenever Y = X?. This de�nition is extended tovectors in the natural way.� The matrix inverse of X is denoted X�1.� The (standard) inner product or scalar product between two vectors x and y issimply written as the matrix product x?y. Correspondingly, the outer productbetween x and y is written x y?. If x and y are orthogonal, i.e. x?y = 0, this issometimes denoted x ? y. The (standard) norm of x is denoted jxj = px?x.� At a few places in the previous chapters, e.g. Sections 1.5.1 and 3.1, a scalar productbetween elements of the function space L2(R2) is used. This scalar product is denoted< j > in order to distinguish it from a matrix product.� Sesquilinear forms refers to mappings of the type V � V ! C , V being the vectorspace under consideration, such that the mapping is anti-linear in the �rst argumentand linear in the second. For the type of vectors used here, any sesquilinear formcorresponds to a quadratic complex matrix X and the mapping of the vectors a andb is given by a?Xb.� A set fxkg of real or complex numbers is commensurable if there exists a non-zeroscalar h, real or complex, such that each hxk is an integer. Otherwise the set isincommensurable. 78



5.2 Group TheoryThis section presents a brief introduction to the very basics of group theory. The conceptsof a group and a homomorphism will be de�ned and the section is ended with someexamples.5.2.1 De�nition of a GroupA set G and a mapping � de�nes a group, denoted <G; �>, if the following four postulatesare valid.1. � : G�G! G. For a; b 2 G, the image of ha; bi under � is written a � b.2. � is associative, which means thatfor all a; b; c 2 G : (a � b) � c = a � (b � c).3. There exists an e 2 G such thatfor all a 2 G : a � e = e � a = a.The element e is called the identity or unit element of the group.4. For every a 2 G there is an a�1 2 G, such thata � a�1 = a�1 � a = eThe element a�1 is called the inverse of a.Postulate 1 is often referred to as: G is closed under �. If <G; �> is a group, G is saidto form a group under the mapping �. Often, also the group is denoted G which impliesthat it is understood what mapping should be used for the set G. Furthermore, ab isoften used as a short form for a�b. From the postulates it is straightforward to verify thefollowing two properties of the identity element and the inverses of a group G.� The identity element e of a group is unique.� For each a 2 G, its inverse is unique.Given a group G and a; b 2 G, a and b are said to commute if ab = ba. If all pair ofelements of G commute, this group is said to be Abelian. Abelian groups are sometimes ofspecial interest and are often far more cooperative to mathematical manipulations thannon-Abelian groups.A non-empty subset H of the group G is called a subgroup of G if it is closed under thegroup operation. It follows directly from the de�nition that also H is a group and thatthe identity element and inverses of elements in H are the same as for G. A group G iscalled trivial if it has only one element, which by de�nition must be the identity element.
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5.2.2 HomomorphismsGiven two groups H and G, a homomorphism from H to G is a function f : H ! G,such thatFor all a; b 2 H : f(a �H b) = f(a) �G f(b),where �H and �G are the group operations in H and G respectively. Hence, a homo-morphism maps elements from the �rst group to elements of the latter in such a waythat the group operations correspond. It follows directly from the de�nition that for ahomomorphism f from H to G it must be the case that� If eH and eG are the identity elements of H and G respectively, then f(eH) = eG.� If x�1 is the inverse of x 2 H then f(x�1) is the inverse of f(x) 2 G.� If H is Abelian, so is G as well.Let f be a homomorphism from H to G and de�nef(H) = ff(x) : x 2 Hg.Then, f(H) � G. In fact, this subset is a subgroup of G, which is demonstrated bythe following. For any y1; y2 2 f(H) there exist x1; x2 2 H such that y1 = f(x1) andy2 = f(x2) and furthermore y1y2 = f(x1)f(x2) = f(x1x2) 2 f(H). This proves that f(H)is closed under the group operation of G. From the discussion above it is clear that theidentity element of G also is an element of f(H) and that each element of f(H) has aninverse. Hence, f(H) is a group or more speci�cally a subgroup of G. The group f(H) issaid to be de�ned by f and G is the base group of f(H). If f(H) is trivial then f is saidto be constant.5.2.3 Examples of Groups and HomomorphismsTo make the concepts of groups and homomorphisms somewhat less abstract this shortlist of mathematical structures which exhibits the group property has been included inthis section. A number of homomorphisms are also presented.� The set of integers, Z, together with the mapping addition is a group. It is easyto see that addition is an associative mapping, that the integer 0 is the identityelement of the group and that �x is the inverse of x 2 Z. The integers do not forma group under multiplication since the inverses in general are not elements of Z. Theset of even integers is a subgroup of Z.� Rational, real and complex numbers, i.e. Q , R and C , form groups under addition.Each of them also forms a group under multiplication if the number 0 is excluded.Also, the positive real and the positive rational numbers form groups under multi-plication. 80



� The set Rn, which is an n-dimensional vector space, is a group under vector addition.The zero vector 0 is the identity element and the inverse of v 2 Rn is �v. Anylinear subspace of Rn is a subgroup of Rn.� The set of real numbers in the half open interval I = [ 0 ; p [ forms a group underaddition modulo p. The unit element is 0 and the inverse of x 2 I is p� x.� The set fei� : 0 � � < 2�g, which is a subset of C , forms a group under multipli-cation called the circle group.It is straightforward to verify that the groups presented so far all are Abelian. Thisshort list containing examples of groups is ended with two groups of which the �rst is anon-Abelian and the second an Abelian group.� Consider the set of n � n matrices with non-zero determinant, denoted GL(n),and the operation matrix multiplication. It is well known from linear algebra thatGL(n) is closed under matrix multiplication and also that matrix multiplicationis associative. The identity matrix I meets the requirements of a group identityelement. Furthermore, each element of GL(n) has a well de�ned matrix inverse.Thus, postulates 1 to 4 of the group de�nition ensures that GL(n) is a group undermatrix multiplication. For n � 2, however, two matrices do not commute in general,which implies that GL(n) is a non-Abelian group for these n.� De�ne Diag(n) to be all diagonal matrices in GL(n). Evidently, the product of twodiagonal matrices is diagonal, i.e. Diag(n) is closed under matrix multiplication.Furthermore, I 2 Diag(n) and it is thus concluded that Diag(n) is a group undermatrix multiplication. It is easy to see that two diagonal matrices always commuteunder matrix multiplication. Thus, Diag(n) is an Abelian group even though it isa subgroup of the non-Abelian group GL(n).Finally, here are two examples of homomorphisms.� Let G1 = fx 2 R : x 6= 0g and G2 = fx 2 R : x > 0g. According to the above, bothG1 and G2 are groups under multiplication. De�ne f : G1 ! G2 as f(x) = jxj.Then, for x1; x2 2 G1 it is the case that f(x1 x2) = jx1 x2j = jx1jjx2j = f(x1) f(x2).Hence, f is a homomorphism.� Let G1 = R and G2 = fz 2 C : jzj = 1g, the circle group. According to theabove, both G1 and G2 are groups, G1 under addition and G2 under multiplication.De�ne f : G1 ! G2 as f(x) = eix. Then, for x1; x2 2 G1 it is the case thatf(x1 + x2) = ei(x1+x2) = eix1eix2 = f(x1) f(x2). Hence, f is a homomorphism. Aswill be evident from what follows, f is in fact a one-parameter homomorphism whichmaps R to the circle group.
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5.2.4 Parametric homomorphismAccording to one of the previous examples, the vector space Rp is a group under vectoraddition for any integer p � 1. We will de�ne parametric homomorphisms as thosehomomorphisms that map the group Rp to any other group. For the case of p = 1, wehave a one-parameter homomorphism and for p > 1 a multi parameter homomorphism.In this context parameter refers to the elements of a vector in Rp. In following sectionswe will be interested in parametric homomorphisms which maps to matrix groups, inparticular orthogonal and unitary matrix groups. Hence, in the following when referringto a homomorphism it is always assumed to be parametric. Since an element of Rp isnothing but an ordered set of p real numbers, we will sometimes see one and the samehomomorphism as either a map from a vector of Rp to some group or as a map from preal numbers to the group, without distinction.Assume that f is a parametric homomorphism which maps Rp to G0. Given this f ,it is often interesting to characterize G = f(Rp), the subgroup of G0 de�ned by f . Firstof all, we notice that since Rp is Abelian it follows that so is G as well. The group G,de�ned in this way, is called a p-parameter group or a one-parameter group if p = 1. It isimportant to recognize that whenever we refer to a p-parameter group G it is understoodthat there is some parametric homomorphism f which is involved in its construction. Thegroup property of G, however, depends entirely on what elements G contains and whatoperation is being used, rather than f being a homomorphism. As will be evident fromTheorem 3, there is no unique homomorphism which de�nes a p-parameter group. Inparticular, it may be the case that there exists a q-parameter group G0, q < p, such thatG = G0. In this case G is said to be an improper p-parameter group and otherwise proper.In Theorem 2, we will establish necessary and su�cient conditions for G to be a properp-parameter group. In the following we will assume that any p-parameter group underconsideration is proper unless stated otherwise.The following is a number of theorems that reveal some interesting properties of para-metric homomorphisms and p-parameter groups.Theorem 1Assume that G is a p-parameter group and f is a parametric homomorphism whichde�nes G. Then, for arbitrary x 2 Rp, the function g(y) = f(y x) is a homomorphismwhich de�nes a one-parameter group G0 � G.Proof of Theorem 1Choose an arbitrary x 2 Rp. For arbitrary y1; y2 2 R, it is the case thatg(y1) g(y2) = f(y1 x) f(y2 x) = f((y1 + y2) x) = g(y1 + y2):Hence, g is a homomorphism from R to G which de�nes the one-parameter groupG0 = g(R). Since every h 2 G0 must be an element of G it follows that G0 � G.
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Theorem 2Let f : Rp ! G0 be a homomorphism which de�nes the p-parameter group G. Then,G is a proper p-parameter group if and only ifg(y) = f(y x)is not constant for all non-zero x 2 Rp.Proof of Theorem 2Assume that g is constant for some non-zero x 2 Rp. This means that g(y) is theidentity element of G for all y 2 R. Furthermore, by de�ning ep = x=jxj, it is possibleto �nd a set of p � 1 vectors ek such that fek; k = 1; : : : ; pg is an orthogonal basis.For an arbitrary y 2 Rp, it is then possible to writey = pPk=1 yk ek = p�1Pk=1 yk ek + yp ep = y0 + yp ep;for some real numbers yk. Hence,f(y) = f(y0 + yp ep) = f(y0) f(yp ep) = f(y0) f( ypjxj x) = f(y0) g( ypjxj) = f(y0):Thus, any element of G can be expressed as f(y0) for some y0 ? x. By de�ningf 0(y1; y2; : : : ; yp�1) = f(y1 e1 + y2 e2 + : : :+ yp�1 ep�1);which is a homomorphism from Rp�1 to G andG0 = ff0(y1; y2; : : : ; yp�1) : yk 2 Rg;it is evident that G0 = G. But, by de�nition G0 is a p � 1 parameter group andtherefore, G is an improper p-parameter group. Hence, the condition of Theorem 2is necessary. Assume that G is an improper p-parameter group. Then, there exists aq-parameter group G0 = G where q < p. Let this G0 be de�ned by the homomorphismf 0 : Rq ! G. Then, there is a function s : Rp ! Rq such thatf(x) = f 0(s(x));for all x 2 Rp. Since both f and f 0 are homomorphisms, s can be assumed to belinear. A result from linear algebra is that any linear function from Rp to Rq; q < p,has a null space of dimension � p� q. This means that there is at least one non-zerox0 2 Rp such that s(x0) = 0. From this followsf(y x0) = f 0(s(y x0)) = f 0(y s(x0)) = f 0(0);i.e. g(y) = f(yx0) is constant. This proves that the condition of Theorem 2 is su�cientand completes the proof of the theorem.83



Theorem 3Let f : Rp ! G0 be a homomorphism which de�nes the proper p-parameter group G.Then, the functionf 0(x) = f(Ax)is a homomorphism from Rp to G0 which also de�nes G if and only if the matrix A isinvertible.Proof of Theorem 3It is immediately clear that f 0 is a homomorphism. It remains to prove that f 0 de�nesG if and only if A�1 exists. Choose an arbitrary invertible p� p matrix A. De�neG0 = ff 0(x) : x 2 Rpg:From the above de�nition follows that any element of G0 is also an element of G.Choose an arbitrary element f(x) 2 G. Thenf(x) = f(AA�1 x) = f 0(A�1 x);which implies that any element of G also is an element of G0, i.e. G0 = G and hence itis proved that the condition of Theorem 3 is su�cient. Assume that f 0 de�nes G forsome A which is not invertible. Then, there exists some non-zero x0 2 Rp such thatAx0 = 0. If de�ningg(y) = f 0(y x0);we see thatg(y) = f(A x0) = f(0);i.e. g is constant. However, according to Theorem 2 this violates the assumption thatG is a proper p-parameter group and hence A must be invertible. This concludes theproof.In Theorem 1, it was demonstrated how a p-parameter group may be reduced into aone-parameter group. The natural question is then if it is possible to go the otherway, to construct a p-parameter groups from p one-parameter groups. Assume that Gk,k = 1; 2; : : : ; p, are p one-parameter groups with the same base group G0 and de�neG = fg1 g2 : : : gp : gk 2 Gkg: (5:1)Obviously, it must be the case that G is a subset of G0, but not necessary a subgroup.The following theorem, however, states necessary and su�cient conditions for G to be agroup. 84



Theorem 4LetG = fg1 g2 : : : gp : gk 2 Gkg;where all Gk are subgroups of the same group H. Then, G is a group if and only ifgk(x) and gl(y) commute for every k and l and all x; y 2 R.Proof of Theorem 4Assume that gk(x) and gl(y) commute for ever k and l and all x; y 2 R. De�ne f asf(x1; : : : ; xp) = g1(x1) : : : gp(xp):Then, for all xk; yk 2 R it is the case thatf(x1; : : : ; xp) f(y1; : : : ; yp) = g1(x1) : : : gp(xp) g1(y1) : : : gp(yp) =g1(x1) g1(y1) : : : gp(xp) gp(yp) = g1(x1 + y1) : : : gp(xp + yp) =f(x1 + y1; : : : ; xp + yp):Thus, f is a homomorphism from Rp to G0 and hence G is a group. This proves thatthe condition of Theorem 4 is su�cient. Choose arbitrary k 6= l and x; y 2 R andset g0 = f(0; : : : ; x; : : : ; y; : : : ; 0), where the k-th and l-th argument of f is x and yrespectively. As f is a homomorphism, it must be the case thatg0 = f(0; : : : ; x; : : : ; 0; : : : ; 0) f(0; : : : ; 0; : : : ; y; : : : ; 0) = gk(x) gl(y)andg0 = f(0; : : : ; 0; : : : ; y; : : : ; 0) f(0; : : : ; x; : : : ; 0; : : : ; 0) = gl(y) gk(x):This implies that gk(x) and gl(y) commute if G is a group and thus proves that thecondition of Theorem 4 also is necessary. This completes the proof the theorem.The previous theorem provides condition for the construction of a p-parameter group asa composition of one-parameter groups. The following theorem ensures that in fact anyp-parameter group can be constructed this way.Theorem 5If G is a proper p-parameter group then there exist p one-parameter groups Gk suchthatG = fg1 g2 : : : gp : gk 2 Gkg: (5:2)85



Proof of Theorem 5Let f : Rp ! G be a homomorphism which de�nes G. For each k, de�nefk(x) = f(0; 0; : : : ; 0; x; 0; : : : ; 0);where the k-th argument of fk is x and the rest are 0. According to Theorem 1, eachfk is then a non-degenerate homomorphism which de�nes a one-parameter subgroupof G, denoted Gk. Having de�ned the groups Gk, it is evident that the right handside of Equation (5.2) is a subset of G. It remains to prove that also the opposite istrue. Let g be an arbitrary element of G, implying that g = f(x1; x2; : : : ; xp) for somexk 2 R. Butf(x1; x2; : : : ; xp) = f1(x1) f2(x2) : : : fp(xp);which proves that any g 2 G is an element of the right hand side of Equation (5.2)and, hence, the equation is validated.
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5.3 Matrix AlgebraThis section begins by de�ning di�erent types of matrices and operations on matrices. Themain part of the section is devoted to a treatment of the eigenvalue problem, in particularfor anti-Hermitian matrices. The section is then ended by a treatment on decompositionof real anti-Hermitian matrices and a discussion on commutation relations. All matricestreated in this section are of arbitrary n� n size, if not stated otherwise. Their elementscan be either real or complex if not stated explicitly which one it is. This is also the casefor vectors and scalars.5.3.1 De�nitionsWe will begin by looking at how the transpose and conjugation operations a�ect the sumand product of two matrices. From the de�nitions in Section 5.1 it is straightforwardto show that for a scalar z and arbitrary matrices X and Y for which addition andmultiplication is de�ned, the following equalities are valid.(X+Y) = X+Y (X+Y)? = X? +Y?XY = XY (XY)? = Y?X?zX = z?X (zX)? = z?X?X = X (X?)? = XThe conjugate transpose operation naturally de�nes the following two classes of matrices.� A matrix X, is Hermitian if X? = X.� A matrix X, is anti-Hermitian if X? = �X. The set of all n�n real anti-Hermitianmatrices is denoted so(n) and su(n) if they are complex. Note that if X is anti-Hermitian, then iX is Hermitian and vice versa.A matrix is in general neither Hermitian nor anti-Hermitian. However, for an arbitrarysquare matrix X it is always possible to writeX = 12(X+X? +X�X?) = S+A;whereS = 12(X+X?) and A = 12(X�X?):Clearly, S is Hermitian and A anti-Hermitian which implies that an arbitrary squarematrix can be written as the sum of a Hermitian and an anti-Hermitian matrix. If X iscomplex, it is possible to writeX = X1 + iX2; 87



where X1 and X2 are real matrices. If X also is Hermitian, thenX? = X ) X?1 � iX?2 = X1 + iX2;from which is inferred that the real and imaginary parts of a complex Hermitian matrixare Hermitian and anti-Hermitian respectively. It can be shown in the same way thatthe real and imaginary part of a complex anti-Hermitian matrix are anti-Hermitian andHermitian respectively.� A real matrix X is orthogonal ifXX? = X?X = I;where I is the identity matrix. If the same relation is valid for a complex matrixX, it is said to be unitary. The de�nition implies that for orthogonal and unitarymatricesX�1 = X?;where X�1 is the matrix inverse of X. In Section 5.2.1, the group concept wasde�ned and is it easy to prove that the set of orthogonal matrices as well as the setof unitary matrices form groups under matrix multiplication.� The determinant of a matrix X, denoted det(X), should be familiar to the reader.Instead of presenting the rather laborious de�nition of the determinant, some of itsbasic properties is presented below. Here, D is a n� n diagonal matrix.det(XY) = det(X) det(Y) = det(YX):det(X�1) = [det(X)]�1 if det(X) 6= 0:det(X?) = [det(X)]?: det(D) = d1d2 : : : dn: det(I) = 1.By standard linear algebra, det(X) 6= 0 if and only if all rows and column ofX are linearlyindependent respectively. Furthermore, only if det(X) 6= 0 is X invertible.The de�nition of the determinant implies that det(X) = �1 if X is orthogonal anddet(X) = ei�; 0 � � < 2�, if X is unitary. Because of their frequent use it is convenientto de�ne the following four sets, which all form groups under matrix multiplication.O(n) = fn� n orthogonal matricesgSO(n) = fQ 2 O(n) : det(Q) = 1gU(n) = fn� n unitary matricesgSU(n) = fQ 2 U(n) : det(Q) = 1g 88



We will treat O(n) as a subset of U(n) which means that SO(n) � SU(n). The conse-quence of this point of view is that most results proved to be valid for U(n) are valid alsofor O(n) and SO(n).There is an alternative way of de�ning orthogonal and unitary matrices. Let x and ybe two vectors and Q is an orthogonal or unitary matrix and de�nex̂ = Qx and ŷ = Qy:Then,x̂?ŷ = x?Q?Qy = x?y:This implies that the scalar product is invariant under multiplication by an orthogonalor unitary matrix. In fact, it is easy to see that these matrices are the only ones havingthis property.Finally, some facts regarding bases of vector spaces have to be mentioned. First, iffvkg is a basis and X and Y are two matrices such that Xvk = Yvk for all vk, thenX = Y. Secondly, if fvkg is a basis for the space of n-dimensional vectors, then the setfvkv?l ; k; l = 1; 2; : : : ; ng constitutes a basis for the set of n� n matrices, i.e. any n� nmatrix X can be expressed asX = nPk=1 nPl=1 cklvkv?l ; (5:3)for some unique set of scalars fcklg.5.3.2 The General Eigenvalue ProblemLet X be a n � n matrix, real or complex. The eigenvalue problem for this matrix is to�nd a vector v, an eigenvector, and a scalar �, the corresponding eigenvalue, such thatthe following relation is validXv = �v: (5:4)It is assumed that the reader is familiar with this type of problem. We will, however,present some simple and useful results that characterize the solutions of the eigenvalueproblem. For a general matrix X it is di�cult to say anything regarding the structureof its eigenvectors and eigenvalues. However, assuming that a matrix X has a set ofeigenvectors which constitutes a basis for Rn, the following theorem can be proved.Theorem 6Assume that fek; k = 1; 2; : : : ; ng is a basis for the vector space Rn and each ek is aneigenvector of X with corresponding eigenvalue f�kg. Then the vector e, de�ned bye = nPk=1 ck ek;is also an eigenvector of X if and only if there exists a � such that �k = � when ck 6= 0.Furthermore, the eigenvalue corresponding to e is �.89



Proof of Theorem 6Direct calculation givesXe� �e = nPk=1 ck (X ek � � ek) = nPk=1 ck (�k � �) ek:Hence, the condition of Theorem 6 is evidently su�cient, also without the set fekgbeing linearly independent. Assume that e is an eigenvector of X with correspondingeigenvalue �. Then, Xe��e = 0. Since the set fekg is linearly independent it followsthat the condition of this theorem also is necessary which completes the proof.It follows immediately from Theorem 6 that to each distinct eigenvalue � of X, therecorresponds not a unique eigenvector but rather a vector space of some dimensionality,where each element of the vector space has eigenvalue �. In particular, if v is an eigen-vector of X then hv is also an eigenvector of X with the same eigenvalue for any valueof h. This means that for an arbitrary non-zero eigenvector it is always possible to �ndvalues for h such that jhvj = 1, resulting in a normalized eigenvector. In what follows, itwill always be assumed that the eigenvectors under consideration are normalized, if notstated otherwise.In the following we will consider only n� n matrices X such that there exists a set ofn eigenvectors of X constituting an orthonormal basis of Rn. For such an X, the followingtheorem describes two useful decompositions of X.Theorem 7If X is an n � n matrix and fekg is an orthonormal set of n eigenvectors of X andf�kg is the set of corresponding eigenvalues, then it is possible to writeX = EDE? and X = nPk=1 �keke?kwhere E is a unitary matrix with its k-th column equal to ek and D is a diagonalmatrix for which dk = �k.Proof of Theorem 7As all ek are eigenvectors of X with corresponding eigenvalues �k it is follows thatXE = ED ) XEE? = EDE? and X = EDE?;which proves the �rst equation of Theorem 7. Direct calculation for each el gives[ nPk=1 �k ek e?k ] el = �leland since Xel = �lel for each l and fekg is a basis, it follows that also the latterequation of Theorem 7 is valid. 90



Assuming that X is Hermitian, the following theorem is a result from linear algebra.Theorem 8If X is an n� n Hermitian matrix, real or complex, then� It is possible to �nd an orthonormal set of n eigenvectors of X.� The eigenvalue corresponding to any eigenvector of X is real.� Let fek; k = 1; : : : ; ng be any orthonormal set of eigenvectors of X and denotethe corresponding eigenvalues �k. De�ne E to be a n� n matrix such that thek-th column of E is equal to ek, i.e. E is unitary. De�ne D to be a diagonalmatrix such that dk = �k. ThenX = nPk=1 �keke?k and X = EDE?:Proof of Theorem 8For a proof of the two �rst propositions, see any text book on linear algebra. Thethird proposition follows directly from Theorem 7.It will be shown in the following section that a corresponding theorem is valid for the casewhere X is anti-Hermitian. The following theorem will then be needed.Theorem 9Assume that v is an eigenvector of X and that � is the eigenvalue corresponding to v.Then, for any scalar h, v is an eigenvector also of hX and in this case the correspondingeigenvalue is h�.Proof of Theorem 9v is an eigenvector of X, i.e.Xv = �v:Multiplying the left and right hand side of this equation with h results inhXv = h�v;which implies that v is an eigenvector of hX and the corresponding eigenvalue is h�.91



5.3.3 The Eigenvalue Problem for Anti-Hermitian MatricesThis section is devoted to the eigenvalue problem for the case of an anti-Hermitian X.Specially, properties of the eigenvectors and eigenvalues will be studied. First, we presentthe counterpart of Theorem 8 for anti-Hermitian matrices.Theorem 10If X is an n� n anti-Hermitian matrix, real or complex, then� It is possible to �nd an orthonormal set of n eigenvectors of X.� The eigenvalue corresponding to any eigenvector of X is imaginary.� Let fek; k = 1; : : : ; ng be any orthonormal set of eigenvectors of X and denotetheir corresponding eigenvalues i�k. De�ne E to be a n � n matrix such thatthe k-th column of E is equal to ek, i.e. E is unitary. De�ne D to be a diagonalmatrix such that dk = i�k. ThenX = nPk=1 i�keke?k and X = EDE?: (5:5)Proof of Theorem 10Set Y = �iX, which means that Y is Hermitian. The propositions of Theorem 10then follows immediately from Theorems 7, 8 and 9 and from X = iY.Having proved the existence of eigenvectors for an anti-Hermitian X, the nature of theeigenvectors and eigenvalues will now be investigated.Theorem 11If e1 and e2 are eigenvectors of an anti-HermitianX and the corresponding eigenvaluesare i�1 and i�2, then �1 = �2 or e1 ? e2.Proof of Theorem 11The fact that e1 and e2 are eigenvectors of X givese?1 X e2 = e?1 i�2e2 = i�2 e?1e2ande?1 X e2 = �(X e1)? e2 = i�1 e?1e2:This implies (�1 � �2) e?1e2 = 0, which is exactly the proposition of Theorem 11.92



The results derived so far are valid both for real and complex X. In the rest of thissection, we will assume that the anti-Hermitian matrix X is real. Given this assumption,the following theorem is at hand.Theorem 12If e is an eigenvector of a real anti-Hermitian matrix X with eigenvalue i�, then �e isalso an eigenvector of X and the corresponding eigenvalue of �e is �i�.Proof of Theorem 12Assume e is an eigenvector of X with eigenvalue i�, i.e.Xe = i�e:Complex conjugation of this equation results inX�e = �i��e;which proves Theorem 12.The following theorem gives a useful characterization of the eigenvectors of a real anti-Hermitian matrix.Theorem 13For a real and anti-Hermitian n� n matrix X it is possible to �nd a set of n vectors,E = fek = ak + ibk; ak;bk 2 Rn; k = 1; : : : ; ng;such that the following is valid for all ek 2 E.� ek is an eigenvector of X with eigenvalue i�k, �k 2 R.� jekj = 1 and ek ? el for l 6= k.� If �k = 0 then ek is real, i.e. bk = 0.� If �k 6= 0, then� �ek 2 E and the eigenvalue corresponding to �ek is �i�k.� jakj = jbkj = 1p2 and ak ? bk.� ak ? el and bk ? el for all l 6= k unless el = �ek.93



Proof of Theorem 13According to Theorem 10, there exists a set ffkg of n orthonormal vectors which areeigenvectors of X with corresponding eigenvalues i�k; �k 2 R. Each such eigenvectormay be written fk = ak+ibk, where ak;bk 2 Rn. For each eigenvalue i�, let H� denotethe set of all eigenvectors fk where �k = �. For each � > 0 de�neA� = H� B� = H�� and C� = f�f : f 2 A�gThus, A�, B� and C� contains eigenvectors of X with corresponding eigenvalues i�,�i� and �i� respectively. Theorem 12 ensures this property for C�. According toTheorem 6, every e 2 C� is then a linear combination of the elements in B� for all �.Hence, every element in C� is then orthogonal to any element in A� for all � and toany element in C� for all � 6= �. Assume that �f1 and �f2 are two di�erent elements ofC�. Then f1; f2 2 A� and f?1 f2 = 0. This implies�f?1 �f2 = (f?1 f2)? = 0;i.e. the elements in C� are pairwise orthogonal. Let us now consider H0, i.e. the setof all eigenvectors fk with eigenvalue 0. De�neD0 = fak;bk : fk 2 H0g:For each fk 2 H0, we see thatX fk = X ak + iXbk = 0;implying that both ak and bk are eigenvectors of X with corresponding eigenvalue 0.Furthermore, any element of H0 is a linear combination of elements from D0. Asa consequence, the elements of D0 span precisely the space of all eigenvectors witheigenvalue 0. The set D0 may, however, be linearly dependent. Using Gram-Schmidt'smethod for real vectors, we will obtain a set E0 of orthonormal real vectors whichspan the same space as the elements of H0, i.e. E0 and H0 have the same number ofelements.To summarize, let us de�ne E = union of all sets A�; C� and E0. Evidently, E con-tains n orthonormal eigenvectors of X and the three �rst propositions of Theorem 13are valid for this E. Let us consider the fourth proposition. Evidently the �rst itemof this proposition is valid. Assume ek = a + ibk 2 E and �k 6= 0. Then,1 = e?k ek = a?k ak + b?k bk and 0 = �e?k ek = a?k ak � b?k bk + 2i a?k bkwhich proves also the second item of the fourth proposition. Finally, for k 6= l it isthat case that e?k el = 0 and �e?k el = 0, which impliesa?k el = 12(ek + �ek)? el = 0 and b?k el = 12i(ek � �ek)? el = 0:This proves the third item of the fourth proposition and completes the proof ofTheorem 13. 94



Theorem 13 will prove quite useful in the following presentation but only ensures theexistence of the set E. The following theorem prove that E is essentially unique.Theorem 14Two sets E1 and E2, both meeting the requirement of Theorem 13 for a real andanti-Hermitian X, must be related in the following way.� Eigenvalues of eigenvectors in E1 and E2 must be the same.� Any e 2 E1 with eigenvalue i� can be written as a linear combination of elementsfrom E2 which all have eigenvalue i�.Proof of Theorem 14Follows immediately from Theorem 6.Thus, the set E of Theorem 13 is essentially unique, in the sense that for two di�erentsets E1 and E2, both of which are valid for a real and anti-Hermitian X with respectto Theorem 13, every eigenvector e 2 E1 can be expressed as a linear combination ofeigenvectors fekg, where ek 2 E2 and all ek and e have the same eigenvalue.The consequence of Theorem 13 is that even though i� and �i� are distinct eigen-values of X for � 6= 0, de�ning two disjoint subspaces of C n containing the correspondingeigenvectors, there is a strong algebraic correspondence between these subspaces. In fact,it is often useful to let each pair of complex conjugate eigenvectors, ek and �ek de�ne atwo-dimensional subspaceVk = fc1 ek + ck �e2 : c1; c2 2 C g:Each Vk will then contain vectors which are not necessarily eigenvectors of X, but whichhave certain properties in common. Examples of such properties is demonstrated inSection 5.5.
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5.3.4 Decomposition of real anti-Hermitian matricesAccording to Theorem 12, an eigenvector of a real anti-HermitianX can not be real if it hasa non-zero eigenvalue. In general, the decomposition ofX according to Equation (5.5) willtherefore contain complex entities. A decomposition with purely real entities is howeverpossible. This is guaranteed by the following theorem.Theorem 15If X is a real and anti-Hermitian n� n matrix, it is possible to writeX = mPk=1 �k(âkb̂?k � b̂kâ?k); m � n2 ; (5:6)where fâk; b̂kg is an orthonormal set of real vectors and all �k are real. Note that eachterm in the sum of the right hand side of Equation (5.6) is a real and anti-Hermitianmatrix.Proof of Theorem 15Since X is real and anti-Hermitian, Theorem 13 ensures that it is possible to �nd aset E, containing orthonormal eigenvectors of X. According to Theorem 10, it is thenpossible to writeX = nPk=1 i�keke?k �k 2 R:Theorem 12 states that the eigenvectors in E with non-zero eigenvalues comes incomplex conjugate pairs. Let the indexing of the elements in E be such that the 2m�rst elements have non-zero eigenvalues and em+k = �ek. ThenX = 2mPk=1 i�keke?k = mPk=1 i�keke?k � i�k�ek�e?k:According to Theorem 13, ek = ak+ ibk where ak and bk are real, pairwise orthogonaland jakj = jbkj = 1p2 for k = 1; 2; : : : ; m. This givesX = mPk=1 i�k(ak + ibk)(ak + ibk)? � i�k(ak � ibk)(ak � ibk)?= mPk=1 i�k(ak + ibk)(a?k � ib?k)� i�k(ak � ibk)(a?k + ib?k)= 2 mPk=1 �k(akb?k � bka?k) = mPk=1 �k(âkb̂?k � b̂kâ?k):where âk = p2 ak and b̂k = p2 bk. Thus, fâk; b̂kg is an orthonormal set of realvectors. 96



5.3.5 Commutation relationsThis section on matrix algebra is ended with a short discussion on commutation relationsfor matrices. It is assumed that the matrices under consideration are n�n. We begin byde�ning the commutator between X and Y as[X;Y] = XY �YXFrom its de�nition, it follows immediately that[X;Y] = 0 , XY = YXAccording to the de�nitions made in Section 5.2.1, a group of matrices for which the com-mutator vanishes for any pair of its elements is Abelian. From linear algebra, however, itis well-known that in generalXY 6= YX or [X;Y] 6= 0:One important exception to this relation has already been mentioned: all groups ofdiagonal matrices are Abelian. These groups, however, are not unique regarding thisproperty. In the following it will be useful to characterize an arbitrary matrix group thatis Abelian, i.e. a group for which the commutator vanishes for any pair of its elements. Thefollowing theorem states su�cient and necessary conditions for two matrices to commute,provided that they meet certain conditions.Theorem 16Assume that X and Y are two n� n matrices such that for each of them there is anorthonormal set of n eigenvectors. Then X and Y commute if and only if there existsa set of n orthonormal vectors which are eigenvectors common to both X and Y.Proof of Theorem 16See e.g. [Lancaster, 1969], Theorem 8.6.1.According to the previous theorem, all matrices of an Abelian group must share a commonset of n orthonormal eigenvectors. Furthermore, Theorem 10 ensures that any anti-Hermitian matrix has n orthonormal eigenvectors. As a consequence of Theorem 16, itfollows that two anti-Hermitian matrices commute if and only if there exists a commonset of n orthonormal eigenvectors.
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5.4 The Matrix Exponential FunctionIn this section, an exponential function for matrices will be de�ned. It will be demon-strated that this function shares some properties of the usual exponential function de�nedfor scalars but also that it has some properties without any counterpart for the scalar func-tion. The most interesting of these properties is the mapping of anti-Hermitian matricesto unitary matrices.5.4.1 De�nitionThe reader should be familiar with the exponential function ex, de�ned for real or complexscalars x, and its properties like derivatives, product rules, etc. It has a Taylor expansioninto a series which isex = 1Pk=0 xkk! = 1 + x+ 12x2 + : : : :This series can be used to de�ne an exponential function for matrices simply by using amatrix X instead of a scalar x. First we must de�ne the meaning of Xk. Since k is anon-negative integer, it is natural to de�ne Xk recursively in the following way:Xk = Xk�1X where X0 = I: (5:7)For this de�nition to be meaningful, we observe that X must be a square matrix. There-fore, we will in the following, unless stated otherwise, assume that X is a square matrixwith real or complex elements. We are now able to de�ne the formal symbol eX aseX = 1Pk=0 Xkk! = I+X+ 12X2 + : : : (5:8)Each term in this series is well de�ned, but it still remains to determine for what matricesX the series converges. The answer is given by the following theorem.Theorem 17The series that de�nes the exponential function for matrices in Equation (5.8) con-verges for all square matrices X.Proof of Theorem 17See e.g. [Curtis, 1988] Chapter 4A.Even though the de�nition of the matrix exponential function is straightforward, it isreasonable to believe that computation of the Taylor series is quite cumbersome evenfor a �nite and small number of terms. However, for certain matrices the exponentialmapping can be computed using the scalar exponential function. This is ensured by thefollowing theorems. 98



Theorem 18If the matrix X can be writtenX = EDE?; (5:9)where E is an orthogonal or unitary matrix and D is a diagonal matrix, theneX = EeDE?Proof of Theorem 18From the recursive de�nition of Xk, expressed by Equation (5.7), it follows immedi-ately thatXk = EDkE?:This results ineX = 1Pk=0 Xkk! = 1Pk=0 1k!EDkE? = E [ 1Pk=0 1k!Dk] E? = EeDE?:This theorem ensures that if X can be decomposed according to Equation (5.9), theexponential map of X can be computed by exponentiating a diagonal matrix. The nexttheorem proves that this operation can be performed using the scalar exponential function.Theorem 19Assume D is a diagonal matrix, then eD is also diagonal and[eD]i = edi ;where the left hand side of this equation is the i-th diagonal element of eD and di isthe i-th diagonal element of D.Proof of Theorem 19If follows immediately that Dk must be diagonal for all integers k � 0. Equation (5.8)then ensures that also eD is diagonal. Furthermore, the i-th diagonal element of Dkis dki . Using Equation (5.8) again, it follows that[eD]i = 1Pk=0 dkik! = edi ;which proves the theorem. 99



5.4.2 Properties of the Matrix Exponential FunctionHaving proved that eX is well de�ned for all square X, we will now look at some propertiesof this functions. First of all we note that in the same way as e0 = 1 for scalars, it mustbe case thate0 = I;where 0 is the zero matrix. For scalars we have the product rule exey = ex+y, and it seemsreasonable to believe thateXeY = eX+Y: (5:10)Equation (5.10) is, however, not valid in general. The reason is that contrary to mul-tiplication of scalars, matrix multiplication is not commutative. However, the followingtheorem provides a su�cient conditions for Equation (5.10) to be valid.Theorem 20If X and Y commute, then eXeY = eX+Y.Proof of Theorem 20We will only indicate the steps of this proof. Assuming that X and Y commute, it isquite straight forward to prove the binomial theorem for the matrices X and Y, i.e.(X+Y)k = kPl=0 (kl )XlYk�l:Given the binomial theorem, the equality of the left and right hand side ofEquation (5.10) follows immediately from Equation (5.8).A number of useful relations can be derived from Theorem 20. For instance,X and Y commute ) eX and eY commute: (5:11)Evidently X and �X commute and thuseXe�X = eX�X = e0 = I;which impliesdet(eX) det(e�X) = 1:From this equation follows immediatelyeX 6= 0 and det(e�X) = [det(eX)]�1: (5:12)100



From the de�nition of eX follows immediately thatXeX = eXX;that is, X commutes with eX. The de�nition also implies thateX? = (eX)?: (5:13)If we assume that X is anti-Hermitian, Equation (5.13) results ineX(eX)? = eXeX? = eXe�X = eX�X = e0 = I;which ensures that eX is unitary or orthogonal. This result is formalized in the followingtheorem.Theorem 21The matrix exponential function eX has the following property.eX : so(n) ! SO(n);eX : su(n) ! U(n):Proof of Theorem 21The second proposition of Theorem 21 follows immediately from the discussion above.The �rst proposition however, needs some discussion. From the de�nition of eX itis clear that real matrices are mapped to real matrices. According to the discussionabove, eX is then orthogonal for a real and anti-Hermitian X. It remains to provethat det(eX) = 1 for such an X. Choose any set E of eigenvectors of X which meetsthe requirements of Theorem 13. According to Theorem 10, E then de�nes a unitaryE and a diagonal D such that X = EDE?. Theorem 18 asserts that eX = EeDE?,which impliesdet(eX) = det(E) det(eD) det(E?) = det(E) det(eD) det(E)?:As E is unitary, it follows that det(E) = ei�; � 2 R. Thus,det(eX) = ei� det(eD)e�i� = det(eD):The diagonal elements of D are the eigenvalues of X. According to Theorem 13, theseeigenvalue are either zero or imaginary and in the latter case they come in complexconjugate pairs. Theorem 19 ensures that eD is a diagonal matrix for which the i-thdiagonal element is edi . Thus, the diagonal elements of eD are either 1 or complexconjugate pairs on the unit circle in C . det(eD) is the product of these diagonalelements resulting in det(X) = 1.It should be noted that this theorem does not imply that the map is onto e.g. SO(n) northat it maps one-to-one on a subset thereof.101



5.5 Unitary and Orthogonal Matrix GroupsThis section will use the seemingly disparate results from the previous sections to formnew results which are of main importance to this work. First, one-parameter unitaryand orthogonal groups will be de�ned by the means of the matrix exponential function.These groups will then be extended to the multiple parameter case. Following this comesa discussion on compact unitary groups. Finally, it will be shown that any one-parameterorthogonal group may be decomposed into real entities.A number of concepts, such as continuous and compact, will be used without properde�nitions. To provide for such de�nitions, a rather lengthy presentation of abstracttopology would have to be included in this work. This, however, is completely outside thescope of this presentations and the reader must therefore rely on any available intuitiveunderstanding of these concepts. Furthermore, some of the proofs are not as rigorous aswould have been possible in another context.5.5.1 One-parameter Unitary GroupsA set of matrices which forms a group under matrix multiplication is called a matrixgroup. Let Q be a one-parameter homomorphism which maps R to a matrix group G0. Itcan be shown that any homomorphism, Q, of this type must be continuous. According toSection 5.2.4, G = Q(R) is then a one-parameter matrix group. The rest of this sectionis devoted to the study of homomorphisms Q as well as matrix groups G, the latterde�ned by the former, where G0 = U(n) and G0 = SO(n). These groups are calledone-parameter unitary groups or one-parameter orthogonal groups respectively. Note thatorthogonal matrices are treated as a subset of unitary matrices. The de�nition of one-parameter unitary groups does not ensure that such things at all exist, i.e. that thereexist homomorphisms from R to U(n). The following discussion, however, will show howone-parameter unitary groups can be constructed.Assume that H 2 su(n). According to Theorem 21, it must then be the case thatQ 2 U(n) wheneverQ = eH:Furthermore, for any x 2 R also xH 2 su(n). A function Q(x) : R ! U(n) can thus bede�ned asQ(x) = exH: (5:14)Evidently, Q is a one-parameter homomorphism that maps to U(n) and hence de�nesa one-parameter unitary group G = Q(R). Thus, each H 2 su(n) corresponds to aone-parameter homomorphism according to Equation (5.14), which in turn de�nes a one-parameter unitary group. If H 2 so(n), then of course G will be a one-parameter orthog-onal group. In both these cases, H is called a generator of G.The de�nition of a one-parameter unitary group does not ensure that there correspondsa generator H to an arbitrary group of this kind. However, according to the followingtheorem this is indeed the case. 102



Theorem 22Each one-parameter unitary group has a generator H 2 su(n).Proof of Theorem 22See e.g. [Curtis, 1984], Section 4C.The previous discussion have proved that there is some type of correspondence betweenone-parameter unitary groups and anti-Hermitian matrices. The following theorems makethis correspondence more explicit.Theorem 23Assume that G is a one-parameter unitary group generated by H 2 su(n), where Hcan be expressed asH = EDE? and H = nPk=1 i�keke?k;for some unitary E and diagonal D, and fekg is an orthonormal basis such that eachek is an eigenvector of H with corresponding eigenvalue �k. Then, for all Q(x) 2 G,ek is also an eigenvector of Q(x) and in this case the corresponding eigenvalue is ei�kx.Furthermore, each Q(x) can be expressed asQ(x) = EexDE? and Q(x) = nPk=1 ei�kxeke?k: (5:15)Proof of Theorem 23First of all, Theorem 10 guarantees that each H 2 su(n) indeed have the propertiesmentioned above. Furthermore, it is possible to writeeH = EeDE?:As xH = ExDE? and G is generated by H, each Q(x) 2 G can be expressed asQ(x) = exH = EexDE?:This implies that any eigenvector of H, with corresponding eigenvalue i�, also is aneigenvector of Q(x) and in this case the corresponding eigenvalue is ei�kx. This givesQ(x) = nPk=1 ei�kxeke?k;which is valid because the left and right hand of this equation maps any ek to thesame value and fekg is a basis. 103



Hence, ifH is a generator of a one-parameter unitary group, G, then any eigenvector ofHis also an eigenvector of each Q 2 G. The following theorem shows that also the oppositeis valid.Theorem 24Assume that G is a one-parameter unitary group generated by H 2 su(n). For eachQ 2 G, e is an eigenvector of Q if and only e is an eigenvector of H. Furthermore, ifthe eigenvalue of e with respect to H is i�, then the eigenvalue of e with respect toQ(x) is ei�x.Proof of Theorem 24According to Theorem 23, any eigenvector e of H, with corresponding eigenvalue i�,is also an eigenvector of Q(x) and in this case the corresponding eigenvalue is ei�x.Hence, the condition of Theorem 24 is su�cient. Let fekg be an orthonormal set ofeigenvectors of H, e.g. de�ned by Theorem 13 and let fi�kg be the correspondingeigenvalues. Each ek is then an eigenvector also of Q(x) and the corresponding eigen-value is ei�kx. If e is an arbitrary eigenvector of Q(x), then e is a linear combinationof the set fekg. According to Theorem 6, e must be a linear combination of vectorsek which all have the same eigenvalue ei�x with respect to Q(x). But all such ek areeigenvectors of H with corresponding eigenvalue i� and hence e is also an eigenvectorof H with corresponding eigenvalue i�. This proves Theorem 24.5.5.2 Multi-parameter Unitary GroupsThe one-parameter unitary groups de�ned in the previous section are special cases ofunitary groups in the sense that they are de�ned by homomorphisms from R to U(n).A natural generalization will be to consider matrix groups de�ned by homomorphismsfrom Rp to U(n) (or to O(n)). Such groups are called p-parameter unitary (orthogonal)groups, but the term unitary (orthogonal) groups will sometimes be used as a short form.A unitary group is thus de�ned according to the following.� Let Rp denote the group of real p-dimensional vectors under vector addition and letQ be a homomorphism from Rp to U(n). Then then set G = Q(Rp), a subgroup ofU(n) called a unitary group.Recalling from Section 5.2.4, all groups of this type are Abelian. Furthermore, there isno unique homomorphism which de�nes a particular unitary group. In particular, it maybe the case that G = G0 where G0 is a q-parameter unitary group and q < p. In this case,G is said to be an improper p-parameter group and otherwise proper. In this section,p-parameter unitary groups are proper unless stated otherwise.As in the one-parameter case, the de�nition of p-parameter unitary groups does notguarantee the existence of such groups. The following discussion, however, demonstrateshow multi-parameter unitary groups can be constructed. Let Qk(x); k = 1; 2; : : : ; p,be a set of p one-parameter homomorphisms, each of them mapping R to U(n). As104



demonstrated in Section 5.5.1, such homomorphisms indeed exist. The set G, de�ned asG = fQ1(x1)Q2(x2) : : :Qk(xk) : xk 2 Rg; (5:16)is then a subset of U(n) which, however, not necessarily constitutes a group. Accordingto Theorem 4, G is indeed a group if and only ifQk(x) and Ql(y) commute for all x; y 2 Rand every k and l. Hence, if we can �nd p homomorphisms Qk satisfying this condition,we have constructed a p-parameter unitary group G by the means of Equation (5.16).The following results will now prove useful (with some details omitted).� Theorem 16: Two matrices commute if and only if they share a common set ofeigenvectors.� Theorem 23: The generator of a one-parameter unitary group share all its eigenvec-tors with any element of the group.Summarizing these results, we conclude that a p-parameter unitary group can be con-structed using the following recipe.� Choose an arbitrary set of n orthonormal vectors, E = fer; k = 1; : : : ; ng.� Choose real numbers �kr , where r = 1; : : : ; n and k = 1; : : : ; p� De�ne a matrix Hk asHk = nPr=1 i�kr ere?rFor any k, it follows that Hk 2 su(n) and that er is an eigenvector of Hk for all r.� De�ne p one-parameter homomorphisms Qk asQk(x) = exHkHence, Hk is a generator of Qk and Gk = Qk(R) is a one-parameter unitary group.� Each ek is an eigenvector of any Qk(x) for all x 2 R and, hence, Qk(x) and Ql(y)commute for all x; y 2 R and every k and l. As a consequence, we �nally con-clude that G as de�ned by Equation (5.16), is a p-parameter group, however, notnecessarily proper.The above recipe is in fact the only way to construct a p-parameter unitary group. Thisis proved by the following theorem.Theorem 25If G is a p-parameter unitary group, then there exist p anti-Hermitian matrices Hksuch that G can be written asG = fex1H1+x2H2+:::+xpHp : xk 2 Rg: (5:17)105



Proof of Theorem 25According to Theorem 5, there exist p one-parameter unitary groups, Gk, such thatG = fQ1 Q2 : : :Qp : Qk 2 Gkg:Each Gk is de�ned by a homomorphism Qk, according toQk(x) = exHk ;for some anti-Hermitian Hk. We may therefore writeG = fex1H1 ex2H2 : : : expHp : xk 2 Rg: (5:18)As G is Abelian, it follows that Qk(x) and Ql(y) commute for all x; y 2 R and everyk and l. According to Theorem 16, It is then possible to �nd a set of n orthonormalvectors, all of which are eigenvectors of Qk(x) for all x 2 R and every k. FromTheorem 24, it is evident that these vectors also are eigenvectors of Hk for every k,implying that also each pair Hk;Hl commute. Finally, according to Theorem 20, thematrix multiplication performed in the right hand side of Equation (5.18) may beperformed by matrix addition in the exponent, resulting in Equation (5.17).As a consequence of this theorem, any p-parameter unitary group, G, corresponds to aset, of p anti-Hermitian matrices, fHkg, which furthermore commute pairwise. Theseanti-Hermitian matrices are called generators of G. The following theorem provides anecessary condition on the generators of a proper p-parameter groupTheorem 26If G is a proper p-parameter group and fHkg is a set of p generators of G, then theset fHkg is linearly independent.Proof of Theorem 26Let the set fHkg is linearly dependent. Then, there exists a vector ck 2 Rp such thatpPk=1 ckHk = 0:The homomorphism Q(x1; x2; : : : ; xp) = ex1H1+x2H2+:::+xpHp then de�nes G. De�nethe homomorphism Q0(y) = Q(y c). This givesQ0(y) = ey(c1H1+c2H2+:::+cpHp)y = e0 = I:Hence, Q0 is degenerate. But according to Theorem 2, this implies that G is not aproper p-parameter unitary group and the theorem follows.106



In view of this last theorem, we may modify the recipe for constructing a p-parameterunitary group so as to result in proper p-parameter group, G. As a result of Theorem 26,the generators Hk of G must be linearly independent, i.e.pPk=1 ck Hk = 0 (5:19)if and only if all ck = 0. But since all the generators commute, we may writeHk = EDkE?for some unitary E, common to all Hk, and some diagonal Dk, the latter holding theeigenvalues of the eigenvectors in E with respect to Hk. Equation (5.19) may thus berewritten aspPk=1 ck Dk = 0if and only if all ck = 0. This implies that the eigenvalues of each Hk, represented as adiagonal matrix, must be linearly independent to the eigenvalues of all other Hl; l 6= k ifG should be a proper p-parameter unitary group.The following theorem states some quite obvious but useful properties of a unitarygroup.Theorem 27For any unitary group G, de�ned by the homomorphism Q, it is the case that� I 2 G and I = Q(0).� For each Q 2 G : Q? 2 G and Q?(x) = Q(�x).Thus, the identity matrix I is the identity element of any unitary group and Q? is thegroup inverse of Q 2 G.Proof of Theorem 27The �rst proposition of Theorem 27 follows from I = e0. Choose an arbitrary Q 2 Gsuch that Q = Q(x) for some x 2 Rp. ThenQ(x)Q(�x) = Q(x� x) = Q(0) = I:This proves that Q(�x) is not only the group inverse but also the matrix inverse ofQ(x). Matrix inverses are unique and for unitary matrices equal to the conjugatetranspose. Thus Q(�x) = Q?(x).
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The de�nition of unitary groups states that any element of the group is the value of afunctionQ, mapping Rp to U(n). The continuity of this function implies that it is possibleto de�ne partial derivatives of Q with respect to an arbitrary parameter xk. Hence, wede�ne@@xlQ(x1; : : : ; xp) = limh!0 Q(x1;:::;xl+h;:::;xp)�Q(x1;:::;xl;:::;xp)h (5:20)The following theorem ensures that the partial derivative is well-de�ned for all real xk.Theorem 28For an arbitrary unitary group G, de�ned by the homomorphismQ = Q(x1; x2; : : : ; xp) = ex1H1+x2H2+:::+xpHp;the derivative of Q with respect to xk, according to Equation (5.20), is well-de�nedfor all k and x1; x2; : : : ; xp 2 R. Furthermore@@xkQ(x1; x2; : : : ; xp) = Q(x1; x2; : : : ; xp)Hk = Hk Q(x1; x2; : : : ; xp):Proof of Theorem 28Direct calculation givesQ(x1; : : : ; xk + h; : : : ; xp)�Q(x1; : : : ; xk; : : : ; xp) =Q(x1; : : : ; xk; : : : ; xp) Q(0; : : : ; h; : : : ; 0)�Q(x1; : : : ; xk; : : : ; xp) =Q(x1; : : : ; xk; : : : ; xp) [ehHk � I]and @@xkQ(x1; : : : ; xp) = Q(x1; : : : ; xp) limh!0 ehHk�Ih =Q(x1; : : : ; xp) limh!0 1h ( 1Pl=0 hlHlkl! � I) = Q(x1; : : : ; xp) limh!0 1h 1Pl=1 hlHlkl! =Q(x1; : : : ; xp) limh!0 1Pl=0 hlHl+1k(l+1)! = Q(x1; : : : ; xp)HkThe last equality of Theorem 28 follows from the fact that Hk and Q(x1; : : : ; xp)commute.
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Hitherto, we have said little about orthogonal groups. These groups are de�ned by homo-morphisms mapping Rp to O(n), i.e. the image matrix Q is real. The following theoremensures that an orthogonal group must have a real generator.Theorem 29If G is an orthogonal group and H a generator of G, then H 2 so(n), i.e. H is real.Proof of Theorem 29The de�nition of @@xkQ ensures thatQ(x) 2 G real for all x 2 Rp; ) @@xkQ real for all x 2 Rp:According to Theorem 28, it is the case that@@xkQ(0) = Hk;where Hk is a generator of the group G. Thus, any Hk must be real.From this result follows immediately the following theoremTheorem 30If G is an orthogonal group, then G � SO(n).Proof of Theorem 30According to Theorem 25, any element Q 2 G, is the image of a anti-Hermitianmatrix under the matrix exponential function. The anti-Hermitian matrix is a linearcombination of generators of G. All these generators must be real, as proved byTheorem 29, which implies that any element Q 2 G is the image of a real anti-Hermitian matrix. According to Theorem 21, Q must then be an element of SO(n),which proves the theorem.Hence, we may replace U(n) with SO(n) and su(n) with so(n) in all theorems of thissection without reducing their validity.
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Theorem 1 implies that any p-parameter unitary group may be reduced into a one-parameter group. The following theorem ensures that any one-parameter unitary groupwhich is embedded in a p-parameter group can be de�ned by such a reduction.Theorem 31Let G0 be a one-parameter unitary group such that G0 � G, where G is a properp-parameter unitary group and let Q be a homomorphism that de�nes G. Then, thereexists a vector e 2 Rp such that Q0(y) = Q(y x) is a homomorphism that de�nesG0. Furthermore, any generator of G0 can be expressed as a linear combination of thegenerators of G.Proof of Theorem 31Let Q0 be a homomorphism which de�nes G0, where Q0(y) = eyH for some anti-Hermitian H. According to Theorem 28, it is the case that@@yQ0 = Q0H: (5:21)As G0 � G and the homomorphismsQ andQ0 are continuous, we may assume that anyQ0(y) 2 G0 can be expressed as Q0(y) = Q(x1(y); x(y); : : : ; xp(y)) for some continuousfunctions xk(y). This implies@@yQ0 = pPk=1 dxkdy � @@xkQ = pPk=1 dxkdy Q Hk = Q pPk=1 dxkdy Hk: (5:22)Equating Equations (5.21) and (5.22) givesH = pPk=1 dxkdy Hk:As H is constant with respect to y and the set fHkg is linearly independent, it followsthat all dxkdy are constants. This proves the second proposition of Theorem 31. It alsoimpliesxk(y) = eky + ck;for some vectors e; c 2 Rp. Thus, we can writeQ0(y) = Q(y e+ c) = Q(y e) Q(c):But Q0(0) = Q(0) = I, which implies Q(c) = I and, hence,Q0(y) = Q(y e):
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Theorem 3 demonstrated a method which from a given homomorphism, de�ning a speci�cp-parameter group, generates new homomorphisms that de�nes the same group. Thefollowing theorem ensures that this method is the only one possible.Theorem 32Let G be a proper p-parameter unitary group and Q1 and Q2 be two homomorphisms,both de�ning G. Then, there exists an invertible p � p matrix A such that, for allx 2 Rp, it is the case thatQ1(x) = Q2(A x):Proof of Theorem 32De�neQ0k(y) = Q1(0; : : : ; 0; y; 0; : : : ; 0);where the k-th argument of Q1 is y and the rest are zero. This impliesQ1(x) = Q01(x1) Q02(x2) : : :Q0p(xp):According to Theorem 1, each Q0k de�nes a one-parameter unitary group Gk 2 G.Theorem 31 then ensures that to each Q0k there is a vector ek 2 Rp, such thatQ0k(y) = Q2(y ek):This impliesQ1(x) = Q2(x1 e1) Q2(x2 e2) : : :Q2(xp ep) = Q2( pPk=1 xk ek):Assume that the p vectors ek are linearly dependent, i.e. there exists a non-zero vectorc 2 Rp such thatpPk=1 ck ek = 0:Then,Q1(y c) = Q2(y pPk=1 ck ek) = Q2(0) = I;i.e.Q1 is a degenerate homomorphism and, thus, G is not a proper p-parameter unitarygroup. The contradiction can only be solved if the vectors ek are linearly independent.Let A denote a p� p matrix which contains the vectors ek in its columns. Then A isinvertible and furthermoreQ1(x) = Q2(Ax): 111



Finally, the counterpart of Theorem 23 for the p-parameter case if presented.Theorem 33Let G be a proper p-parameter unitary group, de�ned byQ(x1; : : : ; xp) = ex1H1+:::+xpHpwhereHk = EDkE?;for some unitary E and diagonal Dk. Let felg be an orthonormal set of eigenvectorscommon to all Hk and let �kl denote the eigenvalue corresponding to el with respecttoHk. Then, for each Q(x1; : : : ; xp) 2 G, el is also an eigenvector ofQ and in this casethe corresponding eigenvalue is ei(�1lx1+:::+�plxp). Furthermore, Q can be expressed asQ(x1; : : : ; xp) = Eex1D1+:::+xpDpE? and Q(x1; : : : ; xp) = nPl=1 ei�lele?l ;where�l = pPk=1 �klxk:Proof of Theorem 33Follows the same steps as the proof of Theorem 23.
5.5.3 Compact Unitary GroupsA one-parameter homomorphism Q : R ! U(n) is periodic if there exists a real p > 0such thatQ(x + p) = Q(x); (5:23)for all x 2 R. In this case, the smallest p > 0 which satisfy Equation (5.23) for allx 2 R is called the period of Q. The concept of periodicity is extended to p-parameterhomomorphisms in the following way. Let Q be a homomorphism, Q : Rp ! U(n), andde�neQk(y) = Q(0; : : : ; 0; y; 0; : : : ; 0);where the k-th argument of Q is y and the others are zero. If all Qk; k = 1; 2; : : : ; p, areperiodic, then also Q is called periodic. 112



Unitary groups which are de�ned by periodic homomorphisms are of special interestin this work. Before continuing further discussions on groups of this type, the followingproposition will prove handy.Proposition 1Let G be a proper p-parameter unitary group. Then, G is compact if and only if thereexists a periodic homomorphism Q that de�nes G.First of all, it should be noted that compact is a topological property which can bede�ned for certain types of mathematical structures, in this case a group. To prove thisproposition, therefore, we would have to present a large portion of basic topology, a topicwhich is far beyond the scope of this chapter. In fact, the compactness of these groupwill be of no interest to us but it gives a precise description of the p-parameter unitarygroups de�ned by periodic homomorphism. Hence, in this context a compact unitarygroup will refer to a group that is de�ned by some periodic homomorphism rather than toa group with some speci�c topological properties. It should be noted that this propositionassumes that G is de�ned by a parametric homomorphism, and that there exist groupsof unitary matrices which are compact but can not be de�ned by such homomorphisms.The previous section proved that any p-parameter unitary group can be put in cor-respondence with a set of anti-Hermitian generators. Hence, to a one-parameter unitarygroup G there corresponds an anti-Hermitian matrix H which is a generator of G. Thefollowing theorem states necessary and su�cient conditions regarding H for G to be com-pact.Theorem 34If G is a one-parameter unitary group and H is a generator of G, then G is compactif and only if the set of eigenvalues of H is commensurable.Proof of Theorem 34We begin by proving that the condition is su�cient. According to Theorem 23, it ispossible to express Q(x), a homomorphism which de�nes G, asQ(x) = nPk=1 ei�kxeke?k:where fekg is an orthonormal set of eigenvector of a generator H and fi�kg are thecorresponding eigenvalues. If h�k 2 Z for all k and some real h 6= 0, this impliesQ(x+2�h) = nPk=1 ei�k(x+2�h)eke?k = nPk=1 ei�kxe�kh2�ieke?k = nPk=1 ei�kxeke?k = Q(x):Hence, H generates a group which can be de�ned by a periodic homomorphism and,by Proposition 1, G is then compact. 113



Assume that G is compact, i.e. there exists a periodic homomorphismQ which de�nesG. Then, for some h > 0 it is the case thatQ(x+2�h) = Q(x) for all x 2 R. Accordingto Theorem 23, it must the case that for any ele?lQ(x + 2�h)el = nPk=1 ei�k(x+2�h)e?l eke?kel = ei�l(x+2�h)and in the same waye?lQ(x)el = ei�lx:Bute?lQ(x + 2�h)el = e?lQ(x)elfor all x and all el which implies ei�l(x+2�h) = ei�lx or e�lh2�i = 1 for any l. This is trueonly if all �lh are integers, which proves that the condition of Theorem 34 is necessary.The following theorem extends the result of Theorem 34 to p-parameter unitary groups.Theorem 35Assume that G is a proper p-parameter unitary group which is generated by the panti-Hermitian matrices Hk. Then, G is compact if and only if there exists a realand invertible p � p matrix A such that the anti-Hermitian matrices Ĥk all havecommensurable eigenvalues, whereĤk = pPl=1 aklHl:Proof of Theorem 35First, it is shown that the condition of Theorem 35 is su�cient. De�ne Q asQ(x) = ex1H1+:::+xpHp; (5:24)i.e. Q is a homomorphism which de�nes G. According to Theorem 3,Q0(x) = Q(A x) (5:25)is also a homomorphism which de�nes G. ButQ0(x) = ex1Ĥ1+:::+xpĤp (5:26)and by de�ningQk(y) = Q0(0; : : : ; 0; y; 0; : : : ; 0); (5:27)where the k-th argument of Q0 is y and the others zero, Theorem 34 ensures that eachQk is periodic. This implies that also Q0 is periodic and, hence, G is compact.114



The following proves that the condition of Theorem 35 also is necessary. Assume thatG is compact and de�ned by the homomorphism Q of Equation (5.24). Accordingto Proposition 1, there exists a periodic homomorphism Q0 which also de�nes G.According to Theorem 25,Q0 can be expressed as in Equation (5.26) for some set fĤkgof anti-Hermitian generators. As each Qk, as de�ned by Equation (5.27), is periodic, itfollows that eachHk has commensurable eigenvalues according to Equation (34). FromTheorem 32 follows that there is an invertible matrix A, such that Equation (5.25)is valid for Q and Q0 and, hence, the anti-Hermitian matrices Hk and Ĥk are relatedaccording to the proposition of Theorem 35.To summarize, to any compact unitary group we can �nd as set of generators with com-mensurable eigenvalues. This set however is not unique since the period of each parameterof the corresponding homomorphism is undetermined. It will prove practical to considera particular homomorphism, namely that unique one which has a period of 2� for allits parameters. We will call any such periodic homomorphism normalized. It is a fairlysimple exercise to prove that the generators of a normalized homomorphism must haveeigenvalues of the type in; n 2 Z. Also these generators are termed normalized.
5.5.4 Decomposition of Orthogonal Matrix GroupsAccording to Theorem 10, any anti-Hermitian matrix can be decomposed in two ways,either by a factorization into unitary and diagonal matrices or as a linear combinationof the outer product of a set of eigenvectors. In Section 5.3.4 it was proved that forthe case of real anti-Hermitian matrices, the last decomposition can be made with realentities. The previous sections have proved a correspondence between unitary groups andanti-Hermitian matrices and Theorem 23 have shown that decomposition of the elementsof a unitary group also can be made either by a factorization or as a sum. However, for anorthogonal group both these decompositions contains complex entities. Hence, it remainsto show that an orthogonal group can be decomposed into real entities.Theorem 36Assume that G is a one-parameter orthogonal group, de�ned by the homomorphismQ(x) = exH. Then, for each Q(x) 2 G it is possible to writeQ(x) =mPk=1 [ (âkâ?k + b̂kb̂?k) cos(�kx) + (âkb̂?k � b̂kâ?k) sin(�kx) ] + nPk=2m+1 eke?kwhere fâk; b̂k; ekg is an orthonormal set of real vectors, all �k are real and m � n2 .
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Proof of Theorem 36If G is an orthogonal group, then Theorem 29 ensures that any generator of G is areal and anti-Hermitian H. According to Theorem 13, for any such H there exists aset E of eigenvectors of H with speci�c properties. For example, it is possible to orderthe eigenvalues i�k and eigenvectors ek of H such that �k 6= 0 for k = 1; 2; : : : ; 2mand �k = 0 for k = 2m + 1; : : : ; n and also �k+m = ��k. Furthermore ek+m = �ek fork = 1; : : : ; 2m and ek is real for k = 2m + 1; : : : ; n. According to Theorem 23 it isthen possible to writeQ(x) = nPk=1 ei�kxeke?k = mPk=1 [ ei�kxeke?k + e�i�kx�ek�e?k ] + nPk=2m+1 eke?k:Theorem 13 ensures that ek = ak + ibk for k = 1; : : : ; 2m where fak;bkg is anorthogonal set of vectors and jakj = jbkj = 1p2 . This givesQ(x) = mPk=1 [ei�kx(ak+ibk)(a?k�ib?k)+e�i�kx(ak�ibk)(a?k+ib?k)]+ nPk=2m+1 eke?k =mPk=1 [ (ei�kx+ e�i�kx)(aka?k +bkb?k)� i(ei�kx� e�i�kx)(akb?k � bka?k) ] + P eke?k =2 mPk=1 [ (aka?k + bkb?k) cos(�kx) + (akb?k � bka?k) sin(�kx) ] + nPk=2m+1 eke?kDe�ning âk = p2 ak and b̂k = p2 bk will generate an orthonormal set fâk; b̂kg. Asall ek are real in the last sum, the proposition of Theorem 36 follows immediately.
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5.6 The Commutator Eigenvalue ProblemIn Section 5.3.5, we de�ned the commutator between two matrices. Let H be a �xed n�nmatrix. This matrix then de�nes a linear map from the set of n� n matrix to itself. Letthis mapping be denoted H, which thus is de�ned asH(X) = [X;H] = XH�HX: (5:28)According to Section 5.3.5, the null space of H is set of all matrices which commutes withH. In the following we will write HX instead of H(X). This is a natural consequence ofthe fact that each X is an element of the vector space Rn2 which means that H will berepresented by n2�n2 matrix. In this section we will study the solutions of the followingequation.HX = �X: (5:29)If comparing, this equation with Equation (5.4), we see that the only di�erence is whatvectors space is considered. Equation (5.29) is therefore an eigenvalue problem, here calledthe commutator eigenvalue problem. As a consequence we will call the solutions, X and�, eigenmatrices and eigenvalues of H. As in the case of Equation (5.4), the solutionsof Equation (5.29) are hard to characterize for a general map H. Since H is de�ned interms of the commutator and a matrixX, as described by Equation (5.28), we may expectproperties of H to be inherited by H. To bring some structure to the problem, we assumethat H has a set of n orthonormal eigenvectors fekg, with corresponding eigenvalues �k,which implies that we may writeH = nPk=1 �keke?k: (5:30)In this case the following theorem characterizes the solution of the commutator eigenvalueproblem.Theorem 37If H is de�ned by Equation (5.30), where fekg is an orthonormal basis, then theequationXH�HX = �X (5:31)is solved byX = nPk=1 nPl=1 ckl ek e?l ; (5:32)whereckl = ( 0 if �l � �k 6= �arbitrary constant if �l � �k = � (5:33)Furthermore, this is the only type of solution.117



Proof of Theorem 37Since fekg is a basis it is, Equation (5.3) ensures that it is possible to writeX = nPk=1 nPl=1 ckl ek e?l (5:34)for some yet undetermined scalars ckl. The left hand side of Equation (5.31) thusamounts toXH�HX =24 nPk=1 nPl=1 ckl ek e?l 35 24 nPp=1 �p ep e?p35� 24 nPp=1 �p ep e?p35 24 nPk=1 nPl=1 ckl ek e?l 35 =nPk=1 nPl=1 nPp=1 �p ckl ek e?l ep e?p � nPk=1 nPl=1 nPp=1 �p ckl ep e?p ek e?l =nPk=1 nPp=1 �p ckp ek e?p � nPl=1 nPp=1 �p cpl ep e?l =nPk=1 nPl=1 �l ckl ek e?l � nPk=1 nPl=1 �k ckl ek e?l =nPk=1 nPl=1 (�l � �k) ckl ek e?l : (5:35)The right hand side of Equation (5.31) is�X = nPk=1 nPl=1 � ckl ek e?l : (5:36)Equation (5.31) is thus valid if and only if(�l � �k) ckl = � ckl (5:37)for all k and l. This is exactly the proposition of Theorem 37.It should be noted that Theorem 37 not only guarantees the existence of solutions to thecommutator eigenvalue problem, it states that � must be a di�erence between two eigen-values of H and that X is an arbitrary linear combination of the outer product betweenany pair of eigenvectors of H whose corresponding eigenvalues di�er by �. Selecting k = lgives � = �l � �k = 0 andX = nPk=1 ck ek e?k; (5:38)where ck are arbitrary constants. Thus, the commutator eigenvalue problem will alwayshave a solution � = 0, where the corresponding eigenmatrices constitutes an n dimensionalvector space. 118



5.7 Further readingsAny textbook on group theory will cover the presentation in Section 5.2. For speci�creferences, see [Curtis, 1984] Chapter 1A or [Lenz, 1990] Chapter 2.2.Any textbook on linear algebra should cover the de�nitions as well as the treatment ofthe general eigenvalue problem, contained in this chapter.[Curtis, 1984] Chapter 4, presents a comprehensive treatment of the matrix exponentialfunction.[Evard & Uhlig, 1992] Section 11, contains a number of useful theorems regarding therelation between anti-Hermitian and unitary matrices through the matrix exponentialfunction.A number of useful theorems regarding matrices and their eigensystems, in particular forcommuting matrices are found in [Lancaster, 1969].
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